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european space agency

agence spatiale europ6enne

The European Space Agency was formed out of, and

L'Agence Spatiale Europeenne est /ssue des deux

took over the rights and obligatons of, the two earlier

Organisations spatiales europdennes qui I'ont prec6dee
I'OrganEailon eurcpdenne de recherches spaflales
(CERS) et l'Organisaton europ6enne pour la mise au
point et la consttuctton de lanceurs d'engtns spattaux
(CECLES)
dont elle a repris les droits et obltgations

European Space Organisations: the European Space
Research Organisation (ESRO) and the European
Organisatron for the Development and Construction of
Space Vehicle Launchers (ELDO) The l\,4ember States

are Austna, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,

France,
Norway, Sparn

Germany, lreland, ltaly, Nether ands,
Sweden Swtzerland and the United Kingdom Canada
ic a (]^^naralinn

qtato

-

Les Elats membres en sont l'Allemagne, l'Autriche, la
Belgique, le Danematk, l'Espagne, la Ftnlande, la
France, l'lilandq l'ltalie, la Norvege, /es Pays'8as, ie
Royaume

Uni, la Sudde et /a Sursse Le

Canada

ben4ficie d'un statut d'Etat cooperant

n the words of the Convention: The purpose of the
Agency sha I be to prov de for and to promote, for
exciusvely peaceful purposes, co-operaton among

Se/on /es lermes de la Convention l'Agence a pour
miss/on d assuret el de developper. i des //ns
exclusivement pacifiques, la coopdration entre Etats

European States n space research and technology and
therr space applications, with a view to their being used
for scientific purposes and for operationai space
appr calrons systems

europeens dans /es domaines de la recherche et de la
technologie spatla/es et de leurs applications spatla/es,
en vue de leur uttlisation d des llns scientifiques et pour
des syslemes spatiaux op6rationnels d'apphcations:

e aborating and rmplementing a longlerm
European space policy, by recommend ng space
objectives to the l\,4ember States, and by concerting
the policies of the Member States with respect to
other nat onai and international organisatrons and

(a) en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre une polittque

(a) by

spatiale europ+enne d long terme,

institutions;

(b) by elaboratrng and implementing activities and

(c)

programmes in the space field;
by co-ordinatrng the European space programme
and national programmes, and by rntegrating the
latter progressively and as completey as possible
nto the European space programme, in particular as

regards the development of applications satellites;

(d) by elaboratrng and imp ementing the rndustr al
pur

uy

duprupilare

ru rrs programme a^o

oy

recommending a coherent industrial policy to the
lvember States

The Agency is directed by

a Council composed of

en

recommandant aux Etats membres des oblectifs en
matidre spatiale et en concertant /es politlques des
Etats membres e Iegard d autes otqanisatons el
tnstitutions nationales et intenationales,

(b) en elaborant

(c)

et en mettant en oeuvre des activites et
des programmes dans le domatne spattal;
en coordonnant le progrcmme spatial europeen et
Ies programmes natrcnaux. el en inrcgranl ces

derniers progressivement et aussl compldtement
que possib/e dans le programme spatial europ6en,
notamment en ce qui concene le developpement
de safe//lles d applicatons.
(d) en 6laborant et en mettant en oeuvre la politique
industrielle appropriee d son programme et en
recommandant aux Etats membres une politique
industnelle coherente

representatrves of Member States The Drrector General
is the ch ef executive of the Agency and its legal
representative

L'Agence est dirigee par un Conseil, compose de
tepresentants des Etats membres Le Directeur g6neral
est le fonctionnarc executif supdrieur de l'Agence et la
represenle dans lous ses acles

The ESA HEADOUAFTERS are in Paris

Le SIEGE de I Agence esr a Parls

The major estab ishments of ESA are:

Les principaux Etabrssemenfs de l'Agence sont

THE

EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE (ESTEC), Noordwijk,

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN DE RECHERCHE ET

Netherlands

Pays-Bas

THE EUROPEAN SPACE

OPERATIONS CENTRE

DE

TECHNOLOGIE SPATIALES (ESTEC), Noordwijk,

LE CENTRE

(ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

EUROPEEN D'OPERATIONS SPATIALES
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Allemagne

ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

ESRIN, Frascati, ltalie

Chairman of the Council: PG Winters

President du Conseil:

Director General: J

-M

Luton

PG Wnters

Directeur gdneral: J.-M Luton
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Deutsche Aerospace was originally founded with the objective of reorganizing the German aerospace industry. Only by combining forces
is it possible to be a successful global player, mastering the technological and ecological challenges confronting us in the next century.

SPACEFLIGHT DATA RECORDER

Producl Spotlight

Model:
Copocity:

FDR€500C
5 Gigobytes (uncompressed)
l0 Gigobytes (2:1 compression)
250 Gigobytes (50:l compression)
l0 Mbit/s per chonnel (burst)

Dote Rote:

to 12 Mbii/s totol (sustoined)
l5 lbs (7.3 kg)

4

Weight:
Power:

'18

Wotts @ 28VDC

I1.8"x9"x6"

Size:

(300mm x229mm x 152mm)

lnterfoce:

RS-422

FDR-8000 series recorders are flight-proven,
high performance data storage units built for
operation within the Space Shuttle bay, on

the aft flight deck, and aboard space
platforms. Designed with 8mm helical scan
technologz, the FDR-8000 line provides
economical mass data storage. These
recorders' unique characteristics make them
equally useful in avionics and satellite
applications.

Capacity
The newest member of the FDR-8000 family
is the FDR-8500C. The capacity of the
FDR-8500C is 5 Gigabytes of uncompressed
data. Hardware compression is typically 2:1,

Gigabytes of storage space.
Depending on data content, compression
rates of 50:1 are attainable. Peak data rates
are 10 Mbit/s per channel into a 4 Mbit
buffer. Multiple input models are available.
Total sustained data rates from combined
channels are from 4 Mbit/s to 12 Mbit/s
depending on compression efficiency. The

yielding

10

error rate is less than one in 10'" bits read.

Mechanical

The FDR-8000 enclosure is a sealed box
purged with nitrogen. The inert gas provides
an air cushion around the recording head
and protects the tape from common corrosive
gases during long term storage. Internal

heaters activate below + 10'C. During
initialization, recording is disabled until

heaters can stabilize the

internal
environment above 0"C. Shock and vibration
isolation allow the tape transport assembly
to surpass Shuttle launch and landing
requirements.
The recorder's footprint measures 11.8" x 9"
(300mm x 229mml, with a height of 6'
(152mm). The mounting hole pattern is on
70mm centers for easy interfacing with ESA

cold plates and Hitchhiker pallets. Total

weight is 16 lbs (7.3 kg).
Electrical
Power dissipation

is 18 Watts at 28Y. Each
recorder contains its own DC/DC power
converter. An internal controller supports
serial data transfer, file structures, error
recovery, and regulation of the recorder's
operating environment.

lnterface

Communication with the FDR-8000 is
provided via RS-422 compatible channels.
The command channel is asynchronous at
I2OO baud. The data channel is svnchronous
from DC to 10 MHz.

Let Amptek provide the solution to your
high-capacity data storage needs.

AMPTEK. INC. 6 DE ANGELO DRIVE, BEDFORD, MA 01730 U.S.A. TEL6171275-2242 F4X6171275-3470

)<_

It is time to take the next step

-

Deutsche Aerospace was renamed Daimler-Benz Aerospace at the beginning of the new year. Daimler-Benz

-

a name that stands

for quality, financial stability and technological innovation worldwide. Daimler-BenzAerospace today tackles the challenges of tomorrow: mobility, security,
communications and environmental protection. In Germany and throughout the world. Daimler-Benz Aerospace, 81663 Munich, Federal Republic of Germany.
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European Space Science
In Retrospect and in Prospect*
R.M. Bonnet
Drrector of Scientific Prooramme. ESA. Paris

The learning phase (1959 - 1968)
The first phase, which John Krige, one of
the ESA historians, has called 'The Auger
Years' (ESA publication HSR-8, May 1993)

Looking back, one can broadly identify four
phases in the development of space science in
Eu rope, characterised by:

(i)

programme

in

1983

- 1984, and

-

-

covering the pre ESRO and ESA era was
marked by a strong determination to create a
European Space Science Programme and by

the publication of the so-called 'Blue Book'
in 1961 in the pre-ESRO era
(ii) the first attempt, by ESRO, to define a
policy in space science, in February 1970
(iii) the ISPM/Ulysses crisis in 1980 - 1981
(iv) the establishment of the 'Horizon 2000

the simultaneous development of

national

programmes in the future ESA Member States,

the creation of CNES in France as early as
1963 being one such example.

its

successor 'Horizon 2000 Plus'.

These four phases will

The key element in this phase was the famous
Blue Book prepared by the Scientific and
Technical Working Group (STWG) of COPERS,
under the Chairmanship of L. Hulthen, from the
Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, with
R. Lust as Coordinating Secretary

be reviewed here,

paying more attention to the first two because
they contain all the ingredients which, filtered

over time and with increasing experience,
formed the basis for ESA's success todav.

At a time when all space programmes have to redefine their goals
following the end of the Cold War, and when some Member States are
questioning whether the (modest) pace that marked the first 35 years
of European space science should not be slower and the budget
allocated to that activity reduced, it is useful to look back and assess

The outline of this programme is shown in Table

whether ESA, and before it ESRO, have been good for science and have
played the roles as outlined in their Gonventions. lt is also useful and
enlightening to assess whether ESA has conducted its programme
efficiently.

Convention in June 1962. Already at that time,
a dichotomy could be detected between the
smaller Member States, which favoured the
rocket programme in order to gain experience,
and the larger ones which, not having to rest on
this element, favoured the inclusion of the
bigger elements, i.e. the spacecraft and the
space probes. In fact, the Blue Book was more

1

which somewhat reflects the

com-

munity's lack of realism and maturity at that
time, Nevertheless, it was endorsed as such by

the Plenipotentiaries who signed the

ESRO

Table 1. Number and type of launches during ESRO's first eight years, as proposed by the Interim
STWG to the Third Session of COPERS, in Munich on 24125 October 1961 . lt assumed that two
launches would be required for each successful satellite or space probe placed in orbit
Device
-This article is based in large
part on a paper presented at a
Colloquium organised in

KirunaonT SSeptember
994, on the occasion of the
rotirFmant nf Prnf Renni
1

Hultqvist as Director of the
Swedish Institute of Space
Physics

6

Year
'I

Sorrnriino

rockels

<

10

40

65

65

65

65

65

65

4

4

4

2

3

2

Small satellites

in near-Earth orbits
Space probes
Stabilised astronomical
satellites and lunar satellites

european space scrence-rn retrospect and in prospect

a

declaration

of

intent than

a

defrnitive

programme
It would be the task of the new organisation's

difficult it was to achieve a balanced scientific
programme over a short period which would
satisfy the diverse interests of the scientific
community lt slowly became apparent that the

Launching Programme Advisory Committee
(LPAC), the ancestor of ESA's present Space
Science Advisory Committee (SSAC) and, as

a

such, a body composed of a small number of

years passed before ESA was able

scientific exoerts. and

of its Science

and

Technical Committee (STC), a delegate body
and the ancestor of ESA's SPC, to transform the
content of the Blue Book by Spring 1965 into a
programme which, it was assumed, would be
achieved within ore-set financial limits.
Three main areas of controversy confronted the
LPAC, chaired at that time by Reimar Lust. The
first issue was to maintain a fair distribution
between the various fields of science (which
did not automatically translate into a balance
between the resources allocated to each field,

desired balance might be better achieved over

longer term, within the framework of a

financially more realistic programme Nearly 16

formulate such

a

to

plan

The second phase: the 'Bondi years'
(1969-1973)
This second ohase saw the transition from
ESRO to ESA, and the disappearance of
ELDO, the European Launcher Development
Organisation. By the end of 1968 only one new
project, TD-1, had been approved and the time

was ripe for taking new decisions in order to
avoid a severe lack of continuity in the scientific
institutes as well as in industry In the first

of

astronomy missions generally being more

half

exoensive)

approved: ESRO-1B (Boreas), a follow-up to
ESRO-1, launched in October 1969 Heos-A2,
launched at the beginning of 1972, and

The second issue concerned the conceot of a
common bus for astronomy satellites of the TD
series, with the aim of saving cost. This concept
never materialised: only one TD spacecraft was
built. Today, ESA is seriously trying to develop
one common bus for its astronomy missions
XMM, Integral and possibly STARS, a project
\/oi in ho rnnr^\/oal

1969, three small satellites were

ESRO-IV launched in November 1972 ln early
July 1969, Cos-B and Geos were approved
to be part of the second phase of the
ESRO programme These were in fact the last

projects

to be approved within the

ESRO

framework.

Hermann Bondi, who took up his duties as

Finally, there was

the issue of the

large

satellites, which were supposed to be the main
justification for establishing a European Space
Research Organisation to develop missions
larger than those that could be carried out by a

single nation. Neither of the two large pro-

ESRO's Director General in November 1967,
requested that the LPAC define the Organi-

sation's long-term scientific policy through a
careful selection of new feasibility studies. To

fulfil this mandate, the LPAC set up a
Geophysics and an Astrophysics Panel, the

jects, the Large Astronomical Satellite (LAS)

reoorts of which were oresented to the LPAC in

and the comet mission, ever materialised

January 1970 They contained decisive

Major descoping and numerous iterations had
to be undertaken before they could eventually
reach a stage where they could both be built
within realistic financial limits and fulfil the
interests of the scientific community, through

^^: surpflsrng
^,,"^";^:^^
ano

the IUE and Giotto missions.

ESRO's future scientific policy based on these
recommendations. Four research fields were

This first phase ended

in

1968 with the

successful launches of ESRO-2, ESRO-1A and

Heos-1 In the interim, 56 sounding rockets
were sent aloft between 1964 and 1967, almost
half of them dedicated to ionospheric and
auroral studies. The most active countries in
this programme were the UK (350/o of the
proposals received by 1967), Germany (22o/o),
France and Sweden (120/o), the latter probably
because of the existence of Esrange, in Kiruna

-

as weil as courageous

It took two days of lively discussions in the
LPAC, chaired by Reimar Lust, to establish
given priority:

(i)

fundamental physics, with some priority

assigned

to the testing of

compare very badly with the original plan
established by the STWG They show how

gravitational

theories

(ii) plasma-physics investigations in the
magnetosphere. heliosphere and polar
ronosonere

(iii) high-energy x-ray and gamma-ray astropnysrcs

(iv) special cosmic-ray studies
These numbers, impressive as they are, in fact

-

recommendations.

to

determine

elemental/isotopic abundances, and
measurements of solar neutrons and
charged particles

@ outtetin at
Planetary exploration, ultraviolet astronomy

and solar physlcs were excluded

rom
Nevertheless, still
f

these recommendations
envisaged, optimistically, was the launch

between 1975 and 1980 of

three
medium-sized and three to five small satellites
(compared with the three aclually launched.

namely Geos, ISEE

2 and

IUE)

Following this exercise, between June 1970
and April 1971 the LPAC started to discuss
which satellites would follow Cos-B and Geos
They gave first priority to Helos, an
X-ray positioning mission, later to

With ISEE 2, IUE and Spacelab (ESA's participation in the NASA Space Transportation
System) ESA was tying its own programmes

more and more to those

of NASA

This

cooperation was to be further extended with
the participalion in the Large Space Telescope
(Hubble) and the Out-of-Ecliptic mission, later
renamed the International Solar Probe Mission
(ISPM) and known finally as Ulysses
Al lhe end of these first two phases. ESRO was
forced to be more realistic in its objectives lt

be renamed Exosat They also
tried to safeguard and rescue
the interests of the

ultra-violet-

astronomy community by

mending

recom-

that ESRO should

I

participate in NASA's SAS-D pro
ipr-t : rpcommpndalinn that waS

taken up and approved by the
ESRO Council in July 1971 Hence

IUE

-

still with us today

born, ironically an

-

was

ultraviolet

mission corresponding to one of

the ields excluded rom
f

f

the

I PAC'c liqt nf nrinritioc

ln the

meantime, ESRO was

ontorinn
^i '^
urrru,
il rV tho nriciq th:t,'^^
u,ur r'vdJ +^
LU glvu

birth to ESA The science budget
was kept to a minimum annual
level of 27 MAJ in practice a
ceiling that could only be raised in
1985 with the approval of Horizon
2000. Under the chairmanship

of

G Puppi the ESRO Council

annonio|
quuuVLUu

tho
rurrrvur1q {irn*
lll)t
Lr ru temnr

CLUSTER

naal,r^n
VdUndVg

Annl
ugol

whicn opened the door lo applications
missions The sounding-rochel programme

could be launched every two or three years At
the same time, however, the scientists had
learnt to establish priorities They had admitted

Also of fundamental importance was

that only those ideas for which they could
achieve a consensus among themselves were
destined to succeed This situation opened the

the

space through the developmenl ot lhe Arrane
tauncner.

In 1973, the Council had to decide which
nroier:ts shor rld he rrnderlaken between 1975

and 1980 in the framework of the

new

organisation. ESA After a two-day symposium
at ESRIN (l) on 26-27 February 1973,
attondod hrr cnmo 1OO Frrrnnorn qnianliclc lho

In fact, the LPAC cons dered
the correct leve to be
somewhere between 43 and
47 N/AU

8

small ones, only one medium-size satellite

was eliminated and Esrange was given back to
Sweden under an appropriate protocol

rloe icinn tn nirro Frrrnno inrlononrlonl 2aaoaa tn

.

I ^{ l^,
rri:c
ih:t
^
rul. i^^+^^
rl lJtUdU Ul
loul,^^hi-^
lul lll 19 4
vvur ronnnnicoal
ruuvv'
l:rna cn antifie c:iallitp oanh rro:r nlrrq qover:l

LPAC reconfirmed its earlier choice of Helos
n+^^.
^^+^^+i^r UOI
^^^ii!ates
lUlU(
for selection were
VLI lEl PVLgllLlql
participation in the IMP - Mother/Daughter

mission,

or in a Venus orbitef both

NASA

missions The LPAC chose the 'Daughter
rather than the lVother' spacecraft. and thus
ISEE-2 was born

way to the more mature phases in which, in
addition the scientists suddenly realised not
only the possibilities offered on the worldwide
ccona
ruurru

hrr ilintornetinnal
rLUrrruLrvrrq' nnnnnrrlinn
uy
UUUVUlOtlUll.

hr
rt 4l)V
rloa
UUL

what the limits were

The ESA phase and the ISPM crisis
(197s-1983)
ln January 1974, the AWG and SSWG
identif ied eleven missions f rom which the
Anoncri q novt cniontifin nrnioni/c\ chnr rl.l ho
selected in 1976 Continuing with the practice
started by the choice of Cos-B and Geos, and

then of Helos and ISEE 2 in an attempt to
maintain a balance (or due perhaps to an

pIrnnp2n
uurvpuur

impossibil ty to choose b,etween astronomy
and magnetospher c missions), they decided
to participate with NASA in the Large Space
Telescope ano lhe Ou -ot-fc,ptic m.ssion
Th,s. in a sense. was the ralJra conspqt,erce
of the earl er ESRO - LPAC recommendat ons
which constrained European miss ons to small

or med um-sized prolects, whi e the USA and
the Soviet Un on were a ready p anning very
ambitious and challeng ng miss ons lf t did not
wa.lt to slaon.rle f rrooe had ro cl-oice oLner

I en2ap
rl.,uvu

aatona^
^6^i^
ru ll I nrnanoal
rurur ruY-ll ,^I .^r/^^^^^r
lut uJpuuL dl
l.Jrurvuur

as the arrival of Ariane, which was successfu

ly aunched for the first time

on

Christmas Eve 1979, g v ng Europe full
autonomy in accessing space These two
tr\ip.rtq tnntrlho. ovnl:in lie Se.ieS O' deCiSiOnS
taken between 1980 and 1983 Giotto and
Hipparcos were selected by the SPC in

I980 (again with great difficulties n
deciding between astronomy and solarsystem missions) and ISO in lVarch 1983
All three missions wefe to use the Arrane
launcher and were or ginally Europeanonly mrssrons

This marked a turning point in
ESA's science po icy F rst a
plarelarV rrission namely Ciotlo.
was selected lt was the first
science miss on to be launched by
ESRO/ESA with its own means
and ll-e "sL screnl lic spacecratt
carr ed by Ar ane H pparcos,

r!9

an optrca astrometry mission,
had no equivalent n any
otner programme W th these
rwo n giry-or giral nedium-size
m ssions launched by Ariane.
Europe f ral y acl-ieved space
matrrrty and independence even
tak ng over the world lead in the
a'eas of cone scrence and space
astrometry This trend was con

-,fl
a

firmed by the selection of

ISO

which opened the door
European astronomers

for

(a ready

invoved in IRAS) to the hghly
competitive f eld of inf rared
astronomy, entering into direct
than to cooperate Furthermore, cooperat on

compet tion with NASA s SIRTF.

with NASA was deve op ng at a high rate, with
Spacelab represertirg ar- inporlanr parr of rne
US Space T arsponatio. Svsten A sl'ong w nd o'
opt mism was blowing as a result of the possibilties offered by nternational cooperation

The positive effects of the ISP\,4 crisis for
Europe should not be overlooked Firstly,
Europe realised that it could master its own

to form The
oo rg ous ress w tt

However, c ouds started

rrnno:nq lprrnt thet
NASA was lust that, someth ng brought home
on a dai v basis lo rhe erg ree's rnvolved ir ll-e
Fr

e^.^^lao

ard lre scierLists
^ovar^nman- ^J
involved rn the selection of instruments for the
| ,lroe Snace Telesr:noe Tl-e ISP\l c.is s lrer
opered lheir eyes as they realrseo 'or ll-e first
time the fragilrty of agreements signed by their
lrans-Atlantic coLnle'parls Tre Menorardtn
oI I lnric'q-pr-e] r-n 'ro Ol' C al OOcunent eStab
I shing the bas s for the cooperation, which had
a binding signif cance on the European side,

iad a di'[ererI irLe'pretatior tor ll-e Aner cars
with NASA s budget submitted to yearly
d scussion at the Wh te House and in
Corg'ess Ihe cris s ca'ne lle sa'ne pe'ioo

t-rps ir v

and assune a oos rion ot,eade.ship in

several areas Secondly, U lysses

was
ult malely aunched success[ully by NASA ir

October I990 and on 13 September
accomplished its first hlgh lat tude pass
over the Sun's south po e Thirdly with
G otto and the ser es of comet missions
aurcied by rhe Sov ets and lne Japarese.
ir'prnalinnal cnone'atjgp tOoh On a neW
di'nension. with lhe world s mair space
aoercies/ nstitrrtes invo ved n the InterAgency Consultatve Group (IACG) n wh ch
'o'everyore irvolved coope'atior was lhe orly
'leader'

It s aga nst th s background that ESA could
erter tl^e fourlh ohase of rs space-scierce
po icy with the advent
Horizon 2000 Plus

of Horizon 2000 and

"

l\,4ore than eleven years
atet NASA s S RTF missron

s st not dec ded upon,
and ISO remains the on y

rared telescope to be
launched before the end of
lne m en um
inf
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The Horizon 2000 and Horizon 2000 Plus
Phase (1984- 1994)
In 1983, it became clear that ESA could no
longer continue with its existing method of
qcler:tinn nroipct aflcr nrnicct urithOUt a
vv,vvr,,,v
long{erm perspective and some kind of
commitment that would allow the scientific
community to prepare itself better for the future.
ESA too needed a long-term programme in
space science. On the other hand, there was
some opposition to such an approach on the
basis that it would discourage too early those
scientists whose area of science would not be
covered, leading to a possible loss of support
for the ESA Science Programme, The way out
programme whose
was
draw up
perspectives were sufficiently balanced,
following in a sense the first ideas set out by the
LPAC in 1970, without ruling out the possibility
of introducing new ideas at regular intervals. In
addition, the level of the Agency's science
.1971,
confronted
budget, unchanged since

to

a

the scientific community with the risk

of

asphyxiation The only possibility for Council

priori exclusion of disciplines, so that a
community not 'served' directly by the
Cornerstones could still find its place in
responding to the regularly released 'Calls for

ldeas'. In this way, the programme had an
element of flexibility, and its content could be
adapted to the evolution of science (STEP), as

well as to the opportunities offered

by

international cooperation (Cassini/H uygens).

Furthermore, the philosophy underlying
Horizon 2000 was to contain the costs of
missions within a fixed envelope, forcing the
scientific community to limit its ultimate
ambitions and ESA's management to adopt an
even more efficient aoproach.

The existence

of

Horizon 2000 had an

immediate and very important effect

- the ESA

science budget was granted an annual
increase of 5o/o above inflation (not an easy

for future soace-science activities lt was this
set of circumstances that made it oossible to

decision to takel), an increment that was to be

Table 2. Comparison of responses

2t11

-31t12t1983

30
34

Horizon 2000 Plus
2916-15/10/1993

h^^^'-^
UUUdI

32

the concept of

international

coooeration also evolved In order for ESA to

29
2

master of its own future and not be
dependent upon decisions taken outside its

108

own control, it became clear with time that the
Cornerstones ought to be placed under ESA

be

4

6B

^^^;^.
IIU UAJIEI.

Interestingly,

41

Fundamental physics
Interdisciplinary
Miscellaneous proposals

implemented over ten years For the first
time also, closer coordination with national
programmes could be established, thereby
avoiding inefficient competition between
national and ESA's resources. Coordination
with other international oroorammes also

to'Calls for Mission Concepts'

Horizon 2000

Total no. of proposals

as in

changing that level rested on the assessment of
^ JUU.[dilUVU
^,,h^+^^+i.,^ Ptdl
^'^l and a reference framework
d

initiate the' Horizon 2000 exercise',

Astronomy
Solar physics

now called Rosetta), X-ray (XMM) and
submillimetre astronomy (FIRST) In addition,
the plan also included both small and
previous
medium-size projects,
ESRO/ESA recommendations, but with no a

leadership and be consistent with ESA's
own technical and financial means, with
Following a Call for Mission Concepts issued in
Autumn 1983, to which the European scientific
community responded with some 68 proposals

cooperation bringing new, added capabilities

and formulate recommendations to ESA's then

to these purely European missions. On the
other hand, greater risks could be taken at
the level of small- or medium-sized projects
which, as in the case of Huygens, could
reoresent a small or even medium share of
bigger missions being undertaken by other

Director General Erik Quistgaard, for him to

agencres

(Table 2), a Survey Committee and several
Topical Teams were formed to set priorities,
assess technical maturity in the various fields,

present to the Council of Ministers in January

1985

in

Rome The whole exercise

was

conducted by the scientific community for the
scientific community

In June 1984 in Venice, when the

Survey

Committee held its last meeting, priorities had
been courageously established (though not an

easy task)

-

so-called 'Cornerstones' were
four domains: solarterrestrial

aooroved in
physics (SISP), comet science (CNSR,

With the Cornerstones formrng

fixed,

pre-identified elements in the programme, the
but also industry knew ahead of
scientists
time (20 years for the last Cornerstone) in which
direction they ought to invest their efforts and
pursue
long-leadtime technological
developments necessary to bring projects
into existence. The Cornerstones also achieved
the long-sought-after balance between the
communitv's main scientific fields of interest.

-

the

-
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A simila'approacr is now being followed in the

nrenaralinr of Horizon 2000 Plus wlicn
co\/c/s lhe npriori 2OO5- 2016 and Conta nS
three Cornerstones:

'Horizon 2000 Plus
Science in the

21 st

-
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European Space

Century'

A look at the evolution of the ESRO/ESA
science missions

-

Figures

a mission to Mercury

an

interferometer observalory

for

either

astrometry or inf rared astronomy
a g'avitational-wave observatory

1

-

canah,lities

3 show the evolution in the
of thc FSRO and ESA science

missions since 1968 in terms of weight in orbit,
nlan'l',ly l--^^^
nnrrroT
anTl
ru hit
rqLU Th^r^
vrL rqto
| | rElu rh-^
loJ uludl
uuul I d
^
vvvvu qr

and four medium-s ze missions, several of
wiich can be missions or the Space Station or
small sarellites This programme is described in

detail in ESA Special Publicaton SP 1180:

WEIGHT (ks)

steady increase in mission capabilities sirce
ear y ESRO times, which is reflected most
dramatically in Frg:re 1 wilh satell te weights
closely mirroring both the evolution in launcher
capabilities and the growth'n scientific
ambitions, Since it is unlikely that launchers
rore powerful lhan Ariane-S (or the Ariane-S
class) will be available in the near or even more
d stant future, scientists must face a situation in

wiich the weighl of their
probably be capped at no

spacecraft

will
4

rore than 3 lo

tons. with no room for expansion
Tanlo ? chn'ric iho nar,l63l Weigl-tS On ESRO
ano ESA scientitic satell tes: although there are

substantial fluctuations, the tendency has
clearly been towards flying bigger payloads,
The number of scientists involved per mission
also varies greatly. from just a few to more
than one hundred for ISO and Ulysses, to

a

maximum

of 195 on

Soho and 180 on

Cluster.
cos-B

Figure 1. Weight of ESA
science spacecraft as a
function of their launch
date. The rectangles
indicate roughly the weight
capabilities of the various
launchers. Ulysses was
launched by the US Space
Shuttle and the weight
shown corresponds to the
dry mass of the satellite.
Huygens is also a special
case, being carried aboard
the US Cassini satellite to
Saturn and Titan. The
Hubble Space Telescope

would be off-scale in this
illustration

Table 4 lists the groups witn malor experimenl
hardware Involvement Given tnat Lnere are
approximateiy 60 hardware groups in Europe.
this shows that 20 Io 40o/o of them can be

1970 1975 19aO 1985 1990 1995 2000
LAUNCH DATE

involved at some stage in any of the ESA
m,qsions 2 nrnnnr'inn tiat lefdS tO jnCfeaSe
with time
Figure 2. Average power

consumptions (in Watts) of
ESA science spacecraft as
a function of launch date

MAX BIT RATE
(kbite)

POWER (wbtts)

exosarx,

x,

HUYGENS

xdusren

TD-1x XCOS-B
1970't975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000
LAUNCH OATE

Xl

1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 t995 2000
LAUNCH DATE

Figure 3. Maximum bit rates
(in kbits) of ESA science
spacecraft expressed as a
function of launch date

11
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Table 3. Evolution in payload weights of ESRO and ESA scientilic satellites
Launch date

Spacecraft

75
86

zl

107

27

ESRO-2 (lris)

17 May 1968

ESRO-1A (Aurora)
Heos-l
ESRO-1B (Boreas)

3
5
1

October '1 969

B6

Heos-2
TD-1A

31 January 1972

116

12 March 1972
21 November 1972
August 1975
20 April 1977
14 July 1977
22Oclober 1977
20 May 1 983
July 1985

478

ESRO-4

October

.1968

December 1968

1.1

9

Cos-B
Geos-1, 2
ISEE-2

Exosat
Giotto

(o/o)

28
24
25
24
26
30
28
42

a1

305

5

144
32

271

118

305
(273)

35

157

27
87
59

.l
1

960"

B

6

lysses

U

.t

August 1 989

17

rso

210- -

October '1990

2496
1

29 November 1 995

Cluster
Huygens

October 1 997
December

.

1

4800.
354

tc

55
640
90

35

433- -

57

Shuttle
Atlas ll-AS
Ariane-4

4

2BB

6
(13)

Ariane-5/Apex

48

14

Titan lV (Cassini)
Ariane-5

610-""

3800

999

Ariane-3

1B

(2200)
XIVM

0)

(31)

(677)
370
1 830

31 October 1995
1O Qaniamhor l QOE

Soho

Ariane-1

6
(1

140-

Thor Delta
Delta

17

(584)

Hipparcos

Scout
Scout
Scout
Scout
Thor Delta
Thor Delta
Scout
Thor Delta
Thor Delta

(13)

500

2

Launcher

Payload mass
(ks)

Spacecraft mass
(ks)

16

Including apogee boost motor (dry spacecraft mass is in brackets)
With telescope

*

*

* trvnlrrdinn +alaa.nna

Table 4. Number of groups with major experiment hardware involvement

Mission

SF

GB

DK

CH

SSD

Others Total

Total

Europe

6

ESRO-2

ESRO-IA +.1

/

B

B

8

I

11

10

1

2

3

3

10

Heos-2
TD-1A

2

1

1

2

B

B

1

3

3

2

t1

12

ESRO.4

2

5

5

Heos-1

3

2

tsEE-] &

6

3

1

Exosat
Giotto
U

2

lysses

rso
Soho
Cluster
Huygens
Cassini Orbiter

2

5

1

7

2
4

/

1

5

5

2

A

2

I

A

2

2

2

A

5

XIV]M

2

3

Total

cl

42

o/o

a1

1B

share of
European expts

12

1

1

1
'1

Cos-B
Geos-1 & 2
2

2

1.1
1.1
22
21
32
32
33

2

1

6

11

12

2

tc

l3

1

9

I

3

IJ

IO

10

19

29

1

1

1

2
'l

41

3

22
42
33

ta
19

6

1

12

19

19

34
28
I3
39

2

7

27

1

5

23

1

2

13

1

20?
2

t:,
IJ

53

240

11

100

17

293

european space

In addition, the

observatory-type missions

involve a large number of astronomers in the
community:

For lUE. some 80 proposals were implemented rn 1994 (given the over-subscription ratio of 3, there are about 240 scientists
involved annually in IUE) In addition, 686

mrssron

opportunities per decade. as shown also

in

Tahlo 5 Ar-nnrdinn tn Frnr tra L ltr'o miccinnc
can be grouped into two families:

Those whose cost-to-completron is about
equal to the annual scientific budgel

(i)

Giotto Ulysses. Huygens and Integral
(assuming a Prolon launch) fall inlo this
category, which is the so-called
'medium-size' mission category of Horizon
2000
Missions that cost twice lhe yearly budget.
including missions like Exosat. Hipparcos.
lSO, the ESA contribution to the Hubble
Snacc Telesr:nne an.l the CornerstoneS Of
Horizon 2000

(l

On Hubble Space Telescope, 262 scientists
are involved either as guest observers (243)

or as guaranteed-time observers (19) in
'cycle 4'
Figure 4 shows the evolution in mission costs lt
indir-:lpq lhat docnito iha r:nid innroaco in lha
technical capabilities of the missions, ESA has
been able to keep relatively tightcontrol over its

In retrospect and in prospect
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use the IUE archive data at Vilspa

With Hipparcos, about 150 scientists have
been involved in some level of activity at
some stage over the last 10 years Currently,
some 30 scientrsts are working on the

scrence

the evolution in the cost{ocompletion tends to follow the overall trend
Amazingly,

in the yearly budget for both

families of

mrssrons

Figure 4. Evolution in the
cost-to-co m pletion
(in MAU, 1993 economic
500

<4@
300
200

loo
o

94 % 96 97 96 99 00 0l 02 03 04 05 06

--g-

Rotios in<t'6ote proiect

os

cosl

o funclbn ol onnuol Scimc€

07
YEAR

Budg€l

conditions) of ESA science
satellites launched after
1 983 as a function of
launch date. The solid
curve shows the variation
in the science programme's
annual budget (also
expressed in 1993
economic conditions). The
numbers indicate the ratio
between the cost-tocompletion and the level of
the science budget in the
year of the launch. For
missions to be launched
beyond 1995, the cost-tocompletion figures are
today's estimates

Table 5. Number of ESRO/ESA proiects launched/to be launched per decade

1976- 1985

1965-1975

6

B

ESRO-2
ESRO 1A
Heos-1
ESRO-1 B
Heos-2
rD-1
ESRO-4
Cos-B

"

1986-1995

ESA

-

(1968)

(1968)
968)
(1 969)
(1972)
(1s72)
(1972)
(1

(1

Geos-1
lsEE-2ruE.
Geos-2
Exosat
Giotto

1

6

-

2005

6

(1977)
(1977)

Hipparcos
HST-

(1978)

U

(a)

tso

983)
(1985)

Soho.
C uster.

(1

996

lysses

*

Huygens.

e7e)
(1 eeo)
(1 eeo)
(1 ees)
(1

xrvrv

(1

eeS)

(1

ee5) (b)

Integral
Rosetta
Nr3
F|RST

997)
(1999)
(1

(2001)
(2003)
(2003)
(2005)

975)

NASA cooperatron

Notes:

(a) Geos-2 was an exact copy of Geos-1 (not p aced
(b) Tolal 'eally 9 oue ro tne 4 C JSler spacec.a't

n correct geostationary orbit

by Delta launcher)
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These curves prompl

lle

lo

lowirg renarks

ard

Ml

(Huygens)
Nl2 (lrlegral). are presertly nairta ned at

The two medium-size missions,

iha
at Tno
a. pnco
llru In',al
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rol' Inteoral is a Cornerslone class
missior. and as suci m ght be expecled to be
'ould ol lhe upper curve or F gL'e 4 Tl-is rs

ever

lhor

lhe resull of inlernaliona cooperat on and l^e
reuse - for the f rst time n the history of the
ESRO/ESA science programme - of an

existirg spacecrat bus desigr. lamely tl^at
from XMM On the other hand, missons ike
Fvnc:l

<-^ l ^,,-.,^., ^^.^ll;+^
-+
H nn:rnnc t2
qt
)dlYlllLE
\u Jl ld I JUIVUy

the outset and a 'blue mission' in

Horizon
2000) and ISO (a1so a b ue mission), are of the
Cornerstone class

e6

Tab

shows the costs (1994 economic

conditions) for missions launched after Geos
and shows that the cost to launch 1 kg of

o' 1 kg o' payioad (excluding lhe
payload cost itself) tends to decrease with time
Hence. C usler rs p'obably the nost e'ficienl
satel ite ever developed oy FSA. an eftecl
n ssion

nl

lna

ra.

trra.+
:nnrn2an
I v, ,r
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uvv,
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I

by a mission based on four

nncqihlo

identical

satellites
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ESA (12 5o/o) and external contracts (87
This dala is oisp ayeo n Figrre 5

5o/o)

Figure 6 clearly shows that for the missions
after Geos. the duration of Phases B and C/D is
nc:rlv cors'anl irdenendert of the size o' the

mission (virtually identical

for Cluster

and

Exosat). being of lne order of 6 years. with lwo
notaole exceptrons. Ulysses ard ISO The
I J vsses case ll. rstrates lhe etfect of the

'redefiniton' of the mission by NASA in 1981
rha t^tar
attat+
Qnrno Qn
rttlo
^^,1
oruLUE
tdlut ut
uul nf
u tho
Lr ru oPouu
d,t tu l|u

Cnallenge'

accidel In

s case. ll'e
beer the mair

ISO

r:.vnnenir:-valve orohlem has

reason for the abnormally ong industrial
phase
Not shown in Figure 6 is the time spent prior to
the start of Phase A Thrs varies f rom mission to
mission and s in fact difficu t to define properly

It is usually very long, however. sometimes reaching more than ten years This
was the case for IUE and Giotto derived,
respectively, f rom the concept for the

HUYGENS PROBE

Table 6. Scientific spacecraft mass and costs to ESA (excluding cost of payloads, except for Exosat and Hipparcos) updated to 1994

economic conditions
Spacecraft
developmenl

completion (CTC)

Mission cost
(CTC) vs
spacecraft mass

Spacecrafl

Launch date

(IMAU)

(MAU/ks)

(MAU/ks)

(MAU)

Geos-l

20 Apr 1977
22OcIober 1977

307 2

1 005

B 727

141

105

1

067

Exosat
Giotto
n pparcos

20 May 1983

444

1

0 888

3 864
5 105
3 716

U ysses

6 October 1 990

rso

qantomhor

Soho

Qontomhor

C uster

November 1 995
October 1 997
December 1999

Cost to

ISEE 2

n uygens
XI\i |''/

.

2 July

I

I985

l Oqq

218
538 B
287 4
670 0

0 375
0 796
o 777
0 268

l QQi

325 0

0 177

428

0 089
o 711
u to3

8 August 1 989

B

zc I o
ozo
I

Mission cost
(CTC) vs
payload mass

COSI

2 s665 225
7 444
(0 467)',
0 508
1 489
5 242
1 026

I

636
204

r03

5

291
132

5
7

364 9
237 3
296 3
147 B

317

2

Pay oad includes the Telescope
Note: Cosr Iguresl'aveoeenJDoatedro l994econorcconoitionsJSngl.recoq'oneoScierceAr-nral F.cnangeRates Corseouenlly.they
are on y tndtcattve and should not be taken as abso ute va ues
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Figure 5. Typical spacecraft
costs (excluding the
payload) and the

External

distribution between
external (87.50/o) and
internal expenditures
(12.50/ol

1re9+\

""s
Total External
Erpendlture:
87.5%

LAS and f rom the second Large Projecl
of the Blue Book This was also the case
for Ulysses. a mission whose concepl was
first proposed in the late fifties, and for the

rn

Internal

x

'g

,L

missions technologically. before they can be
fitted into a realistic budget which should in

principle not exceed two years of the scientific
budget This is characteristic of the way in

Hrrhhlo Snane Tolacnnno Rnlh rrroro rrndor
discussion by ESRO/ESA and NASA back
in the early seventies, but were only launched
in 1990

which Europe (i e ESA; operates and is
probably lhe irevitable consequence of tne

The Horizon 2000 and 2000 Plus Cornerstones
have been or are being decided some 20 years
before the missions actually fly This is the time
needed to properly define and prepare tnese

technological preparation, itself an effect of the
rather low financial effort by ESA in the area of

inescapable necessity of tailoring the scope of

missions to a realistic budget lt is also a
consequence of the relatively slow progress in

technological research compared

to

the

American aooroach

Launch
Date

Figure 6. The durations of
the various phases of ESA

1980

r975
1970

2020

YEABS

science projects, indicated
by the horizontal bars. The
A's and white bars indicate
the Phase-A starts and
durations, respectively. The
B's represent the start of
Phase B in industry and the
grey bars represent the
duration ol Phase B and
C/D. The launches are
represented by white
triangles, while the black
bars indicate the durations
(actual or foreseen) of
in-orbit operations. Note
the difference in the
durations of Phases B/C/D
for the Delta and Ariane
families (see also Fig. 1),
and the near constancy of
these Phases for each
individual family

tc

G

outtetin

g.t

Despite

this ESA is

currently playing

a

pioneering and leading role in the field of solar
nhrrcinc raiiin lllrrccoc

an.i

q^n^

ic loa.linn

-

and will continue to do so in the next century

in cometary science with Rosetta. and

-

wrth

Huygens will accomplish the first landing ever

!i^+^^^^ h^,,^^!
uvyur ru '5e orbit of Mars ESA

^+ o
^ ur)Loruu
dL

Ll

is

also lhe world leader in space astrometry with

oi its missions ESA has managed to maintain
relatively tight control over its costs, enabling it

lo

provide a regular and nearly constant
number ol flight opportunities per decade, The
small (100 kg) satellites launched in ESRO
times have been succeeded by missions such
as lSO. Sono and Clusler. each weighing
several tons

Hipparcos, and it will be ahead in infrared,
submillimetre and gamma-ray astronomy with
lSO, FIRST and Integral, respectively while
XN/

|\/ is lhe most

sensitive X-ray satellite

planned at this moment in the world Moreover,

Horizon 2000 Plus offers potential new
leadership positions in plasma. planetary and
solar science. as well as in rnterferometry and
gravitational
f

the newly emerging ield of
pnysrcs

Conclusion
l-)eqnile fnc renid inr:rqggg O[ more than One
order of magnitude in the technical capabilities
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This dramatic evolution in technical capabilities
has not been mirrored in the evolution of the
annrral cnionno hrrr{nat Tnrlarr'c hr rdnol aftor

the annual 5olo increase since 1985, is still no
higher, in terms of purchasing power, than the
ESRO budgel ot 1964 lt takes the same time

today for the industrial development of
missions weighing several tons, such as
Cluster. as rt did 15 years ago to develop
missions 10 times smaller, such as Exosat The
ESA team managing Clusler is composed of 20
onninccrq r:nmnared tO the 35 who worked On
Exosat lt is this strict design-to-cost approach

that is allowing spacecraft like Integral, which

of their size and scope would
normally qualify as Cornerstone missions, to be
envisaged as medium-class missions.
because

In addition more scientific opportunities are
being of [ered to the science community:
today's missions involve more and more
Principal Investigators and an increasing
number of Co-lnvestigators Moreover, many of
ESA's scientific missions are systematically
extended beyond their nominal lifetimes and
tho
rractlrr
vqo!ry
Lr re

draa+or
VrvqLvr

\/nl'
'-^^
vUlUlllUJ

^{
Ul

i^r^
UdtO

h^i-^
uElllV

acquired are being systematically archived and
made widely available to much larger numbers
of users

These and many similar examples prove that
ESA is becoming more efficient with time, for
which there are several reasons, Firstly the
evolution in technology is allowing us to design

I

larger missions with a lower price per kilogramme Secondly, both ESA and industry
have acquired substantial experience and have

in

efficiency with the
n2ear^o
v nf timo Thirdlv tho oviqtonco of :
vqrrqv

thereby improved

long-term programme

for science -

firsl

-

is
Horizon 2000 and now Horizon 2000 Plus
developnecessary
technology
allowing the
ment to be pursued sufficiently early and the

use of common subsystems on a variety of
mtsstons

After some 35 years of endeavour, European
space science has finally reached maturity as a
result of ESRO's and ESAs efforts, Order has
been brought into the management area and a
large amount of technical expertise has beer

acquired International cooperation can now
be seen in a more rational context, based on a
more equal partnership, and with new partners
involved In addition, coordination with national
programmes is constantly being improved

Through its mandatory character and the
fixing of its budget for five-year periods (socalled 'level of resources'), ESAs Science
Programme offers space scientists, primarily in
Europe but also around the world, one of the

most stable programming elements with
missions second to none in their fields
missions that are powerful drivers of
technological innovation
When discussing the future of space science in
Europe, one should constantly bear in mind the
reasons why the ESA Science Programme has
been a success: namely by its
relying at all stages on the science
community, from the submission of mission
ideas to their selection and exploitation

-

-

maintaining

a science budget at a

sufficient to ensure a balanced programme
over a time frame no longer than two
OCCAOCS

ensuring medium- and,

if

possible,

long{erm financial stability for its activities
through pluri-annual commitments
maintaining a high level of technical
mananement in FSA and in national
institutes

taking its own decisions, without reliance on
decisions taken by external agencies

maintaining tight coordination between a

common European programme and the
national programmes
maintaining political, technical and financial

synergy with the more global elements of
tho r|!/qvv
enr.o v,
nrnd12mma
/Sn:no
vv, q, |,, |,v
planetary exploration, etc ),

St:tinn

Several of these ingredients were discussed by
the early ESRO and later ESA Committees and
have been successfully carried through into the
ESA science programme, They should by all
G
means be preserved in the

future.

lever
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United Nations/European Space Agency
Workshops on Basic Space Science
H.J. Haubold*, A. Ocampo* *, S. Torres* * * & W. Wamsteker*
-

***

United Nations Off ce Ior Outer Space, Vienna, Austria

" The Planetary Society (TPS) and Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), NASA, Pasadena, USA

. *.
International Center Ior Physics (ClF) and University of los Andes, Bogota, Colombia
. - - - IUE
Observatory, European Space Agency, l\,4adr d, Sparn

of the Workshops

In 1958, the United Nations (UN) formally recognised a new potential for
international cooperation by establishing an ad hoc Committee on the
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS). A year later the Committee

The title

became a permanent body, and by 1983 membership had expanded to 53

countries astronomical, planetological and
astrophysical research is precarious, while
more application-oriented fields of space
science and technology are fairly well
developed and provide opportunities to

states, with more than half of the members coming from the developing
world. In 1970, COPUOS established the UN Progamme on Space

Applications in order to strengthen cooperation in space science and
technology between non-industrialised and industrialised countries. In
the last few years, the UN and its COPUOS have paid increasing attention
to education and research in space science and technology, including

intentionally

includes the term 'Basic Space Science' to
reflect the fact that in many non-industrialised

accommodate astronomical research projects.

basic space science.

The four Workshops were attended by 300
invited oarticioants from 50 countries and 15

In 1991 the UN, in cooperation with ESA, initiated the organisation of
annual Workshops in Basic Space Science for developing countries.
These Workshops are designed to be held in one of the following major
regions: Asia and the Pacific, Latin America and the Caribbean, Africa,

national and international organisations. The
scientific programme included 160 presenta-

tions addressing topics

Western Asia, and Europe. Accordingly, Basic Space Science Workshops
have already been held in India (1991), Costa Rica and Colombia (1992),
and Nigeria (1993). The fourth Workshop was held trom 27 June to 1 July
1994 at the Cairo University, in Egypt, for Western Asial .

solar-terrestrial interaction, cosmology, planetary science, ground-based and space-based
observatories, and space astronomy, astro-

cooperation

in

international
space-

in basic space science,

science education, space-science policy,

and cosmology The scientific
programme of the Workshops is developed by
physics

the UN Office for Outer Space Affairs,

' The 1991 Workshop in India was organised in
cooperation with the Government of India, hosted by
the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO), and
sponsored by ISRO, ESA and the UN The 1992
Workshop in Costa Rica and Colombia was organised
in cooperation with the Governments of Costa Rica and
Colombia, and hosted by the University of Costa Rica
in San Jose and the International Center for Physics

The UN/ESA Workshops provide an excellent

opportunity

for

scientists

f

rom

non-

industrialised countries to both oresent the
results of their research work to the international scientific community and familiarise

(ClF) and the University of los Andes in Bogota That
Workshop was sponsored by ESA, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), The
Planetary Society (TPS) and the U N The 1 993

themselves with the most recent results in their
fields. Proceedings containing sclentific

Workshop in Nigeria was organised in cooperation wilh
Engineering
Infrastructure (NASENI) of the Government of Nigeria,
and was hosted by the University of Nigeria, Nsukka,

papers, papers addressing the status of
current and future basic space-science
projects, as well as recommendations and

and the Obafemi Awolowo University, lle-lle lt was
sponsored by ESA, the German Space Agency
(DARA), the International Center for Theoretical
Physics, the National Aeronautics and Space

observations emanatino from the Workshoos

the National Agency for Scientific and

Administration, the Nigerian Telecommun ications PLC
(NITEL), TPS and the UN
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ESA,

TPS, and the host institution The selection of
tooics deoends on the interests of the local
organisers, with a strategic combination of the
above-mentioned topics.

are published

The traditional problems of basic science
(including isolation, brain drain, lack of

un/esa workshops on basic space science

financial resources, ever-increasing gap with
respect to industrialised countries, lack of
scientific tradition, and weak infrastructure) in
non-industrialised countries remain a major
cause of concern Interestingly, there are new
developments that may change the situation,

and these develooments deserve

serious
consideration. The most important facts that
have brought some hope for the improvement
of the situation of science in non-industrialised

countries are: first, local governments are
understanding the need to recognise the
intrinsic value of basic space science and its
importance as an essential component without
which the economy cannot grout secondly,
there is a new trend in the scientific er rmunity
to develop large international facilities, v hich
may make use of the climatologicai and
geographic attributes of non-industrialised
countries; thirdly, the revolution in electronic
communications allows close contact between
remote
scientists and oermits access
databases and computer power from any part
of the world This technology helps ameliorate

to

the isolation factor in unprecedented

ways
Lastly, global problems (i.e, environment) and
the consciousness that their solution must be
global in nature has led to the inclusion of

non-industrialised countries

in the science

countries have adequate communication links

to the international

scientific community,

adequate access to the technical

literature,

more opportunities to participate in international meetings. access to data and

data-processing facilities, and opportunities to
participate in the planning, design and use of
space observatories. research programs and
space missions. all help reduce the feeling
that scientists in non-industrialised countries
have to move abroad in order to produce
good scientific work. The UN/ESA Workshops
address these
have been organised
problems and to help identify solutions.

to

The objective of these Workshops is to
strengthen basic space science in nonindustrialised countries by addressing ways
and means by which the following goals can
be accomolished: to make scientists aware of

current and future scientific and technical
aspects of basic space science, to enhance
scientific cooperation between developing
countries, to explore avenues of education,
training and research in space-science
or
rFrinn+o
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countries,

group
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to

create an international core
scientists that will pursue the

objectives of the Workshop, to provide access

oolicies of the industrialised countries

to the most recent advances for scientists from

The loss of researchers from non-industrialised
'brain drain' is a serious
countries via
oroblem that must be addressed, To reverse
this process, efforts must be made to promote

avenues that will facilitate scientific cooperation, to create a forum for the discussion of
problems and the formulation of policies and

non-industrialised countries,

a

in non-industrialised countries of
the importance of space science and to

to

identify

recommendations

awareness

ensure that space scientists have the bastc
roqnr rr.oq np.:pqqar\/ for their wOrk

The development of basic science in nonindustrialised countries is a kev factor for the

Figure 1. World network ol
national hosts of the IUE
Data Archival System
(ULDA/USSP). This
ESA-developed system has
given many Developing

Countries, including
those still with limited
communications
inf rastructures, direct
access to data from the
Agency's International
Ultraviolet Explorer (l UE)
satellite

lnternational efforts to ensure that
scientists in non-industrialised

Japan
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economic prosperity of those countries,
Scientific research is now being recognised

by the governments of non-industrialised
countries as an essential ingredient to
guarantee economic growth through the
establishment of a strong infrastructure for the
assimilation and use of high technologies In
the context of these Workshops, 'Basic Space
Sciences' have been defined as:

tho

dononrtpnr-o nn the industrialised
countries This fact has traditionally been
ignored by policy makers and local governments

A

trickle-down effect is produced when
highly qualified scientists are present to

annain rnt iho
iraininn
.,*',',' ,v nthor

nicians,
(a) Astromony and astrophysics
(b) Solar-terrestrial interaction and its influence

ranrrirod
cniontictc

onninoorc

hrr

tanh-

and students. The buying of

packaged ready-to-use technology has failed
as a model for technology transfer, with the

expected increase

on terrestrial climate

(c) Planetary and atmospheric studies

infractrr rntr rro

in

knowledge

not

materialising On the contrary, an increase in
donondonno
nn tha indUStrialised COUntries
vvvv,,vvl
has been noted, and the accumulation of
costly and often obsolete equipment has been

(d) The origin of life and exobiology

the end result

A vital part of the Workshops are the Working
Group Sessions, which provide participants

a

forum in which observations and
recommendations for developing basic space
science in all its aspects. through regional and
international cooperation, are made, Scientists
f rom different non-industrialised countries

with

have a surprisingly large number of in
common Discussions between them have
stimulated an exchange of ideas which, when
combined with the diversity of experiences,
provides a rich and favorable environment for
the creation of new collaborative initiatives By
opening the floor to the scientists. these

meetings become an ideal forum where key
iccr

Figure 2. A United Nations
computer engineer,
Mr Abraham Edathanal,
surrounded in his Vienna

Basic space science is closely associated with

the economic development of a country
Examples of space-technology applications

office by 30 surplus PCs
donated by ESA/ESOC.
After a thorough checkout
in Vienna, the PCs were
shipped by the UN to needy
research institutes in Cuba,

for the benefit of non-industrialised countries

Ghana, Honduras, Nigeria,
Peru and Sri Lanka

The

are already very well known -

remote

sensing, telecommunications. monitoring of

:ro ,',,Y"",,
imnodinn nrnnroaa nan ho

proposals that may come out will be collected

in a set of Recommendations that will form
part of UN General Assembly document that
will be used to lobbv oovernments and
funding agencies,

natural resources, environment and weather
conditions, etc All of these applications have a

direct influence

on the

economy

importance of developing basic space science
h:q nortainlrr haon ronnnnieo.{ in thnco

countries that have sponsored the UN/ESA
Workshops, i,e. India, Costa Rica, Colombia,
lr.linori: : nd Fnrrni

Many non-industrialised countries have
r^lcvplonerj qnmc inf raStruCture fOr the
management of remote-sensing and tele-

In addition to the direct benefits of an
international scientif ic conference, the
UN/ESA Workshops have generated a number

of other supplementary activities such as: the
donation of 30 personal computers by ESA to
non-industrialised countries, the donation of
professional astronomical telescopes by the
Japanese government (under Japan's Cultural
Grant Aid scheme), as well as the donation of

educational space-science material by TPS
and NASA/JPL An imoortant asoect of the

communications services. However, these are

recent Workshop in Cairo was the agreement

just two of many end products offered by
space technology lt is important to develop
basic soace scrence in order to take tull
advantage of space technologies Without
indigenous capabilities, the rapid growth of
these technologies rapidly renders the

to upgrade the Kotamia Observatory facilities
and the intention to make this instrument
available as a regional facility to the scientists

acquired infrastructure obsolete and prolongs
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identified and orooosals formulated The
content of these discussions and the

from the Western Asian reqion,

to

Recommendations common
all three
Workshops are as follows. lt is recommended

qatpnae
In/aa2 \^inrkah^ne
vvv \u ,vvu nn h2cra cn2ao
|

to build

f rst-rate

r

educatona and research

nally

Ma.ch 1992. site-seleclion leas bility studies
in Nsukka, N geria, for a

,n te rratio
'ecog n ised
'o
,-i^^lV ^..^i ^hilir., Ol
- -^.JUll
cciont
hV Ul
ilu raaa2ran
dvdl dulllty ^r
oururrr {ic
uouu u r. uy

were initiated

rational level of exisling oasic space-science
data archives The particioants recog rised
that the continual progress rn basic space
SCre rc€ and techrotogy t-rakes tie free ard

so

capab

eff

rlities

icient low of ideas and concepts
f

a

nonoccitrr rnel tnorofnrp
N/lomhor St:tpq
v,v,
v s,rrnod
\Jvu
to plan and mplement loca electronic
communications at least at, or preferably
above, ll'e bas c e-nail network level Access
lo re'nole conputing oower ard dalabases
immod :lolir
q(v, y ononq
uvv, 'J ,,n
uv a WhOle neW WOfld O[
I uuvoJ,Ly.

researcl- opporlrnil,es

lo

scientists

in

any

.^mnr rtpr ca.l nnlic:l

lolacnnna tnr dplailad

seismo ogy studies Tl'is prolect s a
nnllrnnrrlirro oflnrt hir tho I ln rrarcitrr nf Nl'nori:

ar

Nsukka, and the Zetetic Institute, Arizona,
USA Another proect rhat originated in the
Workshops is the installation

of an

Internet

node in Niger a, w th TPS support
One
or .-

o'the most inportart messages lo cone

nf thpse Wnrl^shons is that we can all share

the excitement of the new discoveries
Theories of the cosmos and the posit on of
humanity and the Earth wlthin the Unverse

region of the wor d

Another important recommendat on that has come

out of the

UN/ESA

Imnarinan
tuuLt tgJ
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'h^

to

.€

oxnloro lhtr nrc2- s.ipnti',C

potential

of some non-

industrialised countries due
-n -heir qnecial allrihutes
(i e climate, geography,
bio diversity, etc ) which
pur tiem in a pr vileged
pos lior for tie develoo-

J_

r,r,-1fr*

ment of certain fields of
scienti'c research: geomagnetism sludies. electrocurrents, galactic
nhnlnmalr',
^^la.
I d.pp | 9. >urdr
l.J rulur ruLr y.

jet

astrorretry and ervi'onmont2l nTn,pn'q
ozone mapprng

qr

ral^

aS

The 'ecogrilion ol rre particula' scienti'ic
potertal of specif c regions is rot rew The
^^--i^
ilu- .^,.
uttdudrLdyd
dy slatrot n Bolivia and
^L-^^'+^ ^ uuJr
Al^'.^.',-'^.', y lln Vl
t'lhila
Fr rnnoan
Qnrrtnor^
llv
rY I VU)EIVOLU
illha
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are wel -known examp es of those types of
acl'v,ries llat can act as calalysl ir^ lhe
scient fic development of non-industrlalised
coull'ies Howeve'. tl^e developrrenl of suci
international facillties needs coordination. and
oiscLss,ors about tLIUre facjlites of ll-is type
have taken place 1n the UN/ESA Workshops

Colombia, for exampLe, fras started the
establ shment of a radio-observatory rn
collaooration with lhe Law'ence Berkeley
Laboralory tl^at wi I take advanlage of rts
^^,,_'^.t^ r^^^_i^^
ruuoLrur r. |'^ corrb nalio.t w ti the
u9uoLUrrq
p'esence of n gn-altitrde peaks. in order lo
corstrLCt 'naps of drt'use ga aclic radio
emission A proposal for an inter-Af rican
|

astronomical observatory and sc ence park on
Gamsberg mounta n in Namibia, wh ch offers

a rigr orooorlion of cloudless

nrghLs.

hatie 2lirr2trq neen r:ent'al tO OUr CUltUral bel eiS
and valres However. the concept of economic
novolnnmont h:c nonor:lrr
fnnr ,ccpa1 nn
'echnnlnov ard annl Ca[ OnS. father thar On
science and 'esearch As a 'esu t. deverop-

ment programmes have not pad sufficent
attention to promot ng scientific research and

inlerrat,oral cooperation ir science In the
'ong lern. sciertif'c 'esearcl is essertial to the
nlerlpctr ral sn .itr .el SOCial af d eCOnOniC
vitality of society We must not only find
techn cal solutions to the prob ems we

Figure 3. The Kotamia

Observatory in the Egyptian
desert south of Cairo. The
Egyptian Ministry of
Education's plans for
upgrading its 74-inch
Cassegrain telescope and
opening it as a regional
facility represent an
important step for the
development of the Basic
Space Sciences - in this
case astronomy - for the
western Asian countries

understand, but we must also find new ways of
understanding our world Krowledge aboul

nature and the cosmos is a cultural hertage
that belongs to humanity as a whole and
should errich all cult;res regardless of the'
geograpl'ical 'ocat'on. race. polil cs or
economic standing In this respecl. space is a
G
common ink that can unite us al I

a darh

sky, excellent atmospheric transparency, and

low humidity, has also been discussed
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ESA's Participation in the International
Microgravity Laboratory (lML-21 Mission
H.U. Walter
Directorate of Manned Space and Microgravity, ESA, Paris

The Space Shuttle Columbia with the second
International Microgravity Laboratory (lN/L 2)

the alternate payload specialist, J,J. Favier
(Fig 1B) from the Centre d'Etudes Nucl6aires

with Spacelab on board was launched on
8 July 1994 at 12,43 am Eastern Daylight
Time. Columbia returned safely on 23 July at

(CEA) in Grenoble.

6:38 a.m, after a very successful mission. With
a flight duration of nearly 15 days, it was the
longest Shuttle mission thus far and was also a
milestone for microgravity research and
international cooperation

The second lnternational Microgravity Laboratory (lML-2) mission was a
truly international event, paving the way for cooperation in the scientific
utilisation of the forthcoming International Space Station. ESA provided
several major facilities for conducting research in microgravity, as did
France and Germany. The facilities were used jointly with scientists from
the US; in exchange, NASA provided the mission itself . Several experiments
measured and characterised the microgravity environment and the
astronauts' response to spaceflight conditions. Others were in the fields of
biology, biotechnology, f luid dynamics, crystal growth and alloy
solidification, and near-critical-point investigations.

Another important objective of the mission was to demonstrate remote

payload operations or 'telescience'. Using that method, principal
investigators monitored and controlled their flight experiments from
various user centres and laboratories across Europe. This approach is
proving to be

a

very efficient and cost-effective way to conduct and optimise

scientific research, and

it will

become increasingly important as

long-duration access to space becomes available.

physiology biology, biotechnology, crystal
growth and alloy solidification, fluid dynamics,
near-critical-point phenomena and technology

Microgravity,

the key parameter of

these

exoeriments was well characterised. Different
sensors measuring residual accelerations and

vibrations (g-jitter) were attached to the
payload at various locations. By orbiting the
Earth at an altitude of almost 300 km and with
operational conditions optimised with regard

to

g-level perturbations,

low

residual

accelerations were obtained. Data measured

with the German accelerometer QSAM is
shown in Figure 2. The overall 'noise level'
between 0 and 50 Hz was of the order of one
milli-g (1 milli-g
10-3go, go being the
gravitational acceleration experienced on the
surface of the Earth) (Fig. 2A). Between 0 and
20 Hz, which is the most critical frequency
range for experiments, the perturbations did
not exceed a few micro-g (1 micro-g
10 ogo)
(Fig. 28) These were almost perfect conditions for investigations in life sciences and
physical sciences under near-weightlessness,
the primary objective of this mission

:

:

NASA had invited its international partners to
participate in this mission under very favourable conditions, namely the joint utilisation of

flight experiment facilities delivered by the
partners and of the mission itself provided by
NASA, as was the case with the IML-1 mission

which took place in January 1992
The crew of seven astronauts (Fig 1A), with
Robert D Cabana as commander, James D
Halsellas pilot and Richard J. Hieb as payload

commande( faced a very complex mission
The mission specialists, Carl E Walz, Leroy
Chiao, Donald A. Thomas and the Japanese

The facilities used in the IML-2 mission are
listed in Table 1. Europe's contribution to this
mission was very important. ESA provided the
Bubble, Drop and Particle Unit (BDPU), the
Critical Point Facility (CPF), the Automated
Protein Crystallisation Facility (APCF) and the
Brorack. France orovided RAMSES for
f ree-flow electrophoresis,
Germany
contributed TEN/PUS for electromagnetic
levitation processing, NIZEMI for microscopic

and

in

observation of biological samples in a slowrotating centrifuge, Biostack for investigating

teams in shifts around the clock to accomplish
the large number of diverse experiments. The
flight crew was supported from the ground by

the response of biological samples exposed to
the radiation environment, and QSAM for
measu ring residual accelerations.

Chiaki Naito-Mukai, a medical doctor, had an

extremely tight schedule. They worked

22

Some B2 experiments from 15 different coun-

tries and involving about 200 scientists were
conducted The experiments covered a wide
range of scientific domains such as human

esa's oarticioation in the iml 2 mission

:7

Figure 1A. The flight crew.
to right): R. Hieb,

Top (left

C. Mukai, R. Cabana,
L. Chiao, J. Halsell.
Bottom: C. Walz,
D. Thomas

0

Figure 1B. J.J. Favier, the
payload specialist who
assured the link between
the flight crew and the
investigators on the
ground

A first review of the preliminary results of the
experiments, which was organised by NASAs
Mission Scientist R.S. Snyder, took place at the
European Space Operations Centre (ESOC) in
Darmstadt, Germany, on 1 and 2 November.
The feedback from the principal investigators
was very positive, and it seems that most of the
cnianno nhionfirroc \^/oro ecnnmnlichorl

QUIET
mg

z

However, a thorough evaluation of the data and

samples obtained will require at least 8 lo 12
months and, after the final results are known, a

full assessment of the scientific accomplishments can be made.

ESA experiment facilities
scientific investigations

and

related

Life Sciences
The primary emphasis in the Life Sciences was
on Space Biology Of the 33 experiments using

biological specimens, 19 were performed

ESA's Biorack,

a

in

multi-purpose facility
designed to investigate the response of cells.
tissues and plants to weightlessness and
cosmic radiation (Iable 2) The Biorack has
three incubators for experimentation, a glovebox for handling samples, and a cooler-freezer

for preserving samples for analysis in the
laboratory after the mission for comparison

02040
(B)

FrequencY [Hz]

with reference samples produced on Earth

Figure 2. Residual accelerations and g-iitter measured with the German
accelerometer QSAM

Both the Biorack and the coolers, which flew for
the first time, performed very well. There were
only two problems One was in the control
electronics of a centrifuge in one of the
incubators; it was solved by activating the

A. The overall amplitude in milli-g (10-tg) between 0 Hz and 50 Hz as a function
of time

back-uo ooerations mode. The other was a

B. Perturbations as a function of frequency. The peak al 22 Hz corresponds to the
eigenfrequency of the experiment rack, while the peak at 49.1 Hz is due to an as
yet unknown source, such as a mechanical pump
(Courtesy of H. Hamacher, DLR, Cologne, Germany)
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Table 1. The facilities dedicated to the various IML-2 experiments
Area Investigated

Facility

Name of Facility

Radiation Biology

Biostack
BRMD

(DLR, Germany)
Real-Time Radiation Monitorng Device (NASDA, Japan)

Biotechnology

APCF

Advanced Protein Crystallisation Facility (ESA)
Free-F ow Electrophoresis Unit (NASDA, Japan)
Applied Research on Electrophoretic Separation (CNES, France)

FFEU
RAIVSES

AAEU
B orack

Biology

NIZEI\i

I

TEI-CCK

Human Phys ology

EDOIVP
SCIV

Aquatic Animal Experiment Unit (NASDA, Japan)
Facility for biological investigations (ESA)
Slow rotating centrifuge w th optical microscope (DARA, Germany)
Thermoelectric incubator/Cel Culture Kits (NASDA, Japan)
Extended Duration Orbiter Medical Project (NASA)
Spinal Changes in Microgravity (CSA, Canada)

CPF

Bubble, Drop and Particle Unit (ESA)
Critical Point Facilrty (ESA)

BDPU

Fluid Sciences

LIF

Large lsothermal Furnace (NASDA)

TENI PUS

Electromagnetic Levitator Facility (DARA, Germany)

Space Env ronment

SAIVS
QSAIV

Space Acceleration Measurement System (NASA)
Quasi-Steady Acceleration Measurement (DLR, Germany)

Vibrat on Control

VIBES

Vibration lso ation Box Experiment System (NASDA, Japan)

Material Sciences

Table 2. Biorack experiments

Investigator

Institute

Experiment Title

A

Cogoli

Unrversity of Sassari, ltaiy

Lymphocyte activation, differentiation, and adhesion dependence of activation
Antigen presentation and T-ce I pro feration
Lymphocyte movements and lnteractions

D

Schmitt

University of Toulouse, France

Effect of microgravity on cellular aciion: the role of cytokines

A

Cogoli

ETH-2, Weltraumbio ogie

Effect of stirring and mixing in a bioreactor experiment

Zurich, Switzerland

G

Horneck

DLR, Cologne, Germany

Efficiency of radiation repair in eukaryotes
Radlation repair kinetics in eukaryotes

R

Marco

Independent University
of Madrid, Spain

Investigation of the mechanism involved in the effects of space microgravity on
Drosophila develop'nenr, behaviour ano aging

G

Reitz

DLR, Cologne, Germany

Dosimetric mapp ng inside B orack

P

Bouloc

University of Paris 7, France

Cell micro-environment and membrane signal transduction

U

Heinlein

Univers ty of Dusseldorf , Germany

Molecular biological invest gat ons of animal multi-cell aggregates

S

De Laat

Hubrecht Laboratorium
Utrecht, Netherlands

Regulation of cell growth and differentiation: retino c acid- nduced cell
differentiation

A

Johnsson

Un versity of Trondheim, Norway

Plant growth and random walk

G

Perbal

University of Paris 6, France

Effect of microgravity on lenti morphogenesis

T H, lversen

University of Trondheim, Norway

Root orientation, growth regulation, adaptation and agravitropic behaviour of
genetically transformed roots

G

Hubrecht Laboratorium,
Utrecht, Netherlands

The role of gravity in the establishment of embryonic axes in the amphibian

ILduur
^A^"^+^i"^
dgu!
dLUil v nr "^^^

Banyuls-sur-Mer, France

The sea urchin larva, a potential model for studying biomineralisation
processes In space

Free University of Amsterdam,
Netherlands

The effects of m crogravity on vary ng 1-g exposure periods on bone
resorption: an in vitro experiment

H

Ubbels

J

Marthy

P Veldhuizen
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malfunction of the Biorack videocamera; that

videocamera was replaced by one of the
Spacelab videocameras

-

Wetting dynamics and stability of ltqutd/gas
intertaces
Interactions between a solidification/melting
{ront and inclusions.

The crew devoted a total of 42 hours to the

operation of the Biorack They transferred
experiment containers between incubators,
cooler-freezer, glovebox and stowage about
1100 times

Of the remaining 17 biological experiments,
seven were carried out in DARA's NlZEMl, a
slow-rotating centrif uge equipped with a
microscope: four were performed in NASDAs
Aquatic Animal Experiment Unit and three
others were carried out in NASDA's Cell Culture

Kits Investigations on human spinal changes
microgravity and radiation studies were
also undertaken, using NASDA's real-time
radiation monitoring device and DLR s

in

There were problems in executing two of the

seven experiments. The problems, however,
were related to the experiments themselves:
+ha Rl-..}Pl l norfnrmod
,,,__ fl:,,awtessty

The BDPU ground team, with engineers and
scientists at NASA's Marshall Space Flight

(lenter \^/As resnonsible for the

BDPU

oneratinns The team was in contacl with the
investigators in their laboratories in Europe who
were evaluating data and video images in real
time in order to assess the performance of an
experiment and to define [urther procedures lo
optimise an experiment run This 'telescience'

Biostack.

operation adds great flexibility to experimentation, and enhances considerably the

Fluid Sciences
Investigations concerned with fluid dynamics

scientific return since the investigators, who are
the real experts. are actively involved in the
experiment, Initially 104 hours of operation of

and capillarity made use of ESA's Bubble, Drop
and Particle Unit (BDPU). This instrument,

which flew for the first time on IML-2, is
dedicated to the study of the behaviour of
bubbles, drops and particles in transparent
liquids The core unit is equipped with
sophisticated optical diagnostics In addition,
there are modular containers with specific
diagnostics and stimulitailored to the needs of
the individual experiments These slide-in units
are interchangeable in orbit

the BDPU were foreseen. That number was
later extended to 146 hours

The evaluation of the experiments conducted
with the BDPU is complex and the principal
investigators have not yet received all the data
preliminary
conclusions can be drawn:
Quantitative measurements of the migration
of bubble inclusions and drops in a liquid
matrix subject to a temperature gradient.
were obtained. This migration is due to the

and images. However, some

-

Seven experiments were performed using the
BDPU (Table 3) They investigated:
Thermo-capillary convection
Bubble and drop behaviour in a thermal
gradient
Heterogeneous bubble nucleation, boiling
and condensation

-

flow generated by gradients of the
interfacial tension (Marangoni flow or
thermocapillary convection) Various
systems were investigated to test and

-

advanr:e existino lheoretical models
Thermocapillary instabilities in symmetrical
three-fluid layer systems were investigated

Table 3. BDPU experiments

Investigator

Institute

Exoeriment Title

J

University of Colorado Boulder, CO, USA

Interfacial phenomena in a multllayered fluid system

R.S Subramanian

Clarkson University, Potsdam, NY, USA

Thermocapillary migration and interactions of bubbles and drops

J

Technical University, Munich, Germany

Nucleation, bubble growth, interfacial micro-layer, evaporation and
condensation kinetics

ZARM, Bremen, Germany

Static and dynamic behaviour of liquid in corners, edges and containers

Second University of Naples, ltaly

Bubble and drop behaviour under low gravity

Free University, Brussels, Belgium

Thermocapillary instability in a three-layer system

University of Naples, ltaly

Bubble migration, coalescence and interaction with a melting and
solidification front

Koster

Straub

n
u

|Lor
^^^h^i^
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A

Viviani

J

C

Legros

R. Monti

|
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is eliminated in microgravity and bulk samples
of critical fluids can be investigated,

Table 4. CPF experiments

Investigator
A

C

Michels

l-] Rorrqonc

Institute
vd Waals Laboratories,
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Condensed matter
CEA, Saclay,

H
R

Klein

Ferrell

Experiment Title

As is the case with the BDPU the CPF has
modular slide-in units, which are tailored to
provide the optimum conditions for each

Heat transport and density
fluctuations in critical fluids

laboratories,

France

Simulation

Institute for Space
DLR, Cologne, Germany

individual experiment Five

The piston effect n super-

critical SF6
Density equilibration time scale

facility performed flawlessly lt was operated for

2 hours and the oblectives of the
experiments were [ully accomplished The
31

Dept of Physics and Astronomy, Thermal equilibration in a
University of Maryland,

USA

information obtained was greatly enhanced by

one-component fluid
A) Adiabatic fast equilibration
B) Thermal equilibration in a

tho
rouilrty
u rs fenililrr

A new mechanism of
nanillarrr
udlJilrdr

oscillatory thermo-

to the

interface

was

identified

Evaporation

and

condensation mecha-

nisms were studied, including the heat and
mass transfer mechanisms taking place at

the liquid/gas interfaces
rnri:menl:l

2antr.ta

Besides the

lhoca

ctr

rrlieq aro

relevant in the nucleate boiling/cooling of

electrical power devices for

space

applications

In summary, these highly

specialised

experiments were very successful The full
reqr rltq

ere oynor-lod ln hp nroconlad :l tho lYth

expected

One example of a new physical phenomenon
that was discovered through experimentation
in microgravity is concerned with the heat
+'^^^+^'
^' '^^-^-+'^al fluid (SF" ) Following
uqr rDtEt i^
il|d ^ JulJUtuILtu(

a

heat pulse rom
f

a

point source.

the

temperature rise in the bulk fluid is monitored at
various locations with thermistors, as a function

of time (Fig 3) The classical conduction of
heat by thermal diffusion occurs and, in

a

much faster heat

in Berlin

The latter is due to the expansion of a thermal
boundary layer acting as a piston, which
pressurises and heats adiabalically a confined
fluid

a

very precisely controlled thermostat with
rnterchangeable fluid cells, cameras for
observation and light-scattering diagnostics lt
was first flown on the IML 1 mission in January

1992 The experiment

obtained during that

results
mission

A critical lluid is in a physical state
that is distinctly differenl Irom a gas
or a liquid lt is very interesting

scientifically since its physical
behaviour is unique A critical fluid
is highly compressible Conseorrentlv on Farlh ono Can aChieve
the critical state at a precise critical

pressure and temperature in a very

thin layer of the fluid only The
weight of the liqu d itself prohibits
establishing constant pressure
conditions vertically, This problem

Protei n crystallisation
Crystals of biological macromolecules, such as
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transfer

mechanism, the 'piston effect', is observed

Piston effect

encouraged NASA to include the
CPF in the IML-2 payload as well

zo

The evaluatron of lhe data rs underway and
substantial new insight into the physical
behaviour of fluids near their critical point is

addition,

Near-critical-point phenomena in fluids
ESA's Critical Point Facility (CPF) consists of

and T3 are measuring
thermistors. The
thermalisation by the
piston effect is fast and
complete, whereas the
peak temperature due to
heat conduction is reached
much later.
(Courtesy of D. Beysens,
CEA, Saclay, France)

had access in real time to the important data
including video images

on Gravity-dependent
Phenomena in Physical Sciences' in May 1995
European Symposium

Figure 3. Thermalisation in
microgravity of a
supercritical fluid (SF^)
after a heat pulse. T1, T2
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mode The ground team at NASA's N/SFC
transmitted about 1200 commands to the
payload crew and the principal investigators

one-component flu d

-

of the units

accommodated experiments from American
and European invesligators (Table 4) The

purse
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determine a substance s precise molecular
structure and atomic arrangement using X-ray
diffraction. That information is necessary to
understanding the biochemical reactions and

mechanisms. including diseases. in living
organisms The obstacle in determining the

structure is the preparation of single crystals of
sufficient size (0 1 to 0 5 mm) and sufficient
quality Although the underlying mechanisms
2ro n^l rrot rrndorctnnrl thpro :ro clronri

indications that crystallisation is enhanced in
microgravity Since protein crystallisation is an
extremely important issue both scientifically
and for medical applications, scientists around
the world have endeavoured to evaluate and
exploit microgravity
ESA's Advanced Protein Crystallisation Facility
(APCF), which had already f lown on
Spacehab-1 in June 1993, fits into the Shuttle
middeck lockers, Two units were flown on
IML-2 each held 48 crystallisation reactors
contained in a thermostat at 20oC Video-

cameras were used to observe the crystallisation process in selected reactors (12 per
unit) and a simple light-scattering device was
used to detect nucleation Both APCF units
performed nominally and some 7000 video
images were recorded The units were active
for 12 days After landing. the reactors were
returned to the investigators and the first

crystals were harvested. Although

the

diffraction analysis is just beginning, photographs of crystals are already available (Fig a
and 5) Based on a preliminary evaluation, the
crystals collected appear to be very promising

Numerous crystals were obtained and some
appear to be of excellent quality

Remote operations support for European
experiments
Building on experience gained in Europe with

the remote operation of

experiments on

sounding rockets. Eureca. Spacelab D-1 and
D-2, as well as Atlas 1 and 2, an important

element

of the l|\/L 2

mission was the

Table 5. APCF experiments

lnvestigator
N

Chayen/P, Zagalsky

Institute

Exoeriment Title

lmperial College, London,

Alpha crustacyanine

Great Britain

A Ducruix/M Ries

Institut de Chimie des Substances
Naturelles, CNRS, Gif-sur-Yvette, France

Collagenase, Rhodabacter spheroids

V

Institut fur Biochemie, Freie Universitdt
Berlin, Germany

Ribosomal 55 RNAs

Laboratoire de Biochemie lBlvlC-CNRS,
Qtrrchnrrrn Franna

AspartyllR NA synthetase

Department of Biochemistry,
University of Nrjmegen, Netherlands

Rhodopsin

J, Helliwell/E Snell

Department of Chemistry, Universty of
Manchester, Great Britain

Lysozyme (collaboration with Slolin)

J. Martial/L Wyns/K. Goraj

University of Lidge, Belgium

Octarellin/Copperoxalate

A

University of California, Riverside, USA

Sat Tobacco Mosic Virus/Canavalin/Turnip Yellow

Erdmann/S Lorenz

P GionA/A Thanhelrl

W

De Grip/J

v

Oostrum

McPherson/S Koszelak

Mosaic Virus
F. J u rnak.

University of California, Riverside, USA

Pectase lyase

IV

University of Chicago, USA

OmpF proin

H

Einspahr-

Bristol-Meyers-Squibb, USA

n\,l^^hr^mo

L

Sjolin

Department of Inorganic Chemistry
Chalmers University of Technology,
Gothenburg, Sweden

Ribonuclease S (collaboration with Helliwell)

G

Wagner

Membran- und Bewegungsphysiologie
Justus Liebig University, GieBen, Germany

Point-mut Bacleriorhodopsin

MPI fur Struct Molecular Biologie /
DESY, Hamburg, Germany

Haloarcula marismortui 50

A Yonath/H Hansen
- Co-investigators with A

.

rr+r

r^.\

S

l\,4cPherson, University of Riverside, CA, USA
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Figure 4. A flawless single
crystal of lysozyme, grown
in the APCF on IML-2. This
model substance is
investigated to quantif y
improvements in protein
crystal growth in
microgravity. Approx.
1.8 mm in length.
(Courtesy of J.R. Helliwell,
University of Manchester,
UK)

Figure 5. A single crystal

of ribonuclease S grown in
the APCF on IML-2. The
irst, qualitative assessment made was it is 'one
of the best crystals ever
f

seen'.
(Courtesy of L. Sjiilin,
Chalmers Technical
University, Sweden)
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demonstration of telescience or remote operations. ESA is keen to develop these operationa
techniques and procedures for science. They

are:

will take on great significance when

the

International Space Station becomes operational. A dedicated article on 'lmolementation
of a Communications Infrastructure for Remote
Operations' is included in this issue Only a

brief summary is therefore presented here, lt
emphasises the experimenter's point of view
The telescience operations on IML-2 were not

just another series of

experiments or
technology demonstrations, but rather a
service to scientists
the role of remote

-

operations is to support scientific experiments
Remote operations give scientists and

engineers in Europe the opportunity to
participate actively in payload operations
during the performance of their experiments
Such direct participation, where commands
can be issued from User Centres, means that
modifications and changes in schedules can
be made in real time, while the experiment is
underway, Another significant advantage is

European User Centres, Those User Centres

-

MUSC, in Cologne, which controlled three
facilities: the Critical Point Facility and the
TEMPUS and NIZEMI facilities
N/ARS, in Naples, ltaly, which controlled

and carried out an experiment with

the

BDPU

-

DUC, in Amsterdam, which monitored an

-

experiment on the CPF
SROC/ULB, in Brussels, which controlled
an experiment on the BDPU

-

Cadmos,

in

Toulouse, which

was

responsible for the CN ES (France) RAMSES
facility

All staff in Europe and the US were connected
via a direct voice link and there were also video
links, allowing those in Huntsville to view those

working

in the User Centres in

Europe.

lmmedrate access to data gave co-investigators in Remote Centres the opportunity to
make evaluations and modrfications during the
course of an experiment There was also the
possibility of repeating an experiment.

that experimental data can be received directly

at the

laboratory

or

institute, giving the

scientists immediate access to the data for
evaluation and reaction
Communications

-

including video, voice,
were based on the

low-rate and high-rate

-

laboratory, which is a much more efficient and
way
conduct scientific
research during long-duration space missions.

to

lnterconnection Ground Subnetwork (lGS) for
telescience or remote operations, set up by
ESA's Space Operations Centre (ESOC) at

cost-effective

Darmstadt, Germany. The IGS network
connects the NASA Operations Support

The IML-2 mission was thus

Center (HOSC) in Huntsville, Alabama, with the
IGS Control Centre at ESOC. For scientists, the
HOSC represents the access point for real-time
experiment data and command
At ESOC an integrated Network Management

Facility represented the European centre for
monitoring and controlling the services for all
user sites lt was the communications hub,
linking the NASA Payload Operations Control
Center (POCC) at the MSFC in Huntsville to the
z6

For future space station missions, where a
series of experiments could run over many
months, telescience will bring many advantages, lt will mean that scientists can monitor
and control their exoeriments from their own

a major and
successful step forward in the undertaking of
decentralised science and payload operations
From low-rate monitoring to full data-receiving
and commanding capabilities, the concept has
matured and
usefulness has been
demonstrated The scientific users were

its

extremely satisfied with this service. The
possibility of their active participation in the
experimentation in an orbiting facility is a great
asset that considerably improves the scientific
retu rn

G

BERN, SWITZERLAND
On 1 May 1995, the newly created International Space Science Institute (lSSl) will
open its doors Operating on the lines of an advanced-studies institute, with the aim
of enhancing the results of international cooperation and collaboration in space, it will
provide a valuable forum where scientists can pool their knowledge to interpret their
data in a broader context. The Institute will also act as an international focus for the
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American Russian and Japanese space agencies (ESA NASA. lKl and ISAS) to
exchange views and resulls [o furthertheir insight into the mysleries of space
lSSl is sponsored by the the Swiss Federal Government, the Authorities of the Swiss
Canton of Bern and the European Space Agency and has the support of lhe
Inter-Agency Consultative Group (IACG) for Space Science which has been
instrumental in its creation
lSSl will initially have a nucleus of six to eight staff and ten to twenty research feliows,
research associates and visiting scientists Tle staff will run the Ins;titute, with
Prof Johannes Geiss as the first Executive Director'.

There are now several employment opportunities for the scientific, tecnnical, and
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Land-Surface Analysis Using ERS-1 SAR
Interferometry
U. Wegmriller, C. L. Werner & D. Ntiesch
Remote Sensing Laboratories, University of Zurich, Switzerland

M. Borgeaud
Electromagnetics Division, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
Radar remote sensing has made significant
advances in recent years, exemplif ied by
the revolutionary new applications developed

Thanks mainly

to the high qualtty and

interferometry. Interferometric processing of
SAR data combines images from two space-

extensive coverage of the ERS 1 SAR data the
af ruliuol-Po-)
rnnnal nnoo
doriolnnmoni
2nd
2nnli^-tian I ur
ru opplludLlur
usvErvpr rvr rr qr
SAR interferometry has become a prime
-^^^^"^AI dulrvrty
^^,i,.i,., ...r+hin
ru.udrur
vvru
the radar remote_
the major
sensing community Two
applications. the derivalion of height maps

nrn{+ nannao
pdJJUJ
UldlL

and of differential displacement maps,

using Synthetic Aperture Radar
ln
alnrivn nrocico
tU UUllvE
Pruurou

(SAR)

mOtat trpmpnta
rrruqourvr
rrurrLr

I

of

are

of the difference in path lengtns to the two

h:qod on lho ncnmptric infOrmatiOn COntained

sensor posrtrons

in the so-called rnterferometric phase

The European Remote Sensing Satellite ERS-1, launched by ESA in
1991 , carries an Active Microwave Instrument (AMl). During several
phases of its operations, ERS-1 has been operated in almost exact
repeat orbits with periods of 3 and 35 days. The data acquired during
these repeat orbits can be used to perform repeat-pass SAR
interferometry, as illustrated in Figure 1. The excellence of ERS-1's
orbit and attitude control system and the high reliability of its SAR
system result in excellent interferograms.

(see

holniai\ l\/rrnh roco:rnh ic hainn
ln
'Y nerfnrmod
H "' '"'
f urthele[ine tne image-processing steps

rpnrrirpd for lhp cqtimatiOn Of this inter-

fornmetrin nheca in nr.lor tn nntimiqo lhoqo
two types of maps
The quality of the producLs is characterised by

the 'interferometric correlation', which is

a

measure of the variance of the interferometric
phase estimate lt decreases with increasing
system noise, volume scattering, and temporal
changes Consequently the inler[erometric
correlation itself contains significant thematic
information that can be useful for several other
applications, which are also discussed below
SAR interferometry

In SAR imaging the
f

backscattering signal

rom a particular area or oblect

'resolution

cell'

-

-

known as a
super-

is the coherent

position of the backscattering from the many
individual scatterers within that cell. resulting
i^
-.^^n^m
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as 'speckle', Unttl
recently, only the magnitude of tne SAR signal.
buL not the phase. was interpreled Now. with
phenomenon known

Figure 1. During repeat
orbits, ERS-1 returns to
provide almost identical
sensor positions after
intervals of 3 or 35 days,
thereby acquiring SAR
images that can be
analysed
interf erometrically

the advent of SAR interferometry. the phase
dala iq nrnvinn to he g valUable additiOnal
source of information For two SAR images
^^^,,i-^!
^,*^st
vvru I
ru
identical antenna
duLluil
uu ,..i+L
dil
nncitinnq ihF eart+ar nonmolrioc :ro :lmnct
identical and therefore the speckle patterns of

the two images are nol independent
interferometric

pnase - ie the

The

phase

difference between the two images - is a
measure of the difference in path lengths to

land-surface analysis

the sensor, permitting derivation of
three-dimensional position

of the

the

scattering

element.

In the case of ERS-I, such data has been
acquired during repeat orbits at times differing

by multiples of either 3 or 35 days.

The

interferometric phase derived from these data
can therefore be used to produce height maps
for the regions with repeat ERS coverage, as
illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows an example of an interferogram centred on Bern, Switzerland,
produced from data collected by ERS-1 on 24
and 27 November 1991 (3-day repeat cycle)
The interferometric phase is displayed using
the colour scale (cyclical) indicated below the

image The interferometric baseline component perpendicular to the line of sight is
58 m for this image pair, and therefore one
phase cycle corresponds to an elevation

of

approximately 160 m The
brightness of the image is a measure of the
difference

interferometric co rrelation

The interferometric correlation depends on the
radar-system parameters
wavelength,
signal-to-noise ratio, range resolution, and
number of independent observations, and on
the geometric parameters of interferometric
baseline and incidence angle As long as we
restrict our investigation to data from one
instrument, identical instrument parameters
can be used. Common spectral band filtering
of the SAR image pair before computation of
the interferogram ensures that most of the
interferometric decorrelation introduced by the

of

baseline geometry is eliminated. The
remaining sources for the observed
decorrelation are volume scattering and

temporal change, i e changes occurring
between the two ERS-1 data acquisitions In

practice. therefore, repeat-pass SAR
interferometry is very sensitive to temporal

change

Forest mapping

In these times of increasing environmental
problems, reflected by for example increasing
deforestation, possible climatic changes, and

Figure 2. Repeat-pass SAR
interf erogram computed
from ERS-l SAR data

acquired on24and27
November 1991 over Bern,

Switzerland. The interferometric phase is
colour-coded as indicated
below the image. One 2n
phase cycle corresponds to
an elevation difference of
160 m. The image brightness is proportional to the
interf erometric correlation

JI
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intense use of forests as a source of both
energy and construction material, there is a
great need for forest mapping and monitoring

for both ecological and economic reasons.
Satellite remote sensing provides a means of
gathering such information regularly on a
regional/global scale, even for remote areas
that are difficult to access by any other means.
Interferometric forest mapping and monitoring
from space can therefore play an important
rote.

Intensive research efforts have

been

conducted mainly with optical and microwave

remote-sensing instruments The main
disadvantage of optical sensors is that

cloud-free conditions are required, compared

above, because the signatures of the various
land categories differ by only small amounts
and sometimes overlap, and also because of

topographic effects However, SAR interferometry makes forest mapping with ERS-1
vi rtual

ly straig htforward

The region shown in Figure

2

covers

agricultural, urban and forested areas, as well
as a number of lakes. In late November, most
agricultural fields are bare or only sparsely
vegetated and the deciduous trees (mainly
beech, oak and maple) are without leaves. A
number of test areas were selected within this
ERS-I scene and in-situ data were collected
via site visits and land-use inventories. Forest
composition and structure, tree heights, and

all-weather capability of microwave
sensors. This turns out to be very limiting for
many regions, especially in the tropical,
polar zones Change
sub-polar
monitoring is even more problematic, because
the data must be acquired at regular time
rntervals in order to be meaninqful,

the local topography were measured

Thanks to ESA's ERS-1 mission and planned

interferometric correlation and average backscatter intensities were extracted.

to the

and

followup programmes ERS 2 and Envisat,
Japan's JERS-1, and Canada's planned
Radarsat, SAR data will be available to us for
at least the next fifteen years. However, the
interpretation of individual SAR images is not
as straightforward as with optical images
because of the complex interaction between
the radiated electromagnetic field and the
target Forest mapping is very difficult
because of the image noise ('speckle') noted

Differences were observed between the
deciduous (more than 800/o of the trees
deciduous), coniferous (more than 800/o of

the trees coniferous), and mixed forest stands.
For selected areas, corresponding to forest

stands, agricultural fields, residential areas,

and open water (lakes and rivers), the

3

shows the backscatter intensity
measured on 24 November as a function of
the interferometric correlation Only backscatter intensity changes larger than 0 5 dB
between 24 and 27 November are indicated
by vertical lines Water surfaces, forest and
Figure

areas that changed between these two dates

show low interferometric correlations. High

o deciduous forest
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Figure 3. Average backscatter intensities plotted as a function of
the interferometric correlation for selected test areas within the
ERS-1 SAR scene over Bern. Vertical bars indicate backscatter
intensity changes of more than 0.5 dB between 24 and 27
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Figure 4. Average backscatter intensities plotted as a function of
the interferometric correlation for selected forest stands within the
ERS-I SAR scene over Bern

land-surface analysis

Figure 5. Interferometric
signatures - red =
interferometric correlation ;
gr€€h = backscatter
intensity on 24 November;
blue = backscatter
intensity change between
24and27 November derived from an ERS-1 SAR
image pair over Bern,

Switzerland. Water (blue),
forest (green), sparse
vegetation (orange/yellow),
and urban areas (yellow/
green), as well as certain
farming activities
(green/blue) and frost
(magenta), can be clearly
identified (see also Table 1)

correlation is observed over agricultural and

urban areas The highest backscatter
intensities, together with a high spatial

variability, are observed over urban areas.
The ranges of backscatter intensities observed
over forests and agricultural fields overlap
strongly.
explains
difficulty
encountered in distinguishing between these
two classes based exclusively
the
backscattering intensity at C-band Except
during windy conditions, the backscatter

This

the

on

intensity over water is very

low Due to

the

sensitivity to wind speed and direction, a high

temporal variability in backscatter intensity is
observed Temporal change introduced by
mechanical cultivation (ploughing, harvesting,
etc ) causes almost complete interferometric

decorrelation Such change occurs

at a

specific moment in time, and the same fields
may show high interferometric correlation in
interferogram pairs preceding or following that
event The signatures for the different land-use

categories cluster well. The interferometric
correlation, together with the backscatter
intensity and the backscatter intensity change,

is therefore a very promising tool for

the

classification

of the land-surface

indicated.

becomes obvious f rom the

lt

classes

the backscatter
intensity and the interferometric correlation are
relatively independent quantities containing
complementary thematic information
extracted signatures that

Figure 4 shows forest signatures in greater
detail. The interferometric correlation is higher

for deciduous than for coniferous forest
stands. Despite the winter season, the
backscatter intensity of the leafless deciduous
trees does not serve as a reliable forest type
discriminator. As one would expect, the values
for the mixed forest stands lie between those
for deciduous and coniferous stands. Detailed
studies of the interferometric correlation over
mixed forest stands show that areas of low
correlation usually coincide with regions with a
high density of coniferous trees. Fruit orchards
and open forest stands have higher
interferometric correlation values

To improve accessibility to the information
content of the interferometric signatures, the
interferometric correlation, the backscatter
intensity from one of the passes, and the
backscatter intensity change can be displayed
using the three channels of an RGB-image, as

shown

in

Figure

5 The red-value

is

proportional to the interferometric correlation,
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the green-value to the square root of

the

backscatter intensity, and the blue-value to the
backscatter intensity change in decibels (dB).

Figure 5 again shows the Bern test site,
covering an area approximately 45 km by
45 km With the colour coding chosen, forests
appear dark green and open water surfaces

the Belpberg hill (south of the city of Bern), as
well as in the hilly parts of the Emmental (right

of image centre) and the Jura mountains
(upper left corner of image). The entire
interpretation was first done based exclusively

on the SAR interferometric signatures; only
later were these hypotheses validated with
meteorologrcal data ERS-1 data acquired on

strong individual scatterers within these urban

the same dates at night over the northeastern
part of the Bern test site, i.e the Emmental,
further confirms the freezelthaw hypothesis
and allows the extent of the nocturnal freezino

areas Bare and sparsely vegetated

to be maooed.

dark blue. which simolifies the identification of

those important categories Urban

areas
appear bright green or yellow There are often
areas

Table 1. lnterferometric signatures and corresponding colours for various land categories

Water
Forest
Sparse vegetation
Urban area
Farming activity
Freezing/thawing

lnterferometric
correlation

Backscatter
intensity

Backscatter
intensity change

(red value)

(green-value)

(blue-value)

Resulting colour

low

low
medtum
medrum

often high
low
low
low
low to high
high

blue

low to medium
hig h

medium to high
low
hig h

hig h

medtum
medrum

appear orange or yellow. Owing to change
occurring between the two data acquisitions,

a

number
green-blue

of agricultural fields appear
in the red-yellow of the

surrounding unchanged plots The colours for
the different land cateoories are listed and
exolained in Table

1

Frost monitoring
The Bern test-site data just discussed were
acquired in late November 1991. During the

reen

g

orange/yellow
yellow/green
green/blue
||

rdgEr rtd

Farmland monitoring
As we have already seen, ERS-1 repeat-pass
SAR interferometry can be used to detect and
map various types of change occurring

between the acquisitions of

an image

pair.

Series of SAR images can therefore be used,
for instance, to monitor farming activities.

To

demonstrate

the

feasibility

of

SAR

was acquired at 11 20 on the morning of 27

interferometric farmland monitoring, ERS-1
data acquired on 1 4, 17, 20 and 29 March
over an agricultural test site west of Bonn, in
Germany, were selected, lt includes the rural
area of the Zulpicher Boerde, the mainly

November, certain areas were still frozen while

forested Ville region, the cities

other parts in direct sunshine had already
thawed The frozen areas are on the shady
northwest-facing slopes of hills. Such
freezelthaw cycles are common in this area

Euskirchen, Duren, Kerpen, Hurth, Bruhl and

night of 26127 November, parts of the surface
within the test site froze When the SAR image

Wesseling,

a

section

of the river

of

Bonn,

Rhine, a

number of small lakes, and the open-pit lignite
mines of Frechen and Ville.

durrng cloud-free periods in winter.
Freezing causes a reduction in the backscatter
On 24
intensity
approximately 3

of

dB

November, the entire scene was unfrozen and
so the areas frozen on 27 November can be
strong backscatter
clearly identif ied via
intensity change. Freezing changes the
permittivity without significantly changing the
surface geometry and so the interferometric
correlation remains high despite the strong
backscatter intensity change.

a

Consequently, areas frozen during the ERS

data acquisition on 27 November appear

1

in

magenta in Figure 5, i e areas northwest of

34

ln March, most agricultural fields are bare or
only sparsely covered with grass or crops
such as winter cereals Only in the middle of
that month do the farmers start cultivating their

fields. The deciduous trees are still leafless

6

Figure
shows interferometric signatures
derived from the 14 and 17 March image pair,
which allow recognition of the different
land-use categories and highlight changes
that have occurred during the intervening
three days. By applying the same approach to
all possible image-pair combinations, relatively
detailed monitoring

of change

throughout

the second half of March 1992
oossible

becomes
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Figure 6 Interferometnc signatures
- red = rnterferometric correlationl
green - backscatter intensity on 1 7
March: blue = backscatler intensity
change between 14 and 17 March derived f rom an ERS-.1 SAB image
pair acqurred west of Bonn.
Germany Water (blue) forest
(green). sparse vegetation
(orange/yellow). and urban areas
(yellow/green) as well as certain

.&

lc

farming activities (green/blue) and
changing soil morsture (magenta).
can easily be identitred (see also
1
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Figure

7 Multr-temporal image

of the

Interf erometric correlation
computed f rom four ERS-1 SAR
rmages acquired on 14..1 7. 20 and
29 March The interferometric
correlations of the 14 and 17 March
(red). 17 and 20 March (green) and
17 and 29 March (blue) pairs are

combrned in this colour comDosite
Change occurring between the two
data acquisitions of an image pair
reduces the corresponding

interferometric correlation. This
colour comoosite therefore allows
farming activities and crop growth
during the second half of March
1992 to be monitored easilv and
reliably (see also Table 2)
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7 is a multi-temporal image of the
interferometric correlations of the 14 and 17
March (red colour), 17 and 20 March (green),
and 17 and 29 March (blue) image pairs. The
corresponding baseline components perpendicular to the line of sight are 420 m, 507 m
Figure
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agricultural area west of Bonn and it highlights
changes in individual fields during this period
with different colours, indicating the time
interval when the change occurred Individual
fields that were mechanically cultivated

between 14 and 17 March, for instance,
appear turquoise due to the low correlation for
that image pair and the high correlations for
the other two pairs. Change between 17 and

20 March aooears in red due to the

low

correlation between lhe 17 and 20 March, and
17 and 29 March pairs, and so on Help with

the interpretation of the different colours
provided by Table 2.

is

It is worth noting that only a few fields lost
correlation between 14 and l7 March. More
fields lost correlation between 17 and 20
March, probably as a result of mechanical
cultivation. A second. oartial decorrelation
observed in the data set is thought to be due
to small geometric changes, perhaps caused
by erosion and vegetation growth The partial
decorrelation resulting f rom vegetational
growth and a relatively small decorrelation in
the 17 and 20 March oair due to the lower
soil moisture on 20 March can be identified

by their

brown and magenta

For comparison purposes, Figure 8 shows a
multi{emporal rmage of the backscatter
intensity. Clearly, the information content of
repeat-pass SAR interferometric signatures is
significantly higher than that of the identical

multi-temporal SAR data if only the
backscatter intensity is interpreted On the
other hand, the multi-temporal image of the
backscatter intensity adds information to the
interferometric correlation The overall bluishmagenta tone over agricultural areas shows
that the soil moisture decreased from 14
March (green colour) to 17 March (red) and
then increased again from I7 March to 29
March (blue) The green colour of open-water
surfaces indicates that the backscattering over
water was highest on 14 March, probably due
to the rougher water surface caused by wind
or rain. Owing to the almost identical image
geometry for the three data sets, temporal
changes can be easily detected, even without
prior normalisation of the backscattering
intensity

Conclusion
The high potential of ERS 1 repeat-pass SAR
interferometry for land applications has been
demonstrated, focussing on the interpreta-

tion of the

interferometric correlation

Change

Sparse vegetation

farming activity
(14 - 17 March)
farming activity
(1 7-20 March)
farming activity
(20 - 29 March)
farming activity

in

combination with the backscatter intensitv and

Table 2. Repeat-pass SAR interferometric change monitoring of agricultural

Land-use class

colours,

respectively, in Figure 7

fields

-

see Figure 7

Interf.

Interf. corr.
corr.
March 17 & 20 March
(red)
(green)

lnterf. corr.

14 & 17

17 & 29 March Resulting
(blue)
colour

low

high

high

high

low

low

hig h

high

low

yeilow

high

low

green

tu

rquorse

(14-17 and
20

Open water

,JO

29 March)
hig h

slightly lower

high

magenta

(on 20 March)
no change
canopy growth

ngn
ngn

high
slightly lower

high
medtum

white
brown

low

low

low

oarK

low

low

oarK

(1

Forest

-

reduced moisture

7-29March)

land-surface analysis

Figure 8. Multi-temporal
image of the ERS-1 SAR
backscatter intensity on
14 (green), 17 (red), and
29 (blue) March. Inter-

ferometric processing
was used to precisely
co-register the three SAR
images. With the exception
of the open-water surtaces,
the colour composite
appears quite grey. Over
agricultural fields, the
values on 14 and 29 March
are higher than on 17 March
due to higher soil moisture.
The relatively small
backscatter intensity
differences do not correlate
with the individual field
boundaries. The green
colour of the river Rhine
and a number of small lakes
results from the low
backscattering on 17 March
caused by the low wind
speed

the backscatter intensity change between the
two passes used for the interferogram The
interferometric correlation depends on the
amount of volume scattering and temporal

change, and therefore provides excellent

information

for

land-use
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classification

aDolications.

Given the weather-independence of the SAR
system and the repetitive global coverage

provided

by

ERS{ype spacecraft.

the

approach described here constitutes a very

powerful tool for land-use mapping and
monitoring With the continued availability of
appropriate data from ERS-1 and its follow-up
satellites ERS 2 and Envisat throughout the
next decade, SAR interferometry is expected

to contribute significantly to

forestry and
land-use applications and related global
change studies The proposed ERS-1/ERS-2

tandem mission scenario with the two satellites
operated in the same orbit 1 or 8 days apart
would be of soecial interest for scientific

research and applications purposes, since

it

would permit global coverage with
interferometric image pairs at a high repetition
rate
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Introduction

The European

Cooperation

for

Space
Standardization (ECSS) is an initiative designed

tar riorrolnn a nnhoront cinnla aot nf
user-frrendly standards for the European space

community, which means ESA, its member
states and their space industry

The European Cooperation for Space Standardization (ECSS) is an
initiative established to develop a coherent, single set of user-friendly
standards for use in all European space activities. In the autumn of
1993, several national space agencies in Europe, ESA and the
European space industry joined forces to start developing the space

By 1993, the European space community was
in a position to address the standardisation of
space activities as a whole rather than just the
product assurance aspects. Several national
space agencies and industrial organisations
joined forces to build a more comprehensive

and coherent system of standards, based
on a commercially oriented strategy In the
autumn of 1993, the partners signed the
ECSS terms of reference which defines
the framework and the basic rules of the
system, The European space industry has
therefore been fully involved with ECSS from

standards.

the outset

The ECSS standards must improve industrial efficiency

The move toward standardisation

and
competitiveness, and satisfy European and international clients. The

standards will apply as needed to any party participating in the
definition, development, manufacturing, verification or operation of
any assembly, equipment, subsystem, system or service used for any
space mission.
The Eurooean soace business suffers because
of the multiplicity of standards and require-

ments that the different space agencies in
Europe are currently using. Although the
agencies' requirements are essentially similar,
the impact of the differences in standards is
serious and has led in particular to higher
costs, lower effectiveness, a less competitive
industry and potential errors The situation is

expected

to remain unchanged until ECSS
of 1995.

produces its standards at the end

In 1988, in an attempt to improve the situation,

Eurospace,
Fr

an association representing

rrnnpan cnaao

directors-general

standardise

of

inrlr

rctrrr eckod

the
tho

ESA and CNES

to

their organisations'

product
assurance requirements. Several efforts were

made

to define the means of meetinq this

objective.

38

places
Europe in phase with the United States where,
in June 1994, the Secretary of Defense advised
the Department of Defense to increase access
to commercial, state-of-the-art technology and
decrease, to the maximum extent practicable,
reliance
military specifications and
standards

on

lmportance of standards
Today, standards are no longer considered to

be just stacks of dusty papers containing
unjustified requirements and constraints

Standardisation is generally viewed as a
process that drives commercial viability and
success. Successful companies recognise that
developing and using standards is the path to
remaining competitive and producing quality
prooucrs

ESA's Director General, J.-M, Luton, summarised well the imoortance of standards for
the space business, in a meeting between
ECSS and industry in October 1993. He stated
that the time had come to harmonise existing
space standards and to implement a system of
common standards to enable the Eurooean
space industry to become more efficient, more

eurooean soace standards

or service used for

capable and more competitive in general, He

subsystem, system

stressed several points:

European element of any space mission

-

These standards must satisfy all European
and international clients
Existing standards
satisfy the
requirements should be retained, and new
ones should be developed on the basis of
solid reasoning and experience

-

European space industry must be

-

that

a

full

partner in the preparation, writing and
validation of these standards

Globally accepted European and international
standards can promote the development.
manufacture and sale of high-quality space
products, which are not only demanded by the

the

All ECSS standards will be drafted, approved
and published in English Any ECSS participant wishing to translate, at its own expense, an
ECSS standard into another language may do
so provided that such intent is made known to

the ECSS Secretariat Such translated documents. however, are not part of the ECSS
system The ECSS Steering Board may, at its
discretion, authorise translations of ECSS
standards to be part of the ECSS system if a
Participating Member commits to translate the
relevant documents and to orovide uodated
translations whenever the oriqinal document is
revrsed,

domestic clients, but also meet the needs of
international customers

By abolishing the multiplicity of

project
requirements of the various partners in ECSS,
and concentrating on a single set of standards
from which all generic requirements of future

-

space projects would be derived

-

this

initiative should drive an increase in industrial

efficiency This policy will generate more
recurring products or services, at reduced cost
with consistently high quality
Standardisation is an important tool during all
programme phases to both reduce costs and
enhance quality and communication The goal

of the

ECSS standardisation system

is

to

minimise lifecycle costs while continually
improving the quality, functional integrity and
compatibility of all elements of a project. This
will be achieved by applying common
standards for hardware. software. information
and all activities within a given project, and
between different projects

Scope of ECSS standards
ECSS is now drafting standards for space
prolects and applications within the following
categories:

project management requirements

requirements

for design,

development,
manufacturing, verifrcation and operational
space systems and their constituent parts

technical requirements

for

assemblies,

equipment, subsystems and systems used
fnr cnano miccinnc

for

F OR

S

PAC

E

STAN DARD

Organisation
Members of ECSS

The members of ECSS include Participating
Member Agencres, industry and Associates.
At present, the Participating Member Agencies

-

Agenzia Spaziale ltaliana (ASl), Rome, ltaly
Belgian Office for Scientific, Technical and
Cultural Affairs (OSTC), Brussels, Belgium

-

British National Space Centre (BNSC),

-

London, England
Centre Nationald'Etudes Spatiales (CNES),
Paris, France

Canadian Space Agency (CSA), SaintHubert, Quebec, Canada
Deutsche Agentur fur Raumfahrt (DARA).
Bonn, Germany

-

European Space Agency (ESA).

-

Norwegian Space Centre, Oslo, Norway.

Paris.

France

information
relating to space systems and activities and
transmitted between orqanisations

Although not all ESA member agencies are
represented in ECSS, all Member States

The ECSS standards will apply as needed to

23 June 1994) The resolutlon confirms that
ECSS shall be the central structure in Eurooe
for space standardisation to be used by ESA,
the national space agencies and industry

interface reouirements

any party participating in the

definition,

development, manufacturing, verification or

operation

of any assembly,

equipment,

IZATION

supported the initiative through an ESA Coun-

cil

Resolution (ESA/C/XClll/Res.

1

final,
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- drawing
def ining the overall strategy of the European
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crealing Workirg Groups as recessary ard
agreeing on the terms of reference

Structure of ECSS
ECSS consisls ol [orr organisational ent'ties

deployirg and ntegrating lhe'eso;rces
prov ded for the formation of a Working
Group in accordance with the rules for

(Fis

Working Groups

1):

sett

a

Steering Board, which primarily sets
Technical Panel.

by

commenting. reviewing and discussing

polrcy

a

ing technica disputes raised

Working Groups

wiich provides lhe

overal management of al processes
a Secretariat, which manages the traditional

-

administrative tasks

draft Working Group documents
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Figure 1. The structure of

Working Groups, which develop draft

ECSS

slandarcls [or qner: fic areas

Working Group
When the Technical Panel determines that the

formation of a Working Group is required to
address a specific sel oI slandards. the Panel
nominates a provisional convenor and calls for

Chairman:

the first meeting of the Working Group The
ECSS Secretariat informs all Participating
Agencies, industry and Associates that the
Working Group ias been establ shed and asks
for nominations for active membership The
parlrc'palion of induslry ard Assoc ales is an
essential elemenI er tl'e standardisation

W. Kriedte

process

Chairman:
F3we
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Secretariat

Secretariat, provided by the
European Space Agency, carries out all
oeneral secretarial and adminisLrative duties

The ECSS

noodod fnr tno nnoretinn nf lho trCQQ Qrrqlom
I nterfaces with standardisation
organisations

rso

The Technical Panel has links to two different
standardisation bodies, one internatronal one
and one European ore (Fig 2)

CEN

It maintains a liaison with the International
Organization for Standardizat on (lSO) and its
Tecl-nical Comnittee (TC) 20 Subcorrmittee
(SC) 14
- Space Systems, for harmonisation
an-l nnmnlomonterv anlj6ps ThiS liatsOn iS alSO

National space agencies

supported by ESA Member States, who are
taking part ir develop ng ISO standards Most
standards developed by ISO TC2O/SC14 are
standards for rnterfaces or require.nents for
inlernalional cooperatior. such as for docking
or space oeDrs

A European Slandaro
Frrrnne:n

1EN). awardeo
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cl:nrl:rrlic:lrnn , nrn:nrcetinn
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witl

Although the reality

is somewhat different,

ECSS rs still striving to attain that goal

ll-,e

Funding

the

The activities undertaken within ECSS are
carried out without any exchange of funds

Conite Europeen de Nornalisation lCEN).
would give the ECSS standards better
international credibil ty and recognition The
Techrical Parel is there'ore also rr close
contact

ln : norfonl rrinrld lho n:lrrro end cnnno ni lho
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party concerned
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and other standardisation
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3 illustrates the relationsh,p between
rro and q.nnc 2t thc different levels While

Figure
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nave a ve'y oroao scope
company, ^+^^i^"i^
sranoaros h^
and requi'e a relative y siort creation time.

international standards

are at the

other

extreme Vluch time is needed before
international standards are ready for
mplemenration Wh le compary slandards
nvolve very quick decision-making, the
development of international standards is a
very ergthy process because Inte'national
consensus has to be sought

SCOPE

Figure 3. The time/scope
relationship for the
different levels of
standardisation. At the
company level, for
example, the standards
have a broad scope but
can be drafted relatively
quickly. On the other hand,
international standards
have a more limited scope
but require a longer time

to approve.
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by a process that tnvolves seeking to take into
account the views of all parties concerned and
to reconctle any conflictrng arguments'

Consensus need not imply unanimity All
participants have the right to vote on draft
documents. The presence of a majority of
members is required to constitute a quorum.
Each member who casts a negative vote, must
identify all the changes which, if made, would
allow the member to vote in a positive manner.
ECSS

becomes binding if a party is contracted to
work under these conditions
The European Space Agency, on behalf of the
participating members, holds the copyright for
all ECSS documents No ECSS document may
be reproduced in any form without the express
consent of ESA However, this consent has
been granted to organisations participating in
ECSS for their own use and for their contractors
or subcontractors.
M o n itori ng

policies

of

im

ple me ntati

o

n

The ECSS standards will only be made
applicable to a project by contract or other

ECSS shall promote the continuous improvement of methods and techniques,

legal document. A specific ECSS standard, or
part thereof , will be referenced by the complete

and the avoidance of unnecessary work, Experience from past prolects and
other appropriate sources shall be systematically incorporated into the ECSS

document identification.

system

The party imposing the use of a standard

ECSS standards should incorporate, where possible, standards already
applied by the participating member agencies, and, where standards are
missing, utilise already existing international and national standards Prior to
drawing up a standard, the benefits resulting from its use shall be evaluated,

is

responsible for monitoring and assuring the
correct use and aoolication of that standard.

All users of ECSS standards are invited to
inform the ECSS Secretariat about experience
gained from application of ECSS standards, so
that inadequacies in the standards may be
corrected

ECSS standards must satisfy all European and international clients, and shall
encourage industrial efficiency and competitiveness by limiting the variety of

products and processes Each individual requirement should concern the
need to be fulfilled, rather than the means to be used to fulfil it,

Responsibility of the user

ECSS standards shall be harmonised with international standards or working

It is the responsibility of the party imposing a
particular standard to ensure that it meets the

practices where these have been or are in the course of being generally
adopted by the European space industry.

intended need All parties using a standard are
to acquaint themselves with the

advised

The preparation of ECSS standards should take into account valid sources of

ilinionIoI
rLUr rvuu

information and the opinions of all interested parties These methods will
ensure rapid availability of standards at a reasonable cost when they are
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standard to prevent inappropriate usage.

neeoeo,

Current status of the standards
ECSS's first task was to draw up a policy
document A dedicated working group, set up

All members shall promote the application of the standards by encouraging
organisations that develop, manufacture or use items related to space

in late 1993, has oreoared a document entitled
Standardization Policy (ECSS P 00), which has
been approved by the Steering Board

missions to use the ECSS standards,
For Working Groups, it is recommended not to

use the voting process in its normal work
unless it is impossible to progress without a
vote In the document decision process, the
Working Groups must achieve substantial
agreement However, previous dissenting
views and objections will have been considered and a concentrated effort made

objectives, implementation, authority, organisation and documentation, lt also defines the
docu mentation arch itectu re wh ich wi ll facil itate

available

the organisation and retrieval of information
within the ECSS standards system The
architecture (Fig 4) identifies the different
levels of detail reouired to differentiate the
major functions, disciplines and activities for
which standards will be developed The

documents agreed as a result of consultation

documentation is basically organised in three

towards thei r resolution

Publication of standards

ECSS standards will

be publicly

tlrith cnano enonnioe in

Fr

rrnno and rrrith

main branches: Management, Product

industry, designed to secure acceptance by
users However, the oublication of a standard

Assurance and Engineering.

by ECSS does not automatically ensure its use

The scope, purpose and location of every
ECSS standard must conform to this

Application of the standard depends on the

voluntary action
42

This document addresses the different aspects
of the standards system, including its scope,

of

interested parties,

lt

architecture. Any subordinate standards falling

euroDean soace standards

LEVEL

O

LEVEL

1

Figure 4. ECSS
documentation
architecture. The final draft
of the documents is
expected to be available at
the end of June 1995.

ECSS-M.10

Work Breakdown Structure

Product Assurance Mgt.

System Engineering

Programme Organisation

Quality Assurance

Electrical Engineering

ECSS.M.30
Prog. Phasing & Planning

Reliability

Mechanical Engineering

.20

ECSS-Q-20

ECSS-M-40

ECSS.Q.4O

ECSS-E-40

Configuration Management

Safety

Software Engineering

Documentation Management

Maintainability & Availability

Communications

EEE Components Control

Control Systems

LEVEL 2

ECSS-M-60

Cost & Schedule Mgt.

-70

ECSS-M-70

'-Ecss-M-70
Integrated Logistic Support

Material, Mech. Parts & Proc,

Operations

Software Product Assurance

below those shown in Figure 4 will be
in a manner approved by the

organised

Technical Panel

for the

European space community The

initiative is not intended to be revolutionary but
rather evolutionary lt aims, insofar as possible,

to make maximum use of existing standards,
Active Working Groups
The ECSS Secretariat had proposed a work

schedule

for 1994/95 based on the ESA

adopt commonly used international standards,

and ensure coordination and liaison

with

organisations dedicated to standardisation

Council Resolution to enable a transition from

the present ESA series of standards. named
Procedures, Standards and Specifications
(PSS) to ECSS by the end of June 1995 The
Technical Panel has therefore authorised three
Working Groups to start their work according to
established terms of references. The three

Working Groups reflect the three main
branches of the documentation architecture

ECSS is designed to increase the efficiency of
the European space industry and to strengthen
its international competitiveness lt was set up
in a spirit of true cooperation between agencies
and industry
achievement of consensus is
+h^
'-^;^,
^^^l
goijr
^^i
Lile rnijJOr
as consequence

-

participation

ijru

a

of agencies and industry

in

Europe is essential

They are:

-

Management Standards Working Group
Product Assurance Standards Working
Group
Engineering Standards Working Group

All groups must prepare the

I

Success

will depend on

a

relatively fast

implementation To meet the stated policy of
and

ECSS application within the time limit set by the

Level 2 standards in draft form as well as a list
of proposed Level 3 standards documents by
31 March 1995 These Level 1 and2standards

ESA Council requires a concentrated effort by
all parties The three Working Groups already

have been identified

Level

It is vital that all customers are convinced that
ECSS standards are of high quality, and that
they will apply these standards

in the documentation

architecture of the ECSS Standardization Policy
document (ECSS P 00) (Fig 4)

Conclusion
Tho

rrnno:n IvvvYv|q!|v||gvqvv
Cnnnor:tinn
lnr Qnano
Standardisation (ECSS) initiative is a challenge
Fr

pninrr

ovtancirre

nnmnotont

anrl

:ntirro

participation by all participating member
countries and the European space industry
This is a very encouraging sign and gives
confidence that the basic framework of ECSS
standards will become available for new space
activities by the end of the summer of 1995. G
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lmplementation of a Gommunications
Infrastructure for Remote Operations
U. Christ, W. Frank & M. Bertelsmeier
ESA Directorate for Operations, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germanv
R. Jdnsson
ESA Directorate for Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

COF communications for operations
defining the communications support

In

both of which are to be provided via ESA's Data

Relay System

needed for operations purposes when the
Columbus Orbital Facility (COF) is attached to
International Space Station Alpha, a number of
distinct communications scenarios need to be

considered (Fig 1):
- When there is coverage by the Data Relay
System Satellite (DRSS), which will be true
for approximately two-thirds of each Space
Station orbit, the data are to be transmitted

-

experiments accommodated in the Columbus
laboratory module are to be relayed via the

DRSS inter-orbit link to the Central Earth
Terminal. The CET represents one of the entry
points for space-to-ground data into the lGS,
which then provides direct dissemination to

to ground to the Central Earth Terminal

remote sites according to the individual service

(CET) in Europe

requirements of each site (data, command,
voice, video, etc )

At other times, the COF data are to

be

presented to the Space Station as a single

Virtual Channel (VC) for inclusion in the
downlink via the NASA Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS)

Further scenarios relate to the cases
S-band cross-suooort for ISSA

-

In the nominal end-to-end communications
scenario shown in Figure 1, all data from

of

:

back-up support in the event of TDRSS
Ku-band outaqes

The communications scenario for support of the Golumbus Orbital
Facility (COF) operations led to the definition of an lnterconnection
Ground Subnetwork (lGS) to serve as the baseline communications
infrastructure for flight operations for all manned spaceflight
elements. This IGS communications support concept has been
re-examined in the light of new requirements associated with the
Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV) and the optimisation possibilities
have been re-investigated. The implementation as now planned
will combine existing common network resources, services and
management functions with requirements to minimise hardware
investments, the cost of the links, and the number of staff needed for
communications operations.

Data from those European experiments that
may be accommodated in the US part of the
Station are routed to the COF multiplexer. The
ESA Relay at Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC) selects, configures and multiplexes the

various services and transmits them via a
trans-Atlantic trunk (TAT) to the IGS central
node at ESOC in Darmstadt (D), from where
they are disseminated to the remote sites as
required. Forward inputs from Europe to the
Station are transmitted via the ESA Data Relay
System for uplinking by NASA facilities.
In addition to the space-to-ground audio, video

and data

the IGS will

provide
resources and services
operational
ground-to-ground communications, including
voice, video and data

services,

for

In Europe, the IGS will be based on a core
network consisting of leased lines where a
continuous and stable bandwidth is reouired.

The concept for this revised communications network supporting
remote decentralised payload operations has already been
successfully demonstrated during the Atlas-2, IML-2 and Atlas-3
Spacelab missions. This article describes the infrastructure itself and
reports on the results achieved during those Spacelab missions as a
step towards the eff icient operation of experiments aboard
International Space Station Alpha (ISSA).
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and additional on-demand resources

and

services, The latter will be accomplished by
employing such technologies as multiplexing a
number of 64 kbps Integrated Services Digital

Network (ISDN) channels and/or B-ISDN
(Broadband-ISDN) services where available, n
addition high-bandwidth multipoint video
conferencing and broadcasting will be
I

communications infrastructure for remote operations
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ln the case of a DRS failure, all laboratory data

Terminals (XVSAT) offering dynamic bandwidth

can be multiplexed onboard the Station and
transmitted in Ku-band via TDRSS to the
ground The ESA Relay will then receive the

allocation The choice of technology for each
individual link and service is primarily driven by
the
operational phases

the need to minimise carrier cost for

Figure 1. Nominal end-toend communications
scenario for the Columbus
Orbital Facility (COF)

COF composite Virtual Channel via the same
rnterfaces as in the nominal communications

scenalo
One of the achievements of the NASA/NASDA/
ESA Space Network Interoperability Panel has
been to ensure compatibility of the DRSS and
TDRSS S-band inter-orbit links, which provides
the ability for cross-support should one or other
satellite system service fail This agreement
nrpspntlrr cnvors onlv the inter-orbit S band
links; additional agreements are necessary
to complete the on-ground cross-support

scenario, the needs of which may differ from
nr^ia^t t^ nrnia.t

In the event of a TDRSS S band failure, this
cross-support capability could become highly
important within the operattons scenario. On
the basis of the compatibility agreements that
have been achieved, the inter-orbit S-band link

ATV communications for operations
(ATV CC) will be
for
vehicle's
navigation, orbital
responsible
the

The ATV Control Centre

manoeuvres, and attitude control During the
rrohicla'c
nhacoc tho cnnnantiriitrr
r froa-{lrrinn
,,vv
"t''
between the ATV and its Control Centre will be
provided primarily by ESA's Artemis/DRS

spacecraft, with a backup possibility via
space-to-ground links to suitably located
S band ground stations and onward links via
ESA's operations support network OPSNEf
Inside the control zone of the Soace Station.
and also in the ATV attached mode, the
space-to-ground link will be routed nominally to

the Space Station Control Center (SSCC) and
from there via the IGS to the ATV Control

can then be relayed via DRS to the CET In
this case, the IGS will provide a transparent

Centre

service between the CET and the ESA Relay at
MSFC, where it constitutes the interface for

The OPSNET

NASA to the forward and return links to the

communications infrastructure for the backup S-band stations already
exists and is also beino used bv other ESA

Station

projecrs

In the event of a TDRSS Ku-band failure, the
CET ground service processor will have the
ability to extract an ISSA Virtual Channel (VC)
from the COF return link data and forward it to

The ground communications

connectivity

the co-located IGS node for transmission to the

for the ATV dockingiattached phase is comparable to the COF scenario In this case, the IGS
Relay will provide the interface to link the data
between the Soace Station Control Center and

USA

the ATV Control Centre Since the associated
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data rates are rather low, this service can be
accommodated within the resources and

OPSNET communications control functions
include management of the communications
network to all ESA stations. The IGS com-

services provided for COF operations

munications control f unctions include the
management of the total network and higher

Common resources, services and network
management
Figure 2 provides a summary of all of the

level services for element control facilities and
/^ln^+^
IVIIIVLE

communications elements required to support
operations lt shows existing ESA resources
which it is proposed to reuse (S-band stations
for backup, OPSNEf, communication control,

' '^^.
U)EI

^i+^^
JILEJ

One justification for the proposed

and the spacecraft controi facilities of
and the resources that need
added in terms of augmentations
of existing IGS implementations, new IGS
elements. and the Artemis/DRS ground
ESA/ESOC)

to be

terminals.

appear identical

of-the-art technology, which both prior studies
and Spacelab mission-support experience
(Atlas-2, IML-2 and Atlas-3) have demonstrated
to be the most appropriate as well as providing

to

f

communica-

network's build-up.
Recent Spacelab mission experience
During the Atlas-2, IML-2 and Atlas 3 missions,

uture

the IGS provided data. voice conferencing.
video distribution/conferencing and high-rate
data services for remote user centres in

communications technologies.
Like OPSNET, the core network of the IGS will
be based on leased lines, providing permanent

Europe. During the IML-2 mission, for example,

five such centres were suooorted simultaneously The combination of services provided
allowed the experimenters to operate and

connectivity with fixed data rates The malor
data volumes will be handled by the IGS in
essence using on-demand (dial-up) resources
like narrow- or broad-band ISDN or switched

interact with their exoeriments from their home
institutes in very much the same way as they

satellite links.
Figure 2. The integrated
communications ground
segment

to the

tions operator, A common communications
management system could therefore be
established after completion of the IGS

The OPSNET nodes within the ESA ground
stations and the IGS share the same state-

adequate migration possibilities

com-

munications architecture is commonality
of the network management implementations for IGS and OPSNET Although the
IGS management has a higher functional complexity (with respect to dynamic
changes in resources and services and
the support of new services), key elements
of the network management systems
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(Russia)
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on-demmd I\,ts-ISDN or XVSAI.

CADMOS
COF/ATV
Support

Faciliti$

com

had from the Payload Operations Control
Center (POCC)at Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC) during earlier Spacelab missions.

m u n ications

i

nf

rastructu re fo r remote operations

exchange, voice and video conferencing. This
was the first time an experimenter conveniently

sited at home base had exercised full control
over an experiment aboard Spacelab.

In addition to achieving enhanced returns from

their scientific experiments,

experimenters

were now also able to make use of reference
facilities, computing resources and resident
expertise at their home laboratories, which
typically are not available at the POCC.

Particular features

of the

IML-2 communi-

cations implementation were its adaptation to
the different user needs based on the modular

service capabilities of the lGS, and the
minimisation of connectivity costs. This was
achieved by using a combination of classical
leased lines, satellite links and bundled
multiples of narrow-band ISDN channels,
according to the simulation and mission
schedule requirements for each remote site.
The IGS's central management system allowed

both the staffing and the involvement of

Following this successful demonstration, in
July 1994 five European remote user centres
participated in a remote experiment operations

scenario on the IML-2 mission with Soacelab
They were able to monitor and adjust their
experiments by sending commands directly
from their home institutes, again relying on the
IGS and ESANET The five remote sites were:
CADMOS in Toulouse (F), DUC in Amsterdam
(NL) N/ARS in Naples (l), MUSC in Cologne

(D), and SROC in Brussels (B) (see Fig

3.

where the acronyms are also explained)

Communication from Spacelab to MSFC
was via NASA's TDRSS and NASCOM
systems. ESA established the IGS Relay,
the communications and mission operations link to Europe, at the Huntsville

communications oersonnel at the remote sites
to be keot to a minimum.

Operations Support Center (HOSC), one

The success of this communications aooroach
for the very demanding IML-2 scenario proved
the validity of the concept for COF communications

In Europe, the complementary IGS central
node terminated the PSCN/ESANET trunk at
ESOC and provided the connectivity for voice,
video and data services to the remote sites
in Europe. IGS nodes were installed at all
remote sites, providing the end-to-end net-

As Figure 2 shows, the emerging IGS co-exists
with OPSNET, the network dedicated to spacecraft operations support, and ESANET, a large
multipurpose ESA network handling all other
communications tasks (e
administrative

support, access

to

g

public and

networks, LA N nte rcon nects,
i

m

research
ission plan ni n g

and non-realtime payload data transport).
ESANET includes

two high-speed trans-

Atlantic links to Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC), where it has a gateway into NASA's

multi-purpose Program Support Communications Network (PSCN). The ESANET
Control Center is located at ESOC, and the
PSCN Management Center at MSFC. Since
the trunk capacity required for the IGS was less

than the bandwidth of the existing high-speed

links,

it

was an obvious choice

to

use

PSCN/ESANET resources as the trunk
between MSFC and ESOC. Availability and

mean-time{o-repair levels were made
commensurate with the mission requirements
by adopting 24-hour operator staffing during
simulations and the missions themselves
In

April 1993, the Atlas-2 Spacelab mission was

of the MSFC facilities,

work management capabilities needed for

the reliable operation of networks of

a low-cost approach was a pre-requisite
for the IML 2 remote operations support,
As

no back-up systems or redundant communications links were foreseen except for the
Microgravity User Support Centre (MUSC) in
Germany, where an ISDN back-up capability
was implemented
Phased IML-2 network implementation

During the test phases that preceded the
IML-2 mission, the communications network
capabilities were built up in phases in terms of
bandwidth, services, etc,, leading up to the last

tests that resulted in the freezing of the
configuration to be used for the mission.

Three different technologies were chosen for
the individual sites based on the particular cost
and performance requirements:

leased lines initially with low and later full

launched, for which the IGS and ESANET

bandwidth,

provided the communications support needed
operate the two European payloads
remotely from the Principal Investigator (Pl)site
in Brussels. These services included data

mrssrons

to

this

complexity

as required for the

various

satellite-based connectivity with mobile
ground stations that provided on-demand
links with fixed data rates

AA

G

outtetin gt

IGS

MARS
CADMOS
MUSC
SROC
DUC

lnterconnection Ground Subnetwork
Microgravity Advanced Research and Support Center
Centre d'Aide au Development de la Microgravit6 et aux
Operations Spatial
Microgravity User Support Center
Space Remote Operations Center
Dutch User Center

ESA/ESOC COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT FOR
IML.2 TELE.OPERATIONS
Figure 3. The IGS
communications scenario
for the IML-2 Spacelab
mission
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ECIO, OES

Naples

Toulouse

com m u n ications

-

on-demand N-ISDN connectivity using
bundling techniques to combine multiple
channels into higher aggregates as a
substitute for leased lines

Figure

4

provides

an

overview

of

the

communications links that were established for
tN/

L-2.

IGS communications services supporting

i

nf

rastructu re for remote ooerations

centralised management platforms:

the

Network Management System (NMS), and the
IGS Integrated Management Facility (lMF). The
NMS is the proprietary management system of
the core switching nodes on which the network
is based. The IGS IMF is based on an expert

system, which was customised for lML2 to
integrate the management of the additional
subsystems (codecs, routers, etc.) under a
single management, This centralisation of the

Spacelab missions

network operations, both for routine operations

The communications services provided by the
IGS were derived from the remote ooerations
requirements at each site, which included:
low-rate housekeeping telemetry reception
low-rate experiment telemetry reccption

and trouble-shooting, is a key aspect of the

-

-

re.

Trouble shooting and out-of-service network

management operations

can also

be

high-rate telemetry reception

from
experiments with different data rates (HRM)

conducted centrally f rom ESOC. Support at the
remote sites is required in principle only for

fixed telecommand sending
variable telecommand sending
access to the Operations and Management
Information System (OMIS)
voice conferencing (multiple loops)
science video receotion from the onboard
exoeriments

hardware reolacement,

video receotion

of the NASA Select

television feed to follow launch and other
activities

-

management architectu

video conferencing for Science Operations
Planning Group (SOPG) meetings

The voice conferencing system was based
on an extension of the NASA Huntsville
Voice Distribution System (HVoDS), with its
proprietary formats and signalling. The remote
sites could access up to 32 voice loops at the
same time,

Operational aspects
The overall timeline defining the activation and
duration of the experiments aboard Spacelab
was scheduled well
advance of the

in

lML2 mission The remote-ooerations timeline derived from it gave the schedule of
communications service reouirements for IGS
operation.
The planned operational activities were:
switching of different high-rate science data
feeds to either the DUC, SROC or MARS

-

sites

-

configuring of the ISDN link to the DUC into
low- or high-data-rate mode
distribution of video to the remote user sites

configuring

of

video conferences

on

request.

For the video services, the analogue video
signals were digitised and compressed to
384 kbps Besides simultaneous distribution of
onboard video to multiple sites, a digital video
multipoint control unit (MCU) at ESOC allowed

Figure 5 shows the nominal communications
operation scenario for lN/L-2. The IGS
operations team (lGS Control) monitored

and configured the network by means of the

any video conferencing configuration between

integrated Network Management System

the remote sites, ESOC and NASA to

(NMS) IGS Control was in permanent contact

be

suoDoneo,

A data-exchange capability was provided by a
LAN interconnect service, linking the LANs at
the different sites and the HOSC LAN, from
where databases and planning data could be

accessed. As the latter was also interconnected via several other networks,
including TDRSS, with the LAN onboard
Spacelab, the European remote user centres
were able to communicate directly with their

with the Remote Operations Coordinator, who
resided at the science ooerations area in MSFC
throughout the mission

The Remote Operations Coordinator issued
requests to IGS Control to perform service
changes and received reports on the service
status. Some service changes required the
support of the HOSC Communications Control,
e g provision of Spacelab high-rate data flow
to the IGS Relay at MSFC For this and

experiments in space, sending commands and

similar reasons, IGS Control remained

receiving their scientific data.

permanent contact with its MSFC counterpart,

At the network-management level, all of the

formance of all IGS resources and services and
rnformed the Remote Ooerations Coordinator
of any identified or potential problem.

rn

IGS Control permanently monitored the percommunications services and the systems that
provide them are managed by the same
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servrbe

SOA
REMOPS

Science Operations Area

Remote Operations Coordination

Figure 5. Nominal
communications operation

Conclusions and lessons learned
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Introduction

It is very likely that the dominating applications

We are currently witnessing a rapid evolution in

of these new technologies will be found in
high profit domains like business and enter-

communication and informatron technologies

In many parts of the world, the uses of
computers, mobile telephony and satellite

tainment, Major companies and international
organisations are currently investing billions of

to

secure their share

of a

communications are already key elements in an

dollars

expanding information society. In the near-

commercial market. Primary areas of interest

future, Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite
constellations will offer mobile oersonal

include business communications, paging,
video-conferences, home shopping, video on
demand, and virtual reality

communications, at any time and place, using
pocket-size terminals Interactive high band-

width servrces will be available at home,
through satellite or fibre optics technologies
Multimedia computers are becoming standard,

allowing the combination, manipulation and
exchange of text, sound and images easily and
at low cost The arrival of these technologies
will undoubtedly and considerably influence
our lives within only a few years' time.

huge

Other applications that are perhaps less
profitable in traditional terms, but extremely
valuable in a long-term global vrew, may
also benefit from this evolution. Outstanding
examples are distance education and health
care in remote areas or in emergencies Such
applications have proven to have a significant

positive effect on the affected areas by
for a lack of resources and
inf rastructure. The users' needs and the
requirements of these types of applications
must, therefore, be considered in the
develooment of new communication infra-

compensating

The world is currently witnessing a revolution in communication and
information technologies. Concepts like global personal communications via satellite and the 'information superhighway' are becoming
common terms in a growing information society. At the same time,
basic education and health care are major problems for billions of
world citizens. Expected increases in population in the most affected
regions will worsen the situation.

In an effort to address those critical problems, participants in the
International Space University's 1994 summer session have produced

a proposal for GATES, a Global Access Tele-health and Education
System. By using the advanced communications and information
technologies in tele-health and tele-education applications, GATES
aims to improve basic education and medical care on a global scale.

STTUCIU TCS

Meeting the distance education and health
care needs of remote areas was the focus of

intense activity during the 1994 summer
session of the International Space University,
held in Barcelona. A group of 46 participants
from 19 countries was challenged to propose

efficient ways of using existing and future
communication and information technolo-

gies in education and health care.

The
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project was sponsored

by

ESA,

NASA

and several other major space organisations After analysing the technical.
political. legal. cultural and financial
aspects of the problem, the international

important role in this situation, in particular
given its ability to reach many people at a
reasonable cost

Technology in response to the needs

project team recommended an outline for a
Global Access Tele-health and Education
System (GATES). The aim of the system is to
improve education and health care services,
particularly in remote areas and developing
countries The orooosed solution is based on
the use of existing and future telecommunication and information svstems on a olobal

Tele-health and tele-education involve the use

scare.

These and many other applications have

of telecommunication techniques to provide
respectively medical or educational services
over a distance Common examples are a
doctor in a remote area transmitting an X-ray
image to a specialist thousands of kilometres
away for consultation, or the use of satellite
television to teach students in remote areas
already proven to be feasible and
effective through many local and

I

roninnal nrniantc

ntern atio n al Space U n iversity

The International Space University (lSU) was founded in 1987 as a non-profit,
non-governmental institution for the education and training of tomorrow's space
professionals. ISU brings together international space experts from academia,
industry and government to educate students in muliidisciplinary and advanced

In Europe, ESA has been active in

distance education using the
Agency's now-retired Olympus
satellite lts involvement in the
Eurostep activities has been

issues in space development. With a permanent campus in Strasbourg and affiliated
campuses in 25 locations around the world, ISU offers educational programmes that
range from an intensive summer session to a full Master of Space Studies (MSS)
programme.

previously described (ESA Bulletin
No 56,60 and 66) The European
Union is carrying out other related

projects, including
One of ISU's annual objectives is to conduct design projects, such as GATES, that are
of interest to industry and the space community and provide the students with a
challenging problem. The material in this article is based on the final report and the
experience of those participating in the GATES design project as part of the ISU'94
summer session held in Barcelona. Soain.

the AIM project for

DELTA

telematic

systems in health care Many other

projects undertaken around the
world have shown that distance
education can provide results of
the same quality as classical

ISU summer sessions have previously been held in Cambridge, USA; Strasbourg,
France; Toronto, Canada; Toulouse, France; Kitakyushu, Japan; and Huntsville, USA.
In 1995, the session will take place at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm,

classroom education

Sweden.

Similarly, it has been shown that
tele-medicine can be adapted to

A world in

case

need

of

many situations, particularly in the
qualified
lack

emergencies,

of

Despite global recognition that health and

personnel

education are the essential building blocks of a
sustainable society, serious shortcomings and
'maldistribution' in education and health care
services remain,
United Nations study
estimates that two billion people have either

major projects already undertaken are:

A

-

services Predicted increases in population,
particularly in the areas most affected will put

or in remote areas Examples

ol

Project SHARE (Satellites in Health And
Rural Education), which provided video
transmission capacity via Intelsat satellites

to 20 projects and 43

minimal access to basic education or health
care, or are completely lacking access to these

countries. for

humanitarian purposes

-

Tele-Medicine Spacebridge, an audiovideo-fax link via satellite that connected

even more strain on education and health care
efforts in the future

American medical centres to Russian and

Limited access to educational and health care
is generally driven by complex
economic, political, social and cultural factors,
One technological project alone cannot hope
resolve such vast
complex

assistance after the Armenian earthquake in

Armenian medical centres to enable
physicians to remotely provide medical

services

to

shortcomings.

lt has,

and

1988 and after

-

however,

been
demonstrated that technology can improve the

situation. Modern telecommunications
technology has the potential to play an
52

the

project for distance learning and

-

a oas exolosion in

Ufa,

Russia, in 1989
Remote Clinical Communications System, a

portable tele-medicine system used by the
US Army during its operations in Croatia
and Somalia
SlSDlKSat (lndonesian Distance Education
Satellite System), one of the first audio-

worldwide tele-health and education via satellite

conferencing networks to be created in a

r{ovalnninn
vvvvIvv|||vvvv||(|}

^n

I

Intr\/ tO fUlfil

edUCatiOnal

needs. The svstem addresses the lack of
well-trained faculty in Eastern Indonesia lt
has been in ooeration since 1982

Mission and goals of GATES

health care, is justified by the fact that the

highest educational and medical needs
nonorqllrr
vgr r9rqily

2nno2r
ovPsqr

Furthermore,

in
ill

iha
lllu

)dlllu

dlud-

the basic

communications
requirements for educational and health care
services are very similar. The validity of this

approach was demonstrated for example by

Tho cnnna nf tho lQl I rlocinn nrnioct rrnc

Project SHARE, which provided

defined as'reducing inequalities in health
and education within countries and between
countries by providing global access to
health care and educational services using
telecommunications technology'. The unique

tele-health and tele-education

aspects of the resulting GAf ES system are that
it takes a global approach and it has the dual

non-specialists and beneficiaries A specialist

objective of combining education and health

tise

care

a cnonielicod

In additron to the broad definition of the
mission, the project group identif ied the
high level goals that were used as major
guidelines for the study'
Priority should be given to services related
to basic health care, literacy and skills for
sustai nable development.
Priority should be given to remote and
unoer-serveo areas
The system must be responsive to social
and cultural realities
The system must be modular and flexible,
system must meet specified

-

-

- The
- requirements at minimum cost to the

customers (those providing the funds for
development) and ultimately at minimum

cost to the users (those receivino

the

PotentialGATES users

The potential users of GATES can be
divided into three categories: specialists,
io +',ninnllv
lJ
tyPluolly

in a

a
o

mnninll
lllEulu4r

specif

|nninr
uvuLvr

ic field of

toqnhor

Tho

rriith
oynorvvrLr I v^vvl

medicine, or
nnn-cnanialict

is

generally a doctor. a nurse or a
teacher who is working in a remote area,
The beneficiary is the patient or the student
who receives the medical or educational
servrce
l^
^
il r d

+,,^;^^l
Lyprudr

r-^;i^^l
ruuruar

,^+i^^ r, o
^i+,
^
Jrtuduur

^^^^"^l
gEr
rErol

practitioner (the non-specialist) working in a
remote area seeks the advice of a soecialist in a

distant location to establish or confirm a
diagnosis (Fig 1) This method results in
improved quality of the diagnosis, and allows
the diagnostic time and the need for patient
transportation to the specialist to be drastically

reduced. Similarly, a teacher working in a
remote area may call upon a more highly
trained teacher. access stored information

or

make use

advanced audiovisual

The system must provide global coverage

Figure 1.Interaction
between tele-medicine

within the next ten vears

exist

users

A olohal
stratenv
Y'""Y'

to

of

improve the quality or level oI
offered
where alternatives do not
education

media

servrces)

-

both

was

justified by the worldwide
distribution of the shortcomings to be addressed.
Financially, a global system

can ho fr rndod hr COmbining available resources
f rom manv sorrrces This
allows shared use of the
system with regions less

able to support

high

investment costs. Satellite

telecommunications using
existing systems in Geosynchronous Orbit (GEO)
and future proposals in Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) ensure
technical feasibility and

offer cn\/crane of

a

global nature
Th^
,{,,^t ^^^.^^^|,r
r ne uuar approaur,

com-

hinino edrrr:ation and
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Non-specialists using the system to improve
their own skills and knowledge by learning
from more highly trained individuals is an
example of the 'teaching teachers' and

Telecom m u n ication li n ks
The telecommunication links must reach the

'teaching doctors' concepts. These concepts
are particularly important in regions such as
developing countries where the qualification

must allow a sufficient flow of information to fit
the application This is generally limited by the

level and number

varies drastically with the level of service to be
provided but it appears that many basic
services can be provided via narrowband links
The evolution of data compression techniques,
reducing the required data for a service without
major loss of quality, further increases the
capabilities of limited bandwidth applications
A reasonable minimum service offenng twoway voice communication, data transmission
(e-mail, fax) and still-image transmission
capability is feasible with less than 64 kbit/s per
channel More advanced aoolications such as
video conferencing or compressed video

of

non-specialists like
primary school teachers and nurses are often
insufficient to provide all required services
The patient or student, as beneficiary, has only
indirect contact with the soecialist This keeos
the number of user terminals required and the
volume of communication to
minimum

a

an

intermediate person (the
non-specialist) will often be necessary since
many patients or students do not yet have the
Furthermore,

skills to use the system

user even in remote areas and regions lacking
a communicatlon infrastructure Furthermore, it

bandwidth of the link The required data rate

System requirements

require minimum data rates in the range of

The message

384 kbit/s to 6 3 Mbit/s resoectivelv

For the user to accept a global system, it

is

important that the actual information or content
of the transmitted message is not defined
centrally, lt must be managed regionally or
even locally to fit the culture and priorities of the
regron

The message will generally circulate between

The proposed solution
A technology review was carried out to identify

the most adequate technical solution for
GAfES Communication standards, analog
and digital networks, wire and microwave
ground systems, and existing and planned

may

satellite systems were examined lt was found
telecommunication
systems offer high capacity at decreasing cost
in densely populated areas, they are not cost
effective in remote areas where the oooulation

include images, voice, and digital data created
by instruments such as an electrocardiograph,

density is lower. In the absence of existing
terrestrial networks, satellite systems were

electroencephalograph, electronic stetho-

found to be the most effective way of providing
the necessary communication links.

the specialist and the non-specialist. For
medical applications, it will typically consist of
information about the oatient that is needed to

establish

a

diagnosis

or treatment lt

.,

rmage scanner, or
alphanumeric keyboard. For education
eanno

oannrtnh

that although terrestrial

applications, the message will typically consist
of voice, images and digital data produced by a
telewriter, image scanner, telefax or keyboard.

To meet the requirements of both education

User terminals

(Fis. 2).

Proposed syste m a rch itect u re
and health care services, a system architecture
based on three levels of centres is orooosed

The user terminal provides the

interface
between the user and the telecommunication
link Based on the exoerience of orevious

tele-education and tele-medicine projects,
general requirements rather than detailed
technical solutions were determined, The

are flexibility
and low cost.

essential characteristics

interactivity, modularity
Furthermore, power autonomy, ruggedness
and ease of installation are vital for remote
areas, disasters and emergencies

54

Several High Level Centres are spread globally
with at least one centre oer continent Each
centre is to be located in a city or a region with
a large hospital and a university The High Level

Centre is formed by electronically connecting

the hospital and the university to form an
integrated unit This acts as a joint regional
information source and focal ooint for both
tele-education and tele-medicine The High
Level Centres are interconnected by high
bandwidth satellite links or terrestrial

A dedicated terminal that could be used for
combined basic tele-medicine and
tele-education in remote areas was studied.
Based on existing computer and Very Small
Aperture Terminal (VSAT) technology, this

connections to form the too level of the olobal
network.

conceot was considered to be feasible.

Level Centres Each Medium Level Centre is

Each High Level Centre is connected by
high bandwidth links to several Medrum

worldwide tele-health and education via satellite

a city with health care and
educational institutions interconnected to form
also located in

joint local focal points Due to legal issues.
special needs and adaptability to cultural
environments, at least one Medium Level

on

existing geostationary satellites

An

investigation of 20 existing satellite systems
showed that global coverage with identical

ground terminals could most easily

be

achieved using C-band frequencies Existing

Centre should exist in each countrv

V Vl and Vll systems would provide
sufficient capacity and compatibility with

The Medium Level Centres are connected to

regional systems. The geostationary C-band
solution is a low-risk choice based on proven

several Low Level Centres. located where the

medical or educational need exists Since
these locations may often include villages,
remote areas and disaster sites, narrow-band
or even mobile links may be required The large
number of links needed and their geographical
distribution drive the requirements of the
communication system

Intelsat

technology

that provides acceptable

performance for part of the required
applications There are, howeve( drawbacks
concerning power requirements, bandwidth,
portability, transmission delays and the cost of

the ground terminal The cost of the existing
systems solution greatly depends on the
Figure 2. Proposed GATES
system architecture. There
will be a least one High
Level Centre per continent.
Each one will be connected
to several Medium Level
Centres. There will be at
least one Medium Level
Centre per participating
country, and it will be
connected to several Low
Level Centres located
where there is a medical or
educational need.

Three technical solutions

Three different technology scenarios were
defined for the implementation of the
necessary satellite links, These options include

negotiation of the service charges lt is hoped
that non-commercial rates would be applied,
considering the international and humanitarian
characteristics of the application.

the use of existing systems. planned new
systems or a dedicated new constellation The

general approach is to initially start providing
services using existing systems. Once the
system is working well, a move to one of the

various planned systems or a dedicated
constellation could then be considered The

on the potential
improvement in service versus the cost, which
would be determined at that time
choice would depend

Use of planned new syslems

The foreseen technology evolution in new
satellite constellations may offer attractive
potential for GATES Through technology
evolution, smaller and cheaper user terminals
or higher bandwidth services are becoming
feasible Many proposed systems are based on
large constellations in orbits relatively close to

the Earth such as LEO. This offers the
advantages of shorter distance to the satellite,

Use of existing syslems

lower power requirements and

The initial solution, which would allow the
global system to be demonstrated with

smaller terminals, The drsadvantages are the
large number
satellites required for
continuous coverage and the complex
technology requirements for coordination This

minimum investment cost and service delay, is
based on the leasing of transponder capacity

cheaper,

of
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implies large investment costs, an uncertain
technical and financial feasibility and unknown
costs of services Other proposa s involve more
traditional use of GEO orbits with potentially
lower service costs, Tie proposals diffe.
greatly in the bandwidth offered, which
determines the complexity of the possible
applicatior- Servrces range f 'om trexpens ve.
low-rate data transmission to high bandwidth
links with interactive multimedia capacity

Depending

on eventual realisation. the
o[ priority;:
l-l ranoc Qnenorn,arr
fnr
nrnarlrvr
vrvqv
J

preferred oot ons are (in order
Tolonocin:nd

band se'vices, and Globalstar. Odyssey and
Constellation fo' narrowbard services There is
however cons,derable lnce.tainty regarding
servrce charges and the actual ;mp emenlalion

qvctcmc makinn tno nnlinnc
nf
tho nrnnncoal
H',
"' ''"
dLfficult to evaluate at tbis time

Use of a dedicated constellatron
An exam,natior of several leadirg proposals to"
new systems was made based on the available

information

on costs and

performance

To study the potential of a solutron tailored
exclusrvely to the needs of the chosen
application. a thrrd option was defineO This

design rs based on the
implementation of a dedicated.
relatively small constellation of

satellites The ambitious solution is
ootimised to meet global coverage

and the priority of

serving

developirg coLntries, ooth ot
which are f undamental GATES
ronrriromontc Tho nrnnncod nnnfinrrretinn
dadin:r^! UUI
^^^^+^l
ilVururrvr I nf
vr tho
lJtUlLr rv uuuruqtUU
lation is shown in Figure 3 and its
nror rnrl an\/p.2.ro n F ng;g

{

The design is based on

eight

600 kg satellites equally distributed

in a circular equatorial orbit

(0o inclination) at an altitude of
8000 km In addition, four smaller
--^ PIdUUU
^r^^^!i^ lll u
a l.Jvrur
nnl:r vrurL
nrhrt
^^+^ili+^^ dlU
)olUllltUJ
^+ +h^
^^"-^re a
^ +i+"i^
ar
Lr tc siiil
| |e equalonal
Lrruuu TA

segment provides

continuous
service lo lhe area between the 55o

North and 55o South latitudes,
which is where the malority of the
world s populatron lives Tie polar
eoflmont nr^\/i.lac
eXtenSiOn tO

""

Figure 3. Configuration of
the proposed GATES
dedicated constellation

Figure 4. Ground coverage
of the proposed
constellation
a. Coverage by the
eq

u

atorial-o rbitin g

satellites
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between the 30o North and 30o South

A wide range of aunch options is feasible and
a single Ariane-5 launch would be sufficient rn
terms of mass to rauncn lhe eight equatoria,
satellites The radiation tl^reat. however is grs31

chosen altitude. particula'ly for the

equalorial sate lites Careful consideration was
+^ +h^
^^^^^^^ ", protect've measures
^i',^^
grven
Io
Ine necessary

and t is eslimated tnat a desrgn

it

use will

be

hybrid structure, resembling that

of

non-prof

subsrd sed

latitudes, where most developing countles are
found

at the

Services will be provided to commercial users

at a charge while

pn:hl,nn

annloc

A

organisalions such as Intelsat and Inmarsat. is
the preferred option for combining both
profit and non-profit motivations The desired
cha"acterisLics of the organisation are tight

managemenl

men:ninn
r rqr q9r'rv

litetime

and lOw operatronai

costs

achieved by using minimum staff, competitive
awarding of contracls. ano volunteer workers
One coordinating otfice would oe in charge of
establishing the political and legal framework,
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with frequency regulations and contractual

of more Ihan six years can be achreved

relationships with the various partners A sound

With

state-of-the-art technology
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creation of the GATES Code of Conduct, a set
of rules to be followed by all users
I
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An

n strategy
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a commercial operator or an
national consortium

of oreliminary agreemerLs between politrcal.
legal financial and industrial partners in

lmplementing GATES

preparation for the next phase

O rg a n i

sation a I str uct u re

The challengs ef imprementing GATES can be

considered to be rnore political and financral

than purely technical For ils realisation.
a dedicated organisatron driven oy a
humanitarian sprrit while employrng effective
comnercial methods is proposed Memoersh p in GATES woJrd be open to any state but

al

nalions and areas may have access lo

GATtrS qorrrinoq ron:rdlpqc n{ momhorchin

ln the second phase. lhe initial deployment
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a few sites are initially covered, using
leased lransponders on existing geo.
stationary satellites Early parallel introd;cLion
is st ronesled in Kenva and remote areas O[
1-nnndn
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these areas Growth towards global coverage is

b. Coverage by the
polar-orbitin g satellites
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Participants in
the GATES
design proiect
Jo6l Amalric, France
lvlartinez Arguello, Spain
Adam Baker, United Kingdom
Yifang Ban, CanadaiChina
Kimberly Barker, Canada
Catherine Beaudry, Canada
Rita Crespo, Portugal
Paola d'Angelo, ltaly
Nico Dettman, Germany
Alessandro Donati, ltaly
Francesco Donnaloia, ltaly
Claudie Durand, Canada
Jill Ferrier, United Kingdom
Anastasia Filonenko, Russia
Alessandro Fracchrolla, ltaly
Philippe Gilson, Belgium
Caroline Guillon, France
Brian Hewitt, Trinidad & Tobago
Suwei Hu, China
Ryota lto, Japan
Katarina Johnsson, Sweden
Norbert Knittlmayer, Germany
Carlos Liceaga, USA
Alvaro Lopez, Spain
Marla lvlartin Jimenez, Spain
FranQois Mauivard, France
Sylvie Mouzin, France
John Mugwe, Kenya
Olivia Palmieri, ltaly
Lluis Pina, Spain
Gilles Primeau, Canada
Fernando Ramos, Brazil
Beatrice Rossi y Costa, France
Marli Santos, Brazil
Grant Schaffner, South Africa
Vittoria Senes, ltaly
Michele Shemie, Canada
Jean-Franqois Simard, Canada
Manuel Sola, Spain
N ikolaus Steinhoff , Austria
Gerald Supper, Austria

GeorgeTahu, USA
Hans Ten Cate, USA
Kristin Valle, Norway
Kristen Youngman, USA
Ram Jakhu, Canada
Joe Pelton, USA
Pdr Edin, Sweden
Patrick Rebholz, USA

oreoared The fundamental decision on the

Additional applications

final technology option for the next phase, i,e.
to use planned systems or dedicated
constellation, is made

In addition to global education and health care
services, the establishment of a system such as

a

The third phase, the operational phase,
features service growth towards full global
coverage. The system is implemented in
regions of Mexico/South America and South
East Asia, followed by interconnection of
regions globally, leading to full coverage. lt is

also expected that,

in

parallel with the

to

contribute
GATES has the ootential
significantly to other applications There can be
direct benefits for disaster and emergency
addressing
well
applications

as

environmental issues.

as in
ln the domain of

environmental protection, GATES can be a
unique tool to foster environmental education
and collect environmental data. Collaboration
with other projects such as GLOBE (Global

and Observation to Benefit the

geographical growth, the level of the services

Learning

offered will increase due to technological

Environment) would be directly applicable

evolutions and increases in link caoacitv
Financial aspects
An exoloration of ootential financial sources identified the World Bank and other UN Organisations (eg UNESCO), National Development
Finance Corporations, organisations dealing
with development issues and space agencies
as major potential contributors to GATES. In
addition, commercial funding may be attracted
in the early phases by the perspective of large
future markets for providers of user terminals.
Considering the yearly global budgets for
education and health care, and the potential of
GATES to effectively contribute in these
domains, it is believed that donations and lowinterest loans could cover most of the financial
needs for the first years, The total expenditures
for the first five years of service, using leased
existing capacity, are shown in Figure 5.

The estimated investment cost for the entire
dedicated satellite constellation system is
$1 2 billion US, which includes the space segment, ground segment and launch Both this
cost and the offered capacity are, however, too
high for GATES. To obtain low utilisation costs,
the solution may be to offer the excess capacity
to a commercial operator or an international
consortium, reserving only a portion (e.9. 100/o)
of the system capacity for GATES use.

The tele-medicine aspect of GATES is an ideal
contribution to the relief phase of disasters and
emergencies, Experience shows that the time
required to organise basic medical care and

make an initial diagnosis

is

essential

in

reducing fatalities and aggravation of injuries.
The combination of a disaster management

system such

as

GEOWARN, Global

Emergency and Warning (an ISU'93 project,
Bulletin No 77), and GATES forms an ideal
solution for raoid and efficient relief. The two

the communications
infrastructure to reduce costs. Furthermore, the

systems could share
tele-education asoect

of GATES would

be

directly valuable in disaster preparedness.
Fatalities in under-served areas could be
decreased simply through education on basic
measures to take in case of disasters such as
earthquakes, hurricanes or floods

Conclusions

The current revolution in

communication

technologies will allow many new commercial
aoolications in the near future We must assure
that their potential is also applied to improve
the quality of life of billions of people, especially
in the developing world, who need it the most,

GATES, the Global Access Tele-health and
Education System, constitutes a practical way
of using space systems to address some of the
most dramatic human oroblems on Earth. This
is an aoolication that offers obvious benefit to

humankind

in a time when

investments in

space are being questioned by the public.

The idealism and enthusiasm of the team of
students and young professionals who
developed this project have not ended with the
of the ISU'94 summer
session The team is now working hard to find
G
support for the realisation of the

closing ceremony

project

Figure 5. Total expenditures for the first f ive
years of implementation using leased,

existing capacity
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The ECSL Summer Course on Space Law
An Example of ESA's Role
and Policy
in Space Law Teaching
V. Kayser

Contracts Division, ESTEC, Noordwiik, The Netherlands
R. Roelandt
Legal Affairs, ESA, Paris

From space law to the law of space
activities

-

As happens with many human activities, space
activities have provoked the gradual emergence of a body of legal rules designed to

govern the relations of those involved in these

activities At the beginning of the space age,
space law was essentially part of public
international law since only individual states
were performing space activities and, at that
time, the activities were exploratory in nature.
Space law is often thought to be a discipline for dreamers and lawyers
whose heads are full of stars and comets and who are sometimes far from
reality. This may have been true in the beginning of the space era but, with
the advances of space technology and the development of commercial
space activities, lawyers are very rapidly being faced with more and more
practical issues. In the past, lawyers could follow these developments and
study space law as a complement to their daily activities. This is not true
anymore: young lawyers have to be trained adequately in order to be able to
adapt to the growing needs of space activities, and to foresee the legal
challenges of the future. The European Centre for Space Law has developed
a specific training programme on space law, which has become far more
successful than its founders could have expected.

the Agreement Governing the Activities of
States on the Moon and Other Celestial
Bodies (1979)

In recent years, with the profound changes that
have occurred in the international environment

and the entry of new members (mostly
developing countries) into the COPUOS, the
Committee's adoption of texts has slowed and
the legal nature of the texts that have been
adopted has changed considerably, No
treaties have been adopted after those
mentioned above, but a series of principles was
agreed upon and embodied in United Nations

Resolutions,

with therefore less

legal

constraint The following have been adopted:
Principles Governing the Use by States
- the
of Artificial Earth Satellites for International
Direct Television Broadcasting

(1

982)

-

the Principles Relating to Remote Sensing

-

the Principles

of the Earth from Space (1986)

Relevant

Nuclear Power Sources

to the Use of
in Outer Space

(1ee2)

The traditional view of soace law as part of
The main legal principles of space law were
elaborated within the framework of the United
Nations, and more specifically its Committee
on the Peaceful Uses
Outer Soace

of

The committee adopted a
fundamental treaties that still

(UNCOPUOS).

series

of

constitute the core of space law:

the Treaty on Principles Governing

the

public international law has also changed
because of the weakened role of the United
Nations as well as because of oressure from
the new type of operator entering the space
arena, one with different views on how to use
space, At the beginning of the 1980s, there was
a strong move toward the commercialisation of
space activities. especially those being

Activities of States in the Exoloration and
Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon

performed by private operators. Telecommunications already had a commercial

component but state involvement was also very

-

and Other Celestial Bodies (1967)
the Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts,
the Return of Astronauts and the Return of
Objects Launched into Outer Space (1968)

-

the Convention on International Liability for

-

the Convention on Registration of Objects

welcomed: rules governing the activities of
private firms in this field had to be drafted,

Launched into Outer Space (1975)

incorporating all the basic principles of space

Damage Caused by Space Objects (1972)

strong The greatest change occurred in the
field of launch services where orivate ooerators
wanted to take part in the launch of space
objects The lawyers' creativity was then

@ outtetn at
law while also paying particular attention to
liability and insurance issues

A

range of activities that are more or less
closely related to space operations and
space business has also emerged. Those
activities include drafting industrial contracts, processing of remote-sensing data,

NPOCs are also very active, often with the
support of ECSL, in organising their own
events and stimulating interest in their own
countries. ECSL also maintains, together with
ESA Legal Affairs, a database called ESALEX
which contains ESA legal documents as well as
bibliographic references and legal documents
relating to space law from other sources.

performance of telecommunications services,

and financing Because of the specificity of
space activities from the administrative,

The Centre has undertaken two

financial, legal and practical points of view, the
traditional fields of law governing those areas

experts The f irst study dealt with

have faced new difficulties and

a

new

environment Once again, lawyers have had to
adapt the rules to the changing needs of space

activities. Such adaptations, together with
creative thinking, will be needed even more in

the future as the field of telecommunications
evolves, the International Space Station allows
humans to live in space for longer periods, and

aerospace planes start carrying passengers

research

projects, both on its own and with the help of
legal

protection of remote-sensing data and led to an
ESA proposal to the European Commission to

a directive on databases in
order to take into account soecific needs
related to remote-sensing activities. The
second project, which is currently in its final
phase, addresses intellectual property rights
relating to space activities The World
amend parts of

Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) has
shown strong interest in this study and efforts

through space as well as air space.

will be made to

Establishment of ECSL

harmonisation of laws in this field on the basis
of the ECSL study and suggestions.

In

achieve, with WIPO,

the mid-1980s, there was a growing need for

of the ECSL members are

European reflection on space law issues in
order to stimulate thinking and gather ideas,

Since many

and to contribute to the building of a European
capability to deal with these issues, in particular
in view of the ever-increasing cooperation on
large projects such as the International Space
Station A number of lawyers and professors
active in the field, led by G Lafferranderie,

space agencies or industry, ECSL has set up a
Practitioners' Forum, designed to meet the
members' specific needs The Practitioners'

ESA's Legal Advisor, decided to set up the
European Centre for Space Law (ECSL) lt was
founded in 1989. ECSL is ooerated under the
auspices of and with the support of ESA, and
aims mainly at promoting the knowledge of

and interest in space law in Europe,
coordinating European efforts in the field,

stimulating exchange among interested
parties, and playing a leading role in research

that contributes

to the development of

practitioners, either from law firms, national

Forum is a yearly conference, attended by
those active in the practice of space business
and soace law Presentations on recent
developments in the field are given, and
participants are able to exchange views, in an
informal way, on legal problems they encounter
in their practice ECSL also regularly publishes

a

newslettel ECSL News, informing

its

members of past, current and future activities

and focusing, in almost every issue. on

a

specific space-law problem. Many articles on
ECSL activities are also oublished in other

space law journals, thanks to the active
cooperation between ECSL and editors of

or norms at the European level,
ECSL currently has 170 members and a
mailing list of about 1500 people, which
constitutes the core of the soace law

space law publications in Europe and around
the world

community in Europe and around the world

The ECSL Summer Course on Space Law

regulations

and Policy

The Centre's activities have

developed

exponentially Although interest in space law
already existed in Europe, the creation of ECSL
has led to an unprecedented development of
activities and thinking in this field The Centre
has gradually helped its members to gather
nationally around National Points of Contact
(NPOCS), intermediaries between ECSL and its
members Together with the NPOCS, ECSL has
number of workshops and
organised

a

conferences

on space law topics and

has

published proceedings of most of these events.

60

s major

success, however, is
in the field of teaching. The
community of space law teachers and
orofessors that ECSL has assembled is
ECS|

undoubtedly

exceptional in Europe, as well as around the
world (see coloured box). Also, because the
Centre is a repository for information, students
have been very interested in it. Their motivation
has often been determined or stimulated by
their contacts with the Centre. ECSL has
published
booklet entitled Space Law

Teaching

a
in

Europe, which

provides

ecsl slrmmer course on space law and policy
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Teaching staff of the 1994 Summer Course
Prof Andem (University of Lapland. Finland)
Prof Back-lmpallomeni (University of Padua, ltaly)
Mr Jeanne (ESRlN, ltaly)
Ms Onorato (ESRIN ltaly)
Dr Jasentuliyana (United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs)

Dr Hobe (University of Kiel, Germany)
Prof Courteix (University of Paris l, France)
Prof Martin (University of Toulouse, France)
Prof Reijnen (University of Utrecht/University of Delft, The Netherlands)
Prof Kerrest de Rozavel (Universlty of Brest, France)
Prof Verhoeven (University of Louvain, Belgium)
Prof Lyall (University of Aberdeen, United Kingdom)
Prof Zanghi (Scuola Superiore, Rome)
Prof Kessedjian (University of Dijon, France)
Dr Bourely (Former ESA Legal Advisor, France)
Prof Krige (ESA History Team, Firenze, ltaly)
Dr Lafferranderie (ESA Legal Advisor Paris)
lVr Doblas (ESA Contracts, Paris)
Mr Tuinder (Consultant, Paris, France)
Mr Thiebaut (ESA Legal Affairs, Paris)
Prof Bdckstiegel (University of Cologne, Germany)
Mr Von der Dunk (University of Leiden, The Netherlands)
Ms Baudin (ESA Legal Affairs, Paris)
Ms Balsano (ESA Legal Affairs, Paris)
Dr de San Pio (Garrigues Abogados, Madrid, Spain)
Prof Malanczuk (University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
Ms Masson-Zwaan (lnternational Institute of Space Law, Paris)
Prof Milde (VlcGill Institute of Air and Space Law, lVontreal, Canada)
Mr Masson (Gras-Savoye, Paris)
Mr Fea (ESRIN ltaly)
Prof de Faraminan (University of Jaen, Spain)
Prof Linan (University of Granada, Spain)
Dr Catalano-Sgrosso (University of Rome, ltaly)
Mr Ferrazzani (ESA Legal Affairs, Paris)
Prof Panella (University of Messina, ltaly)
Mr Farand (ESA LegalAffairs, Paris)
Prof Ockels (ESTEC, The Netherlands)
Mr Esterle (Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales, France)

Mr Dordain (Directorate of Strategy, Planning and International

Policy,

ESA, Paris)
Prof Pocar (University of Rome)
Prof Spatafora (University of Rome),
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Course content

on ESA A

Befo'e lhe corrse begirs. the students are
n \/cn 2 dor.rnnslralinn Of hOW IO USe the
ESALEX database and the IRS databases
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relating to law They are encouraged to use the
qvstprrs thrnrrohnrrt thp session

fu

day is devoted to ESA with

its industrial policy and relations with other
organisations sucl^ as lhe EC Eutelsat and
Eumetsat

ol
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munications. remote sensing and launch services) Specific lectures on liabrlity. insurance,

students were given a practical and somewhat

futuristic case dealing with a mission to the
Moon. in which many surprises were encountered creating a legal nightmare Students were
split into groups, each group representing a
^r dr
^^I urgdrrJduur
^r^^^;^^+i^^ r, dr
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rJilLuilrg d^
delegalion that would participate in an international conference convened to agree on a
colllomont nf qll lonal iccr rac :ricinn frnm ihe

mission to the Moon. Under the direction of
tutors and with the help of the professors, the
qtr rrlontc
nrpnarorl ihoir 2rnrmonta
and
exchanged correspondence among delega-

tions in oreoaration for the conference The
conference itself lasted two days, at the end of
which concessions and compromises led to a
reasonable settlement of lhe disputes The
minutes of the conference were taken and a
final act was agreed upon and signed by the
heads of the delegations

lVany

benef

its are gained f rom such

role

playing, and the exercise has proven to be a
tremendous success Students are very often
not prepared enough by universities to face
practical problems The teaching in Europe is
mostly theoretical and practical cases are often

dealt with on an individual basis. Such an

to meet the
needs of students, who need to put their
international conference proved

(33) 1.42.73.76.05
Fax: (33) 1.42.73.75.60
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undoubtedly passed the 'qualification Lest
Still many improvements have yet to be made,

To teach the students to manage a practical
case, group work was introduced this year, The

Tel:
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and the new group-work method has

what they are learning in the course

ECSL Secretariat
ESA Headouarters
8-10 rue Mario-Nikis
75738 Paris Cedex
France
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Guest

students to understand the practical side of

contact:
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lecturers, who are usually practitioners, often
speak to lhe students They give the students
an idea of the questions they are dealing with in
their daily practice Their presentations are very
important as they demonstrate what the theory
may be and what the practice is. They also help

and intellectual property are given.

For more information on
ECSL, its activities and
the ECSL Summer Course
on Space Law and Policy,

A bright future for the Summer Course
The success of the ECSL Summer Course on
Snano | :rri :nd Pnlinv nnac far hovnnrl tho
expectations of those who launched the idea A

theoretical knowledge at stake and enjoy the
reality of the exchange of legal arguments in
somewhat official surroundings Thanks to the
exceptional chairmanship of Professor Pocar.
who is an expert on space law, a UNCOPUOS
delegate, and an outstanding teacher, students
learned not only about the principles they were
arguing aboul. but about all procedural
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formulation of addresses to the Chair and other

delegations, protocol and drafting of legal
texts and arguments Such an exercise was

rendered more interesting by the interplay
between the various nationalities. legal backorounds and educations that were involved

but the foundations are strong and the viability

of the course and the interest in it have been
recognised by all those active in the field in

Frrrnno A nrrmhor nf nractitinnorc havo
expressed interest in attending the course and
some have even attended sessions However, it
is not designed to provide space law education

to

practitioners

and advanced students.

although there is a need for it which is not
always met in Europe Eventually, the idea of
setting up a specific session offering advanced
courses, in parallel with the basic course, will

be considered, but the consolidation of the
achievements made in the lalter are at present
the priority

The success of such a course is certainly a
subject for reflection on the role of ESA in the
field of space law Through its daily activities,
ECSL promotes ESA In Europe and around the

of the Centre's
achievements undoubtedly help to consolidate
the reputation of the Agency in academic and
world, and the success
lonal
ruVqr nirnloc
uiluruo.
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even more important role for ESA: it trains
lawyers to be able to deal with the challenges of
future space programmes In the development
and implementation of any kind of activity, legal
issues that may arise from these activities
should not be overlooked. In addition, when
deciding upon major space programmes, ESA
will have to pay increasing attention in the
f uture
their legal f ramework and
consequences because, not only space-law
issues will be at stake, but also issues that will
relate to other fields of law such as air law, For

to

instance, besides the legal framework to be
established for the Space Station, the
resolution of issues relating to future air
navigation systems will require important legal
work and soecific exoertise
With ESA's support, ECSL is making all efforts,
especially in the framework of its Summer
Course. Lo develop a training and education
tailored to meet those specific needs, and to
ensure that the space community will continue
to benefit, in the future, from the contribution of
young talented lawyers, able to support

technolooical develooment and think for the
futu re

@

engineering costing techniques

Engineering Costing Techniques in ESA
D. Greves & B. Schreiber
Cost Analysis Division, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The importance of the cost-estimating
function
In a competitive situation, if a company's
estimate of its costs is unrealistically low then it

may obtain an order but risks making a
financial loss. On the other hand, if its cost

quoting in a highly competitive commercial
market or to a national or international space
agency on a direct-negotiation basis. In the
latter situation, therefore, it is essential that
customers have the ability to make their own
independent assessment of what is a fair price

estimates are too high, it is likely to be
uncomoetitive on orice and to lose the order.

for a given product and there also has to be
some general notion of a basis on which to

Of course, strategic considerations also play a
role and a company may quote a market price
based on the knowledge of its estimated costs

determine whether the orice is reasonable
and acceptable or not in the particular

and its assessment of the highest price

at
which it can secure an order, which could be
significantly higher or lower than its estimated
CoStS

It has always been important for organisations to be able to estimate
and control their costs properly, but it is particularly so today. In the
commercial domain there has been a marked tendency towards
increased competition with international trade restrictions being
reduced or removed and the question of competitiveness having to be
considered on a global rather than simply on a local, national or
regional scale. In the public domain also, consideration of cost is also
assuming much greater importance with the tightening of budgets
and changing budget priorities, together with the general expectation
that there should be better value for money from public expenditure.
Where customers can award contracts on
the basis of real competition, they may feel

reasonably comfortable about accepting
as quoted, with minimal
negotiation, subject to other key parameters
such as technical performance, delivery
contractor prices

schedule and contract conditions being satisfactory Nevertheless, in a developmental
environment and in the case of technically
sophisticated items, it is still important to have
a good understanding of the make-up of the
price, not least to be able to assess effectively

the cost of technical and

programmatic

changes that may subsequently

have

to

circumstances, apart from whether it can be
accommodated within a oarticular budoet.

In Annex I of the ESA General Ctaus"es anO
Conditions of Contract, in the general context
of cost accounting matters and specifically
concerning the allowability of costs, it is stated
that in order to be deemed allowable, costs
must be: 'reasonable, and expedient in nature
:nrl nni ovnoarlinn ihai ovnonrlorl hrr )

prudent organisation in the conduct

of

competitive business'. For ESA, which places

a

significant number

of

contracts

on

a

direct-negotiation basis, the above serves as a
working guideline against which to assess the
acceptability of the prices it is quoted.

In practice, the situation is often more complicated, there being the need for some
calibration of the reference price to reflect
the particular circumstances, such as the
nomination of a relatively inexperienced contractor for a particular task (e.g on the basis of
geographical return).
Basic approaches to cost estimation
Stated simply, all estimating depends

to

a

greater or lesser degree on past experience or

knowledge. We

can therefore repeat

the

adage of the Chinese philosopher, Confucius,
who advised that you should 'study the past if
you wish to predict the future'.

be introduced.

It

would be unrealistic to assume that
companies will necessarily have the same
pricing policy irrespective of whether they are

Broadly speaking, there are four

main

approaches to the process of cost estimation:
The first is the bottom-up or detailed

-

estimate, which

is

widely used

by

G

oulletin Bt

'cost-estimation relationshios', which are
obtained as a result of regression analysis
and which can be applied to produce cost
outputs for the different elements of an

organisations to build up an estimate from
task or work-package level The number of
hours needed for each category of labour,
with its appropriate hourly rate, is assessed

estimate. Such methods can involve
considerable effort because of the
systematic collection and revision process
required to keep the costestimation
formulae updated, but once this data is
available estimates can be produced fairly
rapidly In addition, 'parametric models'
that have been developed to facilitate this

and a detailed assessment made of the
non-labour resources required This is the
most time-consuming and costly approach,
requiring a very detailed knowledge of

the organisation However.

it is usually

necessary for internal planning purposes
and, not least, to enable the organisation to

comply with customer requirements to
present detailed cost estimates down to
work-package level. Finally, this level of
detail is also usually necessary for costcontrol ourooses after contract award.
Such estimates are usually made by the
engineers nominated to perform the work,
often overseen by professional estimating
services to check for consistencv.

-

The second method, which can be
described as a 'rule of thumb' approach,
also relies on the expert judgement of
engineers familiar with the tasks being
estimated The experience accumulated by

an engineer can constitute a large

but

'unstructured' knowledge base from which

to

assess

the resources needed for

a

specific task. This experience is then often
translated into 'rules of thumb' which are
applied by the engineer for a rough 'sizing'
of costs, The creation of these 'rules of
thumb' does not always follow a systematic
process, but the technique is extensively
USEO,

-

The third estimating approach uses the
principle of analogy This process is similar
to the sort of 'expert judgement' described

above, but it relies extensively on the
degree of similarity of the task to some
existing or past task, lt requires the
collection of source information by the
estimator for these analogous elements
(usually stored in a computer database)
and then comparison with the new task or
item to be estimated The effectiveness of
this method depends heavily on an ability
to identify correctly differences between
the case in hand and those deemed to be
comparaore

-
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process are now available commercially.

The above approaches are applied

in

estimating the costs of engineering activities
- including design, management, assembly,
integration and verification, and product

+L^
of hardware
Lr rE rroduction
fHowever, software development represents an
increasing portion of the space-project effort,
and often more than 50% of the total cost of
new g round-segment development.
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Estimation of the software develooment effort
has always been among the most difficult

of

processes. Firstly the abstract nature of
software makes it a diff icult product to
characterise, and design changes are often
rntroduced into software before, during and
after its pure code-production phase
Secondly, there are often too few projects in
process within a particular organisation to
provide a good basis for estimating the cost of
new developments. Lastly, software production has evolved in recent years from being
black art into an engineering
more of
discipline in which there is a very rapid
evolution of techniques This makes the
process of basing new estimates on anything
but fairly recent developments somewhat

a

precarious. Consequently, the collection of
software metrics is now viewed as the best

basis for increasing software production
by providing rational ways of

efficiency

measuring and estimating development costs.

It also allows the application of statistical
estimation

The changing role of the cost estimator
In Europe, estimating practices differ widely,
ranging from relying totally on the tradttional
bottom-up approach implemented by project

to

supplementing this

in

The fourth general approach is a statistical

personnel,

and oarametrical method lt involves not
only the collection of historical cost and
technical information, but also its analysis
using mathematical techniques. The
statistical method correlates costs and
manpower information with'parameters'
describing the system to be costed. lt
results in sets of formulae, called

cases by a wide range of other approaches

applied

by

professional

cost

some

engineers/

estimators.

Differences

in the approaches adopted

by

different organisations are likely to increase in
future because the process of cost estimating
is developing so rapidly This is partly through

engineering costing techniques

programmes become more
necessity d)
complex, bul also because the dramatic
advances in computer technology and

organisations are therefore starting to use
this approach in formulating their cost

software are greatly facilitating both the

traditional cost-accounting elements Through
early involvement, the cost estimator can not

gathering and analysis of data. A further factor
is the changing circumstances of many
organisations, which is tending to focus
attention on cost cutting in general, and
thereby on the cost-estimating process also.
Traditionally, the estimating of costs has been
one of the last tasks in the process of proposal

or programme budget preparation, with

estimates, rather than simply relying on the

only influence the final design by feeding

in

the relevant cost information, but can also
actively contribute to cost reduction by
identifying cost drivers and to highlight how,
for instance, a relatively small increase in
system performance can have a disproportionately heavy impact on final cost.

the

estimates being based on detailed designs or

plans. This is all very well, but

if the final

product of this approach is an unacceptably
high cost estimate, time constraints may mean
there is no possibility of repeating the exercise
with an alternative, less costly design solution

or programme approach At this point, the
organisation's only course is to impose an
arbitrary percentage cut in the estrmated
costs, leaving the problem of any financial
shortfall to be addressed later, Moreover, for
large complex programmes leaving the
estimating task to the end, when time is often

pressing, invites errors and omissions,
particularly in respect of technical and

Cost estimation in ESA
There are a number of unique features of ESA
and its multi-national operations which have a
considerable bearing on its approach to the
preparation of estimates and its analysis of
costs:

-

In principle, there may be as many as
16 currencies involved for a particular

-

The Agency's Industrial Policy requirements can lead to: a high degree of
fragmentation of the work; sometimes to

programme

It is therefore desirable to have the ability
to estimate costs with a reasonable degree
of confidence at an early stage in the
process, based on preliminary/summarytype information. The cost implications of a
particular design can then be considered
and assessed at the outset, as well as
progressively through the detailed design
process, The design and estimating pro-

non-optimal work allocation and interfaces;

somewhat restricted competition; some
duplication of developments; awarding of
contracts to relatively inexperienced contractors for certain items and under certain
circumstances, and political and technical
uncertainties can give rise to a high degree

of change in the formative
programmes when a lot of

Many organisations are now striving

stages of
estimating

activity is required
There are then more general requirements or
features which are likely to be common to the
estimating functions in most organisations:

-

productivity.

14

-

i

the costestimating function f rom being a
purely passive activity to an active one that
has a positive impact both on final cost and

in its

Member States and elsewhere, with whom
it n^^narrtaa

contractual nterfaces

cesses therefore become interactive, with the
cost estimate being a vital input to the design
solution adopted This changes the nature of

ESA has over 900 contractors

to

lt is desirable that the cost estimator be
involved at the earliest possible stage in a
programme in order to be well-informed of

increase quality/performance at the same time

develooments and receive information as

as reducing costs. Consequently, costs are

soon as it becomes available.

being reduced not only as

a

result

of

rationalisation, but also as a result of looking
critically at work practices and processes, as a
result of encouraging closer teamwork, and

from generally trying to create a culture of

-

-

innovation and continuous improvement
Activity-based costing is one way of trying to

make a more accurate determination of the
true time, cost and value of specific activities,
and thereby evaluate their real contrtbution

to

meeting

the overall objective

Some

-

Estimates are often required quickly and
sometimes with minimal inputs

TL^-^
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available

estimatino
resources to deal wrth conflicting priorities.
Cost drivers and possible cost-reducing
features should be identified.
Risks need to be identified and assessed.
lterations of estimates may be required as
the design evolves and more information
becomes progressively available, thus
facilitating the use of a wider range ol
available estimating tools.
dtu
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- A comprehensive and well-documented
estimating report will be required,
including: estimates, explanation

reside in the Industrial Cost Auditing Section ol
the Cost Analysis Division.

of

methodology applied, details of technical
and programmatic baseline, assumptions,
qualifications, risk assessment, and 'pearls
of wisdom' (additional comments and
judgements).

The tools and methods used

The Cost Engineering Section at ESTEC
makes use of the followino tools and
methods:
ECOS

it is not practicable

ECOS
the ESA COsting Software
is a
standardised software package developed for
the Agency, which permits the submission of

due both to the large numbers of contractors
involved and to the many different possible
permutations of sources of supply, each using

cost proposals to ESA on diskettes or vra
telecommunications links lts use necessitates

Generally speaking,

for ESA to apply the detailed bottom-up
estimating method to programme estimates

-

-

a

homogeneity of approach at different
contractual levels of a proposal for a particular programme and between differenl

different cost accounting systems, etc
However, as in other similar organisations,
most engineers in ESA are involved to some
degree in the cost-estimating and analysis
process, through their participation in

programmes. This has led to the adoption of a
strictly product-oriented breakdown ('product
tree') in conjunction with the traditional Work

comparing competitive bids, with reference to
earlier similar bids and based on a bottom-

discipline- and organisation-oriented.

up-type approach using prior engineering
is particularly useful

experience The latter

when considering the cost impact of modifications, as the estimate will depend on a close
knowledge of the circumstances and timing
of the introduction of the change (including

any abortive work already performed), the
re-planning that may be necessary, as well as
of potential impacts on other
parties in the contractual chain.

awareness

Breakdown Structure, which tends

to

be

ECOS facilitates the preparation and presentation of major proposals, permitting computerised tender integration at each
contractual level. lt allows analysis of those
proposals by higher-level contractors and by
the Agency, there being the capability to sort
the information in various ways and to
generate special reports and graphical
presentations. Last but not least, ECOS facilitates the establishment of a cost database

In addition, ESA has at its disposalthe skills ot

containing details of all of these electronically

the Cost Engineering Section within its Cost
Analysis Division at ESTEC lts principal

submitted orooosals for future reference.

functions are to:

In estimating terms, ECOS's contribution is to
automate repetitive processes, to introduce a
standardised approach to task breakdown,
and to oermit the collection of technical and
programmatic details to complement the cost
details provided This latter point is important

-

produce independent cost estimates for

potential new programmes and in
of industrial proposals to be

anticipation
submitted

and analyse industrial cost

-

evaluate

-

provide support services
contracts
officers and project-control services for the
negotiation of prices.

proposals submittec

to

The centralising of this function offers advan-

in terms of the development and
availability of 'estimating tools', in making
available for the benefit of the whole

because cost estimates should also be
well-documented and, in particular, related to

specific technical and programmatic baselines This point may seem self-evident but, in
an environment in which time pressures are a
permanent feature, this approach is sometimes not pursued

tages

organisation the data gathering from and
analysis of projects from all Directorates, and
by providing an experienced, expert task force
to support project teams on cost-related
matters in all the stages leading up to contract
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A further feature of the

ESA procurement
process for major programmes, particularly
those on a direct negotiation basis, is the
need, for various reasons, for a number of
iterations in the proposals, often against
a changed technical/programmatic base-

line In these

circumstances, without well-

signature.

documented estimates it may be difficult
by say the third iteration of the estimate

Furthermore, the Cost Engineering Section
has the benefit of direct access to the
cost-accounting expertise and records that

to recall the exact basis used for the first one
and to follow the overall evolution of the
estimate.

engineering costing techniques

The ECOS

package

itself was more fully

described in an earlier Bulletin article, in May
1
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dedicated

database, The Cost Engineering Section is
making use of this database when preparing
cost estimates for new ESA projects. The

is also regularly distributed to

Analogy
The analogy method relies on the availability

database

reference for future
database as
estimates, The implementation of ECOS, and

collection,

as a result of previous estimating exercises,
the Cost Engineering Section has at its
disposal an extensive, well-classified and

ECOM: an integrated cost-estimating tool

a

of a

well-documented database covering projects
from all ESA Directorates. lts main value lies in

companies actively participating in the data

Each cost-estimating approach has its own
particular advantages or limitations in a
specific situation For instance, the develop-

considerable utilisation of existing 6"'^igns and

ment status and previous prices for frequently
used items of equipment from qualified
suppliers will be well-known However, the cost
of singular, atypical spacecraft elements can

technology. At equipment level in particular,
items are frequently re-used for projects in

only be assessed in an approximate way by
comparison with other comparable systems.

drfferent ESA

The Cost Engineering Section therefore

the fact that, even for the apparently most
innovative programmes, there is usually

Di

rectorates,

Thus, whilst the Agency does not generally

use a bottom-up approach from the workpackage level, it does use it at unit and
eouioment level Consrderable efforts are
therefore made to identify such items of
eouioment and to relate them back to

started to look for a more efficient means of
building up a programme estimate using a
mixture of cost-estimating techniques for the
various elements of a space system and a
system was conceived to optimise the use of
the basic historical information held by the
Agency and of the individual estimating tools

experience acquired with previous proposals,

available This system is the ESA Costing

with due regard for present development
status and the degree of modification

Model, or ECOM

necessary, which implies an element of new
development.

ECOM, which is modular in structure, consists
of

(Fig

1):

Parametric models

An ECOS-derived database, drawn

For many years, the Agency has used a
commercial parametric cost model, called
PCM lt has the advantage of being able to run
with relatively few inputs. More recently, the
Agency has also started to use another

previous proposals and costs incurred, and
a database of previous estimates.
knowledge base of Cost-Estimating
Relationships (CERS) derived from analysis
by the Agency of previous proposals and of

commercial model called PRICE (H), following
the introduction of a new PC-based version.

parametric input precalculations for each
type of spacecraft equipment and sub-

Together with the analogy approach, parametric modelling is one of the most commonly

A database interrogation module
An escalation module to automatically
convert different cost elements to the same
economic conditions (exchange rates and

from

A

system costs,

used estimating methods within the Cost
Engineering Section at ESTEC.

inflation).

Software projects history database
In 1988, the Cost Engineering Section initiated
a continuous cycle of gathering completed
software-project development nfo rmation f rom
many European software producers and
promulgating it to all participating companies.
This process is now carried out in collaboration with the INSEAD international business
school in Fontainebleau, (F)i

A

risk-analysis module, based
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commercially available software.
Proprietary parametric models.

ECOM therefore allows the combination in a
single estimating calculation of any of the
cost-prediction methods appropriate for
particular elements of the space system being

ESA has also participated in a four-year
development effort on a software cost-

evaluated. Different design options can
therefore be rapidly costed and documented
in an unambiguous form, thereby allowing

estimation system known

good reproducibility and traceability of results

as

'Mermaid',

funded by the European Commission. lt has
resulted in a commercial estimating tool based
on the application of algorithms to the metrics

The system also records the technical and
programmatic baseline details, as well as the

ot
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Figure 1. The modular
structured ESA Costing
Model (ECOM)
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indices issued independently by the
Wiesbaden Institute for the Agency's
budgetary updating are also incorporated
There is also an extensive satellite-component price/technical performance database
included. which can display prices for any
economic conditions. using the appropriate

Figure 2. Sample

interrogation of
the ECOM database
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The present ECON/ development programme

will be completed this year and. inkeeping
wrth the Agency s general objectives ot
nrnmnt
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industrial capabilities. the Agency will then
consider making ECON/ available to other
companies and organisatrons thaL could
benefit from its application
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cost-estimating process is evolving extremely
rapidly The international nature of ESA and its
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photogrammetry system in thermal vacuum testing

A Photogrammetry System for Use in
Thermal Vacuum Testing
F. Mtiller-Stute, B. Sarti
Engineering Section, Testing Division, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

J. Bouman, J. van Oel,
J. Dold

Technical University of Braunschweig, Germany

Introduction
The ESA Test Centre, located at ESTEC in The

Netherlands,

-

is equipped with a series of
test facilities that allow a

The motion and attitude of the spacecraft
relative to the sun can be simulated by
means of a two-axis motion simulator.

environmental

complete test campaign to be executed on the
ESTEC site. Mechanical, electrical and thermal

tests can be performed in sequence A key
element of the ESA Test Centre is the Large
Space Simulator (LSS) which enables the

a

of variety of tests under
vacuum, such as solar simulation, temperature
cycling tests and deformation measurements
performance

The study of shape deformations in large spacecraft structures such

as the antennas of communication satellites and large

space

reflectors, is essential in the design of any space system. Thus, there
is a great interest in accurately characterising the performance of the

structures under operational conditions. A photogrammetry system
can accurately monitor the structural deformation of these large
objects under sun-induced thermal stress in space conditions. To do
this, a large number of targets are aff ixed to the object under study and
their motion is followed with a number of very high-precision optical
photogrammetry cameras. An important feature of photogrammetry
is that the measurements can be made remotely, i.e. without any
physical contact with the specimen. The design and performance
characteristics of a photogrammetry camera system, accommodated
in canisters, to be used under space environmental conditions, are
described here.

Feasibility study undertaken
Close-range photogrammetry is being used
more and more in various aoplications such

as

aircraft manufacturing and surveying
of telescopes, but it is being done in the
open air, ESA has carried out a feasibility
study to evaluate the use of a photogrammetry system in a vacuum, in the LSS. Such a

system can provide a powerful tool for
monitoring the structural deformations of
large objects under sun-induced thermal
stress and simulated space environmental
conditions
Photogrammetry can also be used to measure

dimensions to verify compliance with design
specifications (e g for deployable or inflatable
objects). The selection of an adequate camera
system is determined by the high accuracy
reouirement of one oart in 10" of the diameter
of the object to be tested, This demanding
accuracy stems from the surface accuracy
reoui rements for antenna reflectors..
The conclusions of the feasibility study are:
lt is oossible to oerform measurements with

-

-

The dimensions of the main chamber
enable it to house soacecraft of the full

-

-

The high-vacuum system maintains

-

The inner surfaces of the chamber are
covered with shrouds, cooled by liquid
nitrogen to simulate the cold background in
space, or operated with gaseous nitrogen

-

Simulatron results show that mediumsize cameras with an image frame of

a

oarallel

horizontal beam with a diameter of 6 m

comparators will meet the requirements,

an

operating pressure in the 10-7 mbar range

The sun simulator orovides

a

94 x 126 mm2 and high-precision mono-

Ariane-4 class.

for thermal cycling

an accuracy of better than 50 pm with
configuration of four cameras.

The main features of the LSS test facility are:
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grammetric measurement, compared for
instance with a theodolite measurement
system, are:

-

Large numbers of object points can be
recorded simultaneously, resulting in rapid
data acquisition

@ buttetin at

-

The use of two or more cameras allows
dynamic changes to be acquired

Installing and operating cameras inside the
LSS vacuum chamber, however, leads to basic
requirements such as:

-

Basics of photogrammetry

The cameras must be housed in thermally
controlled. vacu um-proof canisters
All functions must be controlled remotely

The

The cameras must be accessible for film

-

recovery or exchange after the test
- The cameras must in no way interfere with

photogrammetric measuring process

involves three essential phases:

-

theISSsnerfnrmance

Data acquisition.

i

e

photography of the

obJect

lmage coordinate measurement

Development of a prototype camera/

Photographs of a targeted object are taken with

canister

one or more cameras from several directions.
The photographic images of the object target

Based on the results of the feasibility study,
Figures 1.2and 3. Basics
ot photogrammetry

vacuum-proof canister to enclose the camera
as a protection against the harsh environmental conditions present in the LSS during a
testing operation The camera model chosen is
the Rollei R-Metrika
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to develop

a

array represent perspective projections of
three-dimensional scene onto a two-

the

dimensional plane The image coordinates (xy)
of the targets in turn are used to reconstruct the

coordinates of the marked points in oblect
space (XYZ) The photogrammetric bundle
triangulation is illustrated in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 2, object point P

is

projected via the perspective centre O (camera
lens) onto the image plane (P') The position of
the perspective centre O is defined in image

snacc hrr tho

nernqp

ji6glgr distanCe

C

between O and the image plane, the principaT
distance, and by the principal point H, where

RESEAU
SENSOR

./

\o

2. Camera orientation

3. lmage processing
f

70

lowchart

photogrammetry system in thermal vacuum testi

the camera axis meets the image plane The
position of the perspective centre O in image
space, identified by c. and H, is called the
interior orientation of th'b camera The location
of the perspective centre in object space and
the orientation of the axes of image space with
respect to those of object space define the
exterior orientation of the photogrammetric
camera

The system must comPly with the ESA
Product Assurance and Safety requirements

-

The camera must be accessible for film
recovery or exchange after the test,

The overall concept of the camera system
installed in the LSS is shown in Figure 4
ERA

The unknown object coordinates as well as the
orientation parameters of the images are
determined by least square adjustment, so that
the bundles built by the oblect points and the
oersoective centres intersect with the

measured image points in the best possible
way By treating the image space parameters
as unknown, the recording cameras can be
calibrated simultaneously The accuracy and

STRUCTURE
BEING TESTED

SOLAR BEAM

LN2 SHROUDS

'i

relrability of the triangulation process is greatly
influenced by the number of photographs on

which a target point is imaged The configura-

grammetric network,

/

e the photo
is of even greater

tion of camera stations,

i

su

r.t

imoortance

After the object has been photographed, the
coordinates of the image potnts on the film are
automatic
means
measured
film-reseau scanning process A CCD-array
digital automatic
used
sensor

of an

by

for

is

CAMERA

measurement of the image coordinates, The
reseau grid is also measured to serve as a
reference for the image coordinates (Fig. 3)
The digital image is stored in a realtime image
processor board in the mtcrocomputer. Using

modern image-processing methods,

Functional system description

the
accuracy of each measuring point and reseau
cross is better than 1 um

An overview of the photogrammetry system

Design requirements

following subsystems:

The design requirements for the photogrammetry system can be summarised as
follows:

-

The measuring accuracy must be in the
range of 20 - 50 pm relative to tests oblects
wrth a diameter of up to 6 m
The camera/canister system must operate
under simulated space environmental
condrtions, i e
high vacuum
temperature range of 100 - 373K
er:linse
or solar simulation
vv,,
y uv
The system may not degrade either the LSS
performance or its environment
:

-

-

The canister and its window must

not

degrade the performance of the camera
The camera system and accessores. sucn
as the flash, view-finder, and drive system,
must be remotely controlled

is

given in Figure 5

Figure 4. Camera system in
the Large Space Simulator
(LSS)

The camera-canister system consists of the

-

Camera system
Canister
Drive assembly
Thermal control
Control console

Camera system

Thp r:amera svstem is the combination of the
.Arnorl hodv its lens a CCD viewfinder and
the electronic control unit The camera features
a vacuum pull-down system for flattening the
film on a high density cross reseau grid The
reseau grid is imaged on the film and permits
the correction of any film 'unflatness' and

possible shrinkage (during development), a
crucial step for precise measurements.
An annular flash is placed around the free end

of the lens The flash is powered from
outside. lts ignition circuit receives

the
the
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command to fire via a dedicated line. The
viewfinde( a small CCD television camera, is

Figure 5. Functional system
diagram of the
photogrametry system

directly above the camera.
The electronic camera control box is attached
to the canister's inner wall, Accessed from the
outside via an RS232 link, this box controls the

camera, for example, it takes a picture,
advances the film and sets the reseau
exposure level When interrogated. it relays
back information on the camera s general

status, such as the current shutter speed and
the reseau exposure level.

All arriving electrical wires and air tubes enter
the canister via the rotary feed-through located
on the rear flange
Drive assembly

The canister's roll-drive is governed by a
stepper motor, located in its vacuum-proof
housing, with warm air arriving through an
umbilical tube

The molor assembly consists of

a

gear

reduclion box. a temperature sensor. a brake,

two limit switches, two emergency

limit

switches and two arresting bolts A drive chain

Canister

The canister is a vacuum-proof aluminium
cylinder protecting the camera against the
harsh environmental conditions present in the
LSS during a test (Fig 6) The main window
assembly consists of two different quartz
sections joined together using an optically
opaque glue, to avoid any light reflections from
reaching the lens when the flash is operated

The main window is held in place by two

O-ring seals. The seals mechanically
detach the window rom the canister's
f

ront flange, accommodating any differential expansion or contraction between the
quarlz and the aluminium. The viewfinder window is built using a single quartz

connects mechantcally the roll motor to the
canister. When the motor is powered up. its
brake is disengaged via a solenoid, Once the

motor has reached the desired position, its
power is cut off with the break re-engaging
automatically

Emergency switches prevent the motor from
moving any further when, due to a software
failure, either of the final positions is overridden.

Arresting bolts provide additional redundancy
in r:ase the emernencv limit SWitCheS fail

f

element.
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Thermal control

The need for temperature stability of

the

camera and its film drives the design of the
air-conditioning unit: the temperature at the

photoqrammetry syslem in thermal vacuum testing

camera body must remain constant, at close to
30o C, Fu rthermore, the ai r-conditioning system

should ensure that no water condenses on

either

ROTARY

FEEDTHROUGH

CAIVERA

ENCLOSURE

CCD
VIEWFINDER

the lens or the window An

SUPPORT YOKE

air-conditioning unit located outside the LSS.
mnnitnrc

rra Ol
rl lhn
tha
L, u err
urr lAmnAr^1,
LvrrrpUlOtUlV
tl lC aaniatnr'n
Udl IIJLUI )

inlet and adjusls accordingly the

flux humrdity

and temperature of the supplied

inpuL

airstream, An enclosure surrounds the camera;

its nrrrnose is to imnrove the heat removal
properties of the airflow and to ensure the
temperature stability of the camera

In

to

order
avoid f u rther condensation
problems, both windows can be warmed using
rnnrrlar
ilinrlononrlont
ruvPgr rug rL qr
il rutqr

\^/in^^'4,
hnnlnr
vvil tuuvv IEdlut

ontn nn
JULJ

dedicated control unit, located in the central
control console, can command the window
heaters to turn on Temperature sensors are
affixed to key items in the canister. Two are
attached to each of the window's borders and
one is located at the air inlet to monitor the
temperature of the incom jng airstream
Control console

In addition to the air-conditioning unit, the

METRIC
CAMERA
WINDOW

following equipment is located outside the LSS:

A video monitor for displaying the images
obtained by the viewfinder
The nourer sr rnnlv fnr Lhe Camera COntfOl
unit
The flash power supply
An RS232 multiplexer
A temperature monitor

A motor controller
A norcnnelanmnr rior

ROLL DRIVE

UNIT

METRIC CAMERA

RING FLASHER

Figure 6a. Camera canister assembly
Figure 6b. Camera canister assembly in HBF3

, r vv,Jvl

All these elements are integrated in the control

console Commands can be sent from the
.omnr rlor tn tho rnll-r^lrive mOtOr via the mOtOf
nnnirnllor
uvrruvilEr.
nncitinnc

aalnr rla+na +hn
Tho
1t5r udtuutdLUJ
I rrv nnmnr
uvr rpuLUt
Lt tu dIgutdl
^^^' 'l^r
nf iho nanictor
hri cnr rnlinn
lho

number of steps the motor has moved away
frnm tho lact on.l nncitinn Tho nnmnr rlor hac

access also to all the lemperature sensors
through the temperature monitor

Through the RS232 multiplexer. the computer
is able to address lhe camera s control unit to
give commands or request information about
the camera lt is also able to assure a correct
synchronisation between the exposure and the
f

lash.

Design approach and rationale
In view of the relative complexity of the system
and the interfaces with the LSS. it was decided
to design a prototype of the canister and use it
as a development model The preliminary
design requirements were drafted in close
liaison with ESTEC's Test Ooerations Section.
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the camera

under these circumstances could have
catastrophic results Therefore, preventive
measures have been taken to minimise the

The camera was developed by the Engineering

nazara.

Section of ESTEC's Testing Divisron, in close
liaison with Rolleiand ESTEC experts in various

-

which is responsible for operating the LSS and

specialised fields, such

as optics, thermal

The fastening of the window nas 0een
nrnnorlrr doeinnoal

control, safety and reliability. During the design
process, various aspects had to be analysed,

(llear assemhlv

In the following, some significant topics are

drrrinn :ccomhlrr

highlighted

-

Camera window
One of the most critical elements of the canister
is the camera window In order to minimise the
distortion, quartz glass of the Homosil type

was chosen An overall analysis of the
window has shown that the thermal
gradients in the window and the pressure
gradient of 1 bar has no notable degrading

instructions

nave

Deen

prepared to avoid damage to the window
Quality control of the window proper has
been carried out

in case of window failure, the
consequential damage is minimised by means
of an automatic closure of the air supply and
outlet Furthermore, prior to any operation o1
the canisters in vacuum, a leak test on the
canister will be a basic checkooint in the
ooeration orocedures
Secondly,

effects on the image quality

Thermal control system
Because of the stringent requirements with
respect to temperature stability and humidity

Reliability aspects
Wherever possible, 'off the shelf' equipment oi
proven reliability has been chosen in order to
achieve an optimum reliability in a cost effective

inside the canister, a detailed design analysis of

way The air-conditioning unit will supply

the Thermal Control System (TCS) has been

four canisters and ensure the thermal control oj
the cameras From a system point of view, this
sub-system constitutes a single point failure,
which may result in a failure of the test session
Therefore redundancies in the air-conditioning
system will be implemented

carried out. lt has shown that the TCS with an

open air-loop will guarantee the required
camera envrronment
The main features of the TCS are:
A camera enclosure through which the air

-

coming f rom the test floor enters the
canister volume at a constant temoerature

(T:T
'

).

amn'

-

An ambient temperature, T",0, of 30oC
Insulation
the canister with Mylar
insulation constructed to assure a good
solidity to manual operations
Heaters around the window to keep its edge
at a stable temperature

of

parallel air-loop travelling along the
- A
windows to minimise the temperature

In this concept, the requirement of the
temperature stability will be fulfilled in the

LSS.

Calibration

The calibration of the camera/canister in
ambient was successfully implemented by

of a

calibration reference object,

provided by the German National Standards
Laboratory (PTB).

camera enclosure only.

Functional test under thermal vacuum
conditions

Safety and reliability aspects

The purpose of this test was to verify the proper

Failure Mode Effect and Criticality Analysis
(FMECA) and hazard analyses are currently

functioning of the complete photogrammetry
system under thermal vacuum conditions. In

being carried out. Some remarks, howeve( can
already be made.

tested, The main objective

Safety aspects
From a safety point of view, the quartz window
is one of the most critical elements A pressure
gradient of 1 bar across the window in the high
vacuum conditions of the LSS constitutes a

hazardous situation. Failure
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Test programme
In order to ensure the proper functioning of the
camera/canister system, a test programme has
been implemented, comprising a calibration in
ambient, a functional test in thermal vacuum
and a test of the overall oerformance in the

means

variations during transience,

all

of the

window

particular, the thermal control system had to be

of the thermal
control system is to maintain an environment in
the canister such that the temoerature level of
the canister ambient lies between 0oC and
40oC and that the temperature shift is less than
oC per hour. Moreover, there should be no
1
condensation on any surface inside the
canister.

photogrammetry system

tn

thermal vacuum testing

HBF3 TEST
CAMERA BODY SENSORS

The test has shown that the photogrammetry
system meets all its design specifications and is

able to work properly under thermal vacuum
conditions Temperature and humidity were

monitored

in some 17 locations As an
7 shows the temperature

example, Figure

fluctuations of four relevant locations on the
camera body. In particular, sensors T3 and T10
are located in the area of the reseau plate and
T2 on the film container. All temperatures stay
within the range of 29 - 33oC The temperature
variations in time comply with the requirement

of AT < 1oC per

I.JJ

(r
l

kE

uJ

(L

uJ

F

hour.

Verification of measuring performance under
thermal vacuum in LSS

The purpose of this test was to verify the
measuring performance of the photogrammetry system under thermal vacuum
conditions. In particular, the overall measuring
accuracy had to be verified

AVERAGE TEMPERATURE IN THE VACUUM

uJ
(E

t

l=

E
TJJ

Since only one camera/canister is available,

I

photogrammetric network with several
cameras had to be simulated by rotation of

ul

a

+30o of the test structure around its vertical
axis. The test structure is made of CFRP rods
and is a flat, quadratic grid truss measuring

3mx3m

The structure, which has a high
specifrc stiffness and a very small thermal
expansion co-efficient (a < 0.2 x 10-"mm oC),
was mounted on a turntable inside the LSS

(Fis

TIME (HOURS SINCE 00:00 20-Vl-94)

of the distortions is below the measurement
accuracy of the system The RMS standard
deviation of the object coordinates of all
measurements is better than 50 um.

B)

The test has shown that no

significant
distortions occurred in the ouartz window. due
to the pressure difference of 1 bal as the effect

Figure 7. Temperature

lluctuations at four
locations on the camera
body (top) and ol the
thermal vacuum
environment (bottom)

Deformation measurement of Artemis'
antenna reflector
Afte r the successf

u I ve rif

ication measu rements

in the LSS, a thermal distortion measurement

Figure 8. Test set-up to
verify the photogrammetry
system's measuring
performance in a thermal
vacuum
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under vacuum was carried out for the
EM model of the Artemis Common Large
Reflector Dish, designed and manufactured by

CASA Some 300 retro-reflective targets were

fixed on the Dish, which has a size of
3 3 x 2 B m (Fig 9) During the test. the dish
was rotated around its vertical axis + 30o on
the rotary table in the LSS All planned photos

were taken with the dish in three different
rotated positions The measuring accuracies
obtained (RMS standard deviation)were 20

in the plane of the reflector and
oeroendicular to

^' '^a I
JUUI

^
d

^i^^r^
)lllVlEj-Udlllt,rq

a\/etam
oyorurrr

anhiovoc
qvriluvuo

sufficiently_accurate results in the order of one
part in 1O'. to meet the requirements for the
deformation measurements of communication
spacecraft antennae

The single-camera system can be used in
the LSS for large objects (Fig 8) as well as in
the smaller vacuum facility, HBF3 (Fig 6b) to
test objects measuring up to 3 5 metres

prm

45 pm

Tho

nr^+^+\/no namoralnanicior

ic

hoinn

upgraded to a fully operational system, which

it,

will be ready for use in both facilities by the
spring of 1995
Multi-camera system

In order to achieve even greater precision
and to be able to perform deformation
measurements during solar simulations, it is
planned to install a multi-camera system in the
LSS Once such a system rs in place, it will also
be possible to monitor structural deformations
of large spacecraft structures under thermal
stress in space conditions

Conclusion

A

prototype canister system has been
developed and built for a Rollei photogrammetry camera to be used in thermal
vacuum, Functional and oerformance tests

of the system have shown that the
camera/canister system meets all of its

rcnrrirements The tcsts have shown that
accuracies of on average better than 30 pm
can be achieved for an object with a diameter

of 3 m By carrying out a simulation of
the actual object prior to the test, the
photogrammetric network can be optimised
and even better accuracies can be achieved,
as was Droven with the Artemis reflector.
Figure 9. Artemis antenna
ref lector (lef t) during
testing in the LSS

The performance tests in the LSS have shown

that the photogrammetry system meets

its

high-precision distortion measurements

in

a

design specifications well in thermal vacuum,
With RN/S standard deviations on average
better than 40 pm in the direction of the optical
axis and better than 30 prm perpendicular to it,

thermal vacuum can be performed by rotating
the object around its vertical axis. The camera
a\/alam nan ho rrcorl in hnih traTFC'c I arno
Soace Simulator and in the medium-size HBF3

high-precision deformation measurements in a

vacuum facility Once a multi-camera system

thermal vacuum are possible By carrying out
photogrammetric network simulation for the
actual object. even better accuracies can be

to monitor dynamic structural deformations of

achieved, which was proven using the Artemis
reflector.

Measuring facilities at ESTEC
Single-camera syslem
At present, with a single-camera configuration,
measurements can be performed by rotating
thp toct vvlvvl
nhioct u,:rnr
vu, rnd itS VertiCal aXiS tO
I

obtain the different recording directions, The
performance tests in the LSS have shown that
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At present, with a single-camera configuration,

has been installed in the LSS, it will be possible

large spacecraft structures under sun-induced
@
thermal stresses in space

conditions,
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IUE
Etat du vehicule spatial
Le vehicule spatial a continue de 'se
remettre' de l'anomalie FES (une source
de rayonnement solaire parasite d
I'intdileur du suiveur d'etoiles qui venait
s'ajouter a la lumiere diffuse presente
depuis fevrier 1991), de sorte que le temps
disponible pour l'acquisition de donn6es
utiles augmente d nouveau.

me co m plet d' o bserv ation se
poursuivant jusqu'au 15 ao1t. Des dludes
poussdes des zones d'1mission aurorale
ont et6 faites Parmi les premrers resultats
on citera:
p rog ram

(i)

t^
nr6qanao
arp nnl /eq;a'^^
gJ WAt
uru' ruu vu
^^^^ta tO
l/r
^Jvurr/g/
mag ndtosp h ere d e J u p ite r :

(it)
Production des archives def initives
La production des archives definitives
d'lUE (IUEFA) pour les donnees en ondes
courtes A taible rdsolution se ddroule sans
encombre aprds une phase approfondie
d'essais de production et de vdilfications
scientifioues. Une aremidre s6rie de 6000
images a faible resolution enregistrees
dans la station de Villafranca et traitdes au
moyen du nouveau sysldme de traitement
d'images spectra/es NEWS/PS est
actuellement a /a drsposltlon des
utilisateurs extdrieurs se/on des modalites
d'accds expdrimentales On ddfinit
actuellement un nouveau systdme de
distibution des donndes, plus efficace,
pour remplacer le logiciel de soutien pour
archives uniformes d faible dispersion
(ULDA/USSP), ddja trds appr6ci6, tout en
maintenant la formule de distribution
locale par les serveurs nationaux.
L'entretien de co)t minimal prdvu dans /es
alans oermettra d'assurer la mise a
dnpositlon et le soutien des donndes
archivdes pendant au moins drx ans.

Ev6nements scientif iques marquants
U

n p rog ram me spdcial d' o bse rvation

ddcoupd en 56 p4riodes de huit heures a
6td exdcutd d l'occasion de la collision de
la comdte Shoemaker-Levy avec Jupiter,
en fonction des propositions d'observation
presentees En juin, prealablement d la
rencontre, une etude precise avait etd
rdalis6e pour dresser un relevd
bi-dimensionnel de speclres de rdfdrence,
selon la latitude et selon I'heure jovienne
locale. L'1volution des sltes d'impacl des
fragments A, B, E, G, K, Q,,9, S et W a 6td
suivie dans le ddtail du 13 au 24 iuillet. le

Saturn as seen by the Hubble Space Telescope
on 1 December 1994
Saturn vu par le Tdlescope spatial Hubble le 1er

decembre 1994
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la forte attenuation de I'aurore
septentnonale observde sur une
rlttr6e nrnlnnndc ct dUe a la

(iii)

I'observation directe des poussrdres
piegees dans la magnetosphdre
A^ JUptret
1,,^;+^, 1^;^^^+
oe
a une
, tatsanr penser
injection masslve posslb/e de
poussldres,
le renforcement de l'6mission
Ly m an-al ph a 6q

u

ato

r i ale

La premiere campagne d'etude d'une
galaxie active d forte luminosite par la
technique de la rdverbdration, qui
s'appuie sur les vanations de l'1mission de
continuum et I'emissron de raie
subs6quente, se ddroule actuellement La
galaxie 6tudi6e (F-9) prdsente des
variations considerables et cette
campagne qui durera pres d'un an d
raison d'une observation lous /es 51ours
devrait apporter des 6l6ments qui
permettront de donner une rdponse ferme
a la question de I'existence d'un rapport
entre luminosite et taille dans /es galaxies
actives

T6lescope spatial
Hubble (HST)
Op6rations
L' obse rvato i re H ST pou rsu it
impeccablement son travail, recueillant
r1gulidrement des images d'une quailt1 et

d'une finesse sans prec6dent Les
am6liorations rdcemment aoport1es aux
procedures et au logiciel de programmation des operations ont porte d 450/o le
rendement sur cible du tdlescope,
c'est-a-dire le temps pendant lequel il est
pointd sur une ctble cdleste predefinie,
avec u ne au g m e ntatio n co r respo n d ante
de 25-300/o de son rendement en temps
d'exposition, pendant lequel le tdlescope
collecte des photons, Ces chiffres sont d
rapprocher des pourcentages respecllfs
de 330/o et 10o/o obtenus au cours des
ann€es 1991 - 1992
Ev6nements scientifiques marquants
La qualit1 restaurde du fonctionnement du

HSf se taduit par un afflux de donnees
d'un haut inErAt scientifique L'un des
exemples peut-€tre /es p/us tangibles des
nouvelles capacircs du t1lescope en 1994
a 6td offert par la campagne d'observation
de la rencontre entre la comdte
Shoemaker-Levy et la plandte Jupiter. La
mrse a drsposition des donnees en temps
quasi reel sur le rdseau teleinformatique a
constitue un important aspecl de cette
campagne

Archives
Au cours des derniers mois, le passage
aux nouveaux supports sur drsque optique
et au nouveau sysferne d'archivage
DADS, mis en service d l'lnstitut
scientifique du Telescope spatial de
Baltimore, a reprdsente la principale
activitd du groupe responsab/e des
archives au Centre europden de
coordination du Telescope spatial
(ST-ECF) Une nouvelle interface d'acces
aux archives reposant sur le logiciel
Mosaic et WWW dont I'utilisation est
largement r6pandue a etd mise en oeuvre
et offerte aux utilisateurs comme solution
de remolacement oossib/e a I'interface
STARCAT existante

prog rammes & operations

IUE
Spacecraft status
The 'FES Anomaly' (a source of scattered
sunlight in the IUE star tracker, on top of
the diffuse light present since February
1991) has continued to 'heal', so that the
acquisition overhead is decreasing again
Final Archive production
The IUE Final Archive (IUEFA) production
for short-wavelength low-resolution data
has been running smoothly after an
extensive production{est and
science-verification phase. A first set of
6000 low-resolution images recorded at
the Villafranca station and processed wrth
NEWSIPS (NEW Spectral lmage
Processing System), is currently available
to external users via an experimental
access A new, more efficient
data-distribution system to replace the
highly successful ULDA/USSP (Uniform
Low Dispersion Archive Support Software
Package), yet continuing the distributed
model with National Hosts as local
distribution points, is currently being
defined The planning foresees
minimum-cost maintenance so that the
archived data will be available and
supported for at least ten years

Scientific highlights
With a special allocatron on the basis of
proposals for observing Jupiter around
the time of comet Shoemaker-Levy's
impact, a programme of 56 eight-hour
observing shifts was carried out, A careful
study was made in June, before the
impacts, to construct a two-dimensional

map of reference spectra in latitude
versus local Jovian time Between 13 July
and 24 July. the evolution of the impact
sites of fragments A, B, E, G, K, O, R, S
and W were monitored extensively and
the full observing programme continued
until 15 August. Extensive studies were
made of the auroral emission zones.
Some of the early results include:

(i)

the extensive fading of the northern
aurora observed over a long period
rir ro in tho nrocon.a Of dUSt in the

Jovian magnetosphere
direct observation of the dust trapped
in the Jovian magnetosphere,
suggesting a possible massive dust
injection;
(iii) enhanced equatorial Lyman-alpha

(ii)

emrsston.

The first campaign to study a High
Luminosity Active Galaxy through the
reverberation technique using the
variations in the continuum emission
and the subsequent line emission is in
progress. The Galaxy (F 9) shows
considerable variations and this campaign
- lasting almost a full year, with one
observation every 5 days - is expected
to supply data for a firm answer to the
question of the existence of a
luminosity/size relation for Active Galaxies

Hubble Space
Telescope (HST)
Ooerations
The HST Observatory continues to
operate in a flawless routine mode,
acquiring images of unprecedented
resolution and quality Recent
improvements in the scheduling software
and procedures have brought the
'ontarget' efficiency - the time spent by
the Telescope pointing to a pre-defined
celestial target - up to 45010.
Consequently, the'exposu re-time'
efficiency - the time spent by the
Telescope collecting photons - has
increased to 25 - 300/0. These figures
have to be compared, respectively,
with the 330/o and 100/o efficiencies durinq
the years 1991/92

Scientific highlights
The restored quality of the HST
performance is producing a wealth
of data of great scientific value Possibly
the most visible example of the new
capabilities of HST in 1994 was offered by
the observing campaign covering
the comet Shoemaker-Levy/J upiter
encounter. An important facet of the
above campaign was that the data were
made available on the comouter net
almost in real time.

Archive
During the past months, the main activity

Le vdhicule spatial IUE
Tho Il ltr e^..a.rift

of the ST-ECF Archive group has been the
transition to the new optical disk media
and to the new Archive System, DADS,
which has become operative at the
Soace Telescooe Science Institute
in Baltimore A new interface to the
Archive, based on the widely used Mosaic

and World Wide Web (WWW)software,
has been implemented and offered to the
users as an alternative to the existino
STARCAT interface,

Soho
Industry
Activities during September were
concentrated mainly on the planned first
Soho flight-model system functional test,
which lasted about three weeks. At the
beginning of October, the Service and
Payload Modules (SVM and PLM)were
de-mated and entered separate activity
cycles.
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Les quatre sale//ltes Cluster, chez IABG (D)
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prog rammes & operations

The SVM was prepared and instrumented
for a thermal-balance test simulating
transfer orbit (spinning module), which
took place successfully at Intespace in
Toulouse between 10 and 14 November
The PLM, on the other hand, was
prepared for the second thermal-balance
/thermal-vacuum test by upgrading some
experiments and fitting the thermal-control
elements (MLls).
On 25 November, the two halves of the
spacecraft were re-mated and a reference
system functional test has been
conducted to check the functioning of all
systems before the thermal-balance/
thermal-vacuum test
Other activities, like the upgrading of the
solar array and manufacture of the flight
model of the solid-state recorder have
been pursued in parallel with the flightmodel system activities.
NASA
Discussions at senior-management level
between ESA and NASA have led to the
joint decisron to target 31 October
1995 as the new Soho launch date.
Data from the new coupled load analysis
are being received from Martin-Marietta/
NASA Lewis Research Center in time for
the system flight-model vibration tests

Preparations for a newly conceived
ground-segment compatibility test
between NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center and the spacecraft in Toulouse
in early January 1995 have been
proceeding on schedule, although some
difficulties have surfaced regarding the
readiness of the software simulator being

configuration, with the exception of a few
elements that will be finalised in the
planned January 1995 activities.

the individual Science Data Centres. The
major system{est phase is planned for

All scientific teams have been defining
their flight procedures, in order to operate
instruments from the Experiment
Operations Facilities being readied at
Goddard Space Flight Center In midNovember, a first simulation was held
involving both the NASA ground system
and the scientific team's work stations and
software

Work on the Joint Science Operations
Centre is proceeding on schedule, with
the payload command software under
development, and the payload monitoring
and control software being defined.

Experiments

Both the Mirror Occulter Mechanism and
the Spectrometer Assembly (SPA) of the
UVCS have progressed towards delivery
by the end of 1994, in time for integration
with the experiment after the thermalbalance/thermaf-vacuum test The Cross
Delay Line Detectors (XDLs)for UVCS
and SUMER were also delivered in
October and have since been integrated
in the respective flight assemblies. Most of
the other experiments are in final flight

A unique event occurred in early October
at IABG (Munich) when all four Cluster
spacecraft were in the clean room
together. The accompanying photograph
shows the scientific Principal Investigators
in front of the spacecraft

Cluster
Both the Protoflight Model (PFM) and F2
spacecraft have successfully completed
the environmental test programme at
IABG in Munich Currently the payloads
have been removed from both spacecraft
for refurbishment and calibration.
Re-integration is due to commence in
eany January

The F3 and F4 spacecraft have
successfully completed the vibration test
programme F3 is now being made ready
for DC magnetic testing, while F4 is being
prepared for the thermal test programme
Following completion of the programme
the payloads will be refurbished and the
spacecraft prepared for delivery to the
Agency,
Preparations are now well in hand for the
launch campaign, which is due to start in
August 1995 for an Ariane-S launch
(V501) on 29 November.

prepared by NASA

The status of the UVCS, EIT and CELIAS
experiments was reviewed by the Director
of ESA's Scientific Programme in
September

late spring 1995.

The flight models of the solid-state
recorders have been accepted and the
first two integrated on F3 and F4 for the
environmental test prog ramme
Retrofitting to other spacecraft will take
place during the refurbishment periods
The ground segment continues on
schedule with the first interactive end{oend validation testing being planned with
the PFN4 in March. This represents a
crucial test for the ground segment
Construction and upgrading of the Redu
and Odenwald ground stations continues
on schedule
The first delivery of the user interface
software has been successfully installed al

rso
Satellite and ground segment
Very good progress has been made with
the flight-model satellite. All of the major
system-level environmental tests, the
electromagnetic-cleanliness, mechanical
vibration, acoustic and thermal-vacuum
and balance tests, were completed
successfully and on schedule, A few
anomalies observed during the
thermal test are presently being
investigated
The concern mentioned in Bulletin No 80
that the cryocover had some local warm
areas has been resolved. The cover could
be made cold enough during the thermal
test to properly test the scientific
instruments. Overall, the satellite and
scientific instruments are being shown to
perform very well.
The next step in the satellite test
programme is to conduct operational
interface tests with the ground segment
(spacecraft and science operations) in
January/February 1995 and then to
perform an extensive integrated system
test on the satellite in February/March.
The final full satellite ground-segment
test will be conducted in April

Observation programme
Over half of ISO's observing time
(so-called 'Open Time') is competitively
available to astronomers in the ESA
Member States, Japan and the USA; the
remaining time ('Guaranteed Time') is
reserved for astronomers involved in the
construction and operation of the ISO
facility.
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mise en place sur /es aulres satellites aura
lieu d I'occasion des periodes de remise
en etat.
Les activitds relatives au secleur so/ se
pou rsu ivent confo rm6me nt au cale n d rie r ;
le premier essal de validation interactif de
bout en bout qui doit avoir lteu en mars sur
le PFM repr6sente un essai crucial pour le
secteur so/. La construction et la mise en
hauteur des slallons sol de Redu et de
I' Od enwald se d 6rou le nt co nfo rme me nt

aux plans.
L'installation de la premtdre livratson du
logiciel d'interface d'utilisateur a 6td
mende d bien dans les diffdrents cenlres
de donnees scientifiques. La phase des
essars sysldme est pr1vue pour la fin du
printemps 1995
Les travaux relatifs au Centre commun
d'operations scientifrques respectent le
calendrier: le logiciel de tdl1commande
des charges ufles esf en cours
d'1laboration et le logiciel de contr6le
et de commande des charges uliles esl en
cours de d6finition. La pr1sence
simultande des quatre sate//ltes Cluster
dans la salle propre de I'IABG (d Munich) a
marqud un temps fort ddbut octobre.

rso
Satellite et secteur sol
Le moddle de vol du satellite a beaucoup
avanc6 Ious /es prindpaux essais
d'ambiance au niveau systdme, /es essar,s
de propretd 1lectromagneflque, /es essais
mecaniques vibratoires et acoustiques et
/es essais thermiques sous vide et de bilan
thermique ont tous dtd mends a bien et
dans /es d6lais. Quelques anomalies
observdes au cours des essais thermiques
sont en cours d'investigation.
La preoccupation dont faisait etat le
precedent bulletin au sujet de points
chauds /ocalisds sur le couvercle
cryogenique n'a plus de ratson d'€tre. On
a pu refroidir suffisamment le couvercle
durant les essais thermiques pour vdrifier
les instruments scientifiques dans /es
conditions voulues. Le fonctionnement
gdn1ral du satellite et des tnstruments
scientifiques apparait trds bon
La prochaine 6tape du programme d'essal
du satellite portera sur les interfaces
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operationnelles avec le secleur so/
(op1rations du vehicule spatial et
opdrations scientifiques) en janvier-fdvrier
1995 et sera suivie par des essars pousses
du satellite, au niveau sysldme integres en
f1viler-mars La phase finale des essars
complets satellite ef secleur so/ se
ddroulera en avril.

Programme d'observation
Plus de la moiti4 du temps d'observation
d'lSO (e temps dit'disponible') est offert
aux astronomes des Etals membres de
I'ESA, du Japon et des Elafs-Unrs sur une
base concurrentielle, le temps restant, dit
'garanti', est rdservd aux astronomes
assoclds a la construction et a

I'exploitation de l' installation ISO
En ddcembre, la ddfinition du programme
d'observation d'lSO a et6 marou5e oar
d eux o ri nci oaux dvdnements :

(0

Pour la partie disponible du temps
d'observation, I'ESA a regu 1000
proposittons portant sur plus de

30 000 observations, soit quatre fors
plus environ que le satellite ne peut
en offrir Apres l'1valuation des
propositrons par les services de I'ESA
<t

(it)

tr le nlan toahnint te ol n2r alea

scientifiques extdileurs sur le plan de
leur intdr)t scientifique respectif , une
rdunion du Comitd d'attribution du
temps d'observation a conclu le cycle
o examen.
Un service programme est prdvu
aour I'exploitation d' ISO ll faudra
donc dnposer d'avance
d' i nform ations co m p ldtes sur toules
les observations, avec des donndes
rl6taillooc --,
ct tr ,le ,r6nl
-v,age oes
instruments Pour rassembler ces
donnees, un centre special a 6te mis
sur pied e IESTEC (NL). Pouvant
recevoi r st m u ltan 6 ment jusq u' d trente
astronomes venus de I'extdrieur, ce
centre a ete ouvert le 5 ddcembre.
On verra ainsi au cours des six d sept
prochains mois un flux ininterrompu
d'astronomes du monde entier se
succdder d I'ESTEC pour mettre au
point tous les ddtails de leurs
observations au moyen d'lSO.

Coop6ration internationale
Le Directeur du programme sctentiftque

de I'ESA et le Drrecteur g1neral de I'lnstitut
de science spatiale et d'astronautique
(SAS) du Japon ont signe fin septembre le
memorandum d'accord (MOU) entre I'ESA

etl'/SAS (voir nos nouvelles brdves dans la

section 'ln Brief' du present num6ro).
Cet accord entdrine I'extenston du soutien
des operations en vol d'lSO que doit
assurer /'/SAS en contrepartie (pour
l'essentiel) de 0,5 heure par jour

d'utilisation d'lSO par /es sclentiflques
laponats.
La cooperation progresse egalement de
faqon satisfaisante avec la NASA, qui met
d niveau d Goldstone une station
d'antennes d utrliser comme deuxidme

station sol pour ISO Avec cette deuxidme
station, les scientifiq ues dirsposeronl
d'environ frorrs heures supp16mentaires de
temps d'observation chaque jour En
contrepartie, la NASA disposera pour
/'essenfle/ de 0,5 heure par jour de temps
garanti pour les screntifiques amdilcains.
Le MOU habilitant entre I'ESA et la
TVASA en est au stade final des
negociations

Huygens
Les activitds industrielles ont atteint
aujourd'hui leur point culminant, trois
moddles de la sonde se trouvant
actuellement au stade de I'intdqration ou
des essa/s.

Chez IABG (Munich, D), c'est le moddle
str u ctu

re

l/th

e rm

iq

u

e/ py r otec

h n iq u

e

(STPM) qui subit a present /es essars
vibratoires, aprds avoir franchi avec

succds la phase des essar's de
qualification pour Ia pdndtration dans
I' atm osp h d re su r ce ntrtf u g e u se, avec
mesure des caractdrrstiques physiques,
sur les deux configurations de lancement
ef de descenle sur Titan.
Chez Fokker (Amsterdam, NL), le modele
special numdro 2 (SM2) de la sonde en est
a la phase finale de I'intdgration et des
essals au niveau systdme, pour un
achdvement prdvu en f1vrier 1995. Ce
moddle sera largud d'un ballon, d 40 km
d'altitude environ, pour ddmontrer le
bon deroulement de la sdquence des
opdrations et le ddploiement addquat des
mdcanismes et parachutes dans des
conditions dynamiques similaires d cel/es

de I'entree dans I'atmosphdre de Titan
Dans le modele SM2, aux normes de vol
sur le plan mdcantque, /es sous-sysldmes
electroniques sont remplaces par des
drsooslflfs sadciaux de mesure et
d'enregistrement

prog rammes & operatrons

During December, two major events

occurred in the definition of the observing
programme for ISO:

(i)

For the 'Open Time', ESA received

1000 proposals requesting over

30 000 observations, a total of about
four times as much observing time as
is available, Following a technical
assessment hv FSA staff and an
evaluation of relative scientific merit
by external scientists, the review cycle
was completed by a meeting of the
'Observing Time Allocation
Committee'

(ii)

ISO will be operated in a pre-planned
service mode Thus, full information
about all observations including
detailed instrument settings must be
available in advance To gather this
rl,ala a Prnnncel l-)eie Fnirrr Cantro'

has been set up at ESTEC, in
Noordwijk (NL) This facility, which
can accommodate up to 30 visiting
astronomers in parallel. was opened
on 5 December. Thus, for the next
6 - 7 months, a constant stream of the
World's astronomers will be visiting
ESTEC to elaborate the full details of
thei r ISO observations.
I

support to ISO's flight operations to be
provided by ISAS in return (mainly)for
0.5 hours/day of ISO usage by Japanese
scientists
Good progress is also being made in
the cooperation with NASA, which is
upgrading an antenna station at
Goldstone for use as the ISO second
ground station. This second station will
increase the science observation time
by about 3 hours/day In return, NASA
will receive (mainly) 0 5 hours/day of
guaranteed time for US scientists The
enabling MOU between ESA and NASA
is in the final stages of negotiation

and parachutes under conditions
dynanically similar to those expected
during Titan atmosphere entry, The SlV2
is mechanically of flight standard, with
electronic subsystems replaced by
specific measuring and recording
OCVICCS

At DASA (Munich, D) the engineeringmodel Probe is presently being
integrated

Huygens

A potentially serious problem arose when
a replacement batch of hi-rel galliumarsenide components for the flight-model
Data Relay Subsystem was rejected
during lot acceptance testing A full
investigation has been launched to
determine the cause of this failure and to
find work-around solutions,

Industrial activities are now at their
peak. with integration or testing being
performed for three Probe models

Rosetta

At IABG (Munich, D)the Structural/
Thermal/Pyro Model(STPM) Probe is
currently undergoing vibration testing,
having already successfully completed
entry qualification/centrifugal and
physical-properties testing for both launch
and Titan-descent configu rations

Two industrial support study contracts
have been started with lVatra Marconi
Space and Dornier to support the
in-house mission definition team In
addition, detailed work is continuing on
the Orbiter configuration and mission
timeline

At Fokker (Amsterdam, NL)the Special
Model 2 (SM2) Probe is undergoing final
integration and system-level testing with a
planned completion in February 1995
This model will be dropped from a balloon
at approximately 40 km altitude to
demonstrate the correct sequence of
operation and deployment of mechanisms

Letters of intent have been received
from a wide variety of European Institutes
covering the Orbiter payload. The
Announcement of Opportunity will be
issued in March 1995

nternational cooperation

The Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between ESA and Japan's Institute
of Space and Astronautical Sciences
(ISAS) was signed at the end of
September by ESA s Director of Science
and ISAS s Director General (see item
elsewhere in this issue's 'ln Brief' section)
This agreement concerns the extension of

Two consortia have submitted proposals
for the Surface Science Packages (SSPs),
one led by NASA/CNES and the other by
Germany and Finland These are currently
under evaluation for accommodation on
the Orbiter. A further workshop with both
consortra will take place in February 1995
The Science Management Plan was
approved at the November meeting of
ESA's Science Programme Committee, lt
represents the basis on which potential
Principal Investigators and their teams will
interface with the Agency,
The plan covers also the selection of the
Orbiter's scientific payload and the

Le v6hicule spatial Rosetta
Tha Pncotla

a^).a.r.ll
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A Ia DASA (Munich, D), c'est le moddle
d'identification de Ia sonde qui est en
cours d'intdgration
Le rejet, /ors des essals de recette d'un lot
de remplacement de composants d haute
fiabilrte a I'arseniure de gallium deslrnds au

sous-sysldme de relats de donn1es du
modele de vol pourrait poser un probleme
sdrieux Une enqu€te approfondie a ete
lancde en vue de ddterminer la cause de
cette ddfectuositd et de trouver des
so/utlons de repli.

Rosetta
Deux contrats d'etude ont 6td mis en
route chez Matra Marconi Space et
chez Dornier en soutien de l'equipe
intra-muros chargee de la definition
de la mission Des travaux ddtailles
se poursuivent d'autre part sur la
configuration de l'orbiteur et sur
la sdquence des opdrations de la
m/ss/on,
Des rnstituts europ6ens frds divers onl
envoy1 des /etfres d'intention au sujet de
la charge utile de l'orbiteur L'avis d'offre
de participation sera lancd en

Integral
Le plan de gestion scientifique du projet

lntegral ayant regu l'approbation du
Comitd du programme scientifique (SPC)
de I'ESA, I'avis d'offre de participation
(AO) a etd lance pour les instruments
de la charge utile en juillet 1994.
Les prooosilio ns d'instruments
correspondanfes, regues depuis /ors, sonl
actu el le ment evaluees p ar I' Age n ce.
La demande de prix (RFQ) relative a la
phase B d'lntegral a 6td prdsentee d
Alenia (l) le 18 octobre; le ddmarrage de la
phase B est prdvu pour fin 1995.
Le Conseil de I'ESA a officiellement
aoarouvd I'utilisation du lanceur russe
Proton pour lntegral, en maintenant
toutefois la compatibilitd avec Ailane-5
comme lanceur de rdserve L'Agence
spatiale russe (RKA) participera au
programme lntegral en fournissant le
lanceur Proton d titre gratuit en 6change
de lemos d'observation oour les
scientifiques durant la misslon Un projet
d'arrangement entre I'ESA et la BKA a 6td
6labor6 conjointement pour lntegral, en
vue d'€tre soumrS aux procddures
d'approbation des deux parties

mars 1995.
Des propositions relatives aux
appareillages d'etude scientifique de la
surface (SSP) onf dfd soumrSes par deux
consortiums, l'un conduit par le groupe
/VASA/C/VES et I'autre par I'Allemagne et
Ia Finlande Leur 6valuation esl en cours
en ce qui concerne leur mise en place sur
I'orbiteur Un atelrer complementaire se
ddroulera avec les deux consortiums en
fdvrier 1995.

Le plan de gestron scientifique approuv1
par le Comitd du programme scientifique
de I'Agence lors de sa rdunion de
novembre definit le cadre des relattons
avec I'ESA des responsa bles de
recherches potentiels et de leurs

6qurpes
Le plan couvre 1galement la selection de
la charge utile scientifique de I'orbiteur et
l'interaction avec les charges utrles
selectionnees pour les SSP. ll est prevu de
confirmer la composition retenue pour la
charge utrle lors de la rdunion que le
Comit1 du programme scientifique doit
tenir en fevrier 1996
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ERS.2
La revue de recette pour le vol et la revue
d'aptitude correspondante du secteur sol
se sonl deroulees au dernier trimestre de
1 994, conf irmant qu'ERS-2 6tait pr€t d €tre
lanc6. Le satellite a donc 6te expddi1 au
mois de novembre en Guyane frangaise et
la campagne de lancement a commencd
d Kourou. L'6chec du lancement Ariane
V70 est malheureusement venu retarder le
lancement qui 6tait prevu pour fin janvier
1995. Le satellite sera entrepos1 au
Centre spatial guyanais en attendant son
lancement el Er9S 7 continuera entre
temps d remplir le rOle de satellite
operationnel, garantissant la continuitd
des donndes.

EOPP
Metop-1
La presentation finale de la phase A
industrielle a eu lieu Ie 22 octobre. Deux

options ont ete elaborees et chiffrdes.
Ioufes /es activitds ont maintenant ete
transfdrdes au prog ram me prdparatoire
Metop.
Programmes futurs
Le concept de base de mtssrons Earth
Explorer, pour I'etude des processus
scientifiques, et Earth Watch, davantage
tourn6es vers /es applicattons, a
ete entdrind lors de la reunron de
consultation des ufrTisateurs qui s'esl

d6roul6e e I'ESTEC du 25 au 27
septembre. Un ensemble de huit missions
Earth Explorer posslb/es assocrd d la sdrie
d'imp€ratifs connexes des utilisateurs a
6td approuvd d cefle occasion, avectrots
missions prioiltdres Une premiere mrsslon
du type Earth Watch a 6galement ete
ddfinie pour les zones cdfldres
Les activitds d conduire en 1995 dans le
cadre de I'EOPP s'articuleront autour de
ces missions potentielles

Campagnes
La campagne adroport1e EMAC de 1994
s'est terminde, faisant place d la
or1oaration actuellement en cours de la

campagne de 1995 Lacampagne
adroportee Elite conduite en conjonction
avec la Navette spatiale a 6td men6e d
bien en septembre. Le compte rendu de
I'atelier final sur 'MAC Europe 1991 ' qui
s'est ddroul6 en octobre esl en cours de
o16oaration

M6t6osat deuxidme g6n6ration (MSG)
L'industrie a franchiavec succds /e
deuxidme point de passage obligd pour
les activites de definition aux niveaux
sysldme el sous-sysfdme de la phase B
au cours de la revue sysfdme
intermddiaire
Des appels d'offres ouverts ont ete
ar1oards el adressds d I'industrie au cours
de ces derniers mois pour les pilncipaux
sous-systdmes, en vue de la selection des
sous-traitants qui seront chargds des
activites d'ingenierie et de conception
ddtaillees de phase B. De nombreuses
soumisslons ont deja ete regues et
evaludes Parmi celles-ci figurait l'offre
d'un consortium industriel, beneficiant du
soutien d'un responsable de recherches,
concernant la fourniture d I'ESA d'un
instrument pour I'etude du bilan radiatif de
la Terre sur orbite g6ostattonnaire (GERB),
d integrer dans le MSG en qualitd
d'equipement fourni en reponse a un avts
d'offre de participation (AOP)

prog rammes & operations

interaction with the selected payloads for
the SSPs, lt is intended to confirm the
selected payload complement at the
February 1996 meeting of the Science
Programme Committee

EOPP
Metop-'l
The flnal presentation of the industrial
Phase-A has taken place on 22

September Two options have been

Integral

the conclusion of a satisfactory
cooperation agreement

developed and costed, All activity has
now been transferred to the Metop
Preparatory Programme,

Future programmes
Following approval of the Integral Science
Management Plan by the ESA Science
Programme Committee (SPC), the
Announcement of Opportunity (AO) for
Integral payload instruments was released
in July 1994. These payload instrument
proposals have been received in the
meantime and are now being evaluated
by the Agency.

The user Consultation Meeting held at
ESTEC on 25 - 27 September endorsed
the basic concept of 'Earth Explorer and
'Earth Watch missions. lt agreed a set

The Request for Quotation (RFQ) for the
Integral Phase-B was issued to Alenia (l)
on 18 October and it is planned to start
Phase-B in June 1995

These potential missions will form the
backbone of the EOPP activities in the
comrng year

The ESA Council has formally approved
use of the Russian Proton launcher for
Integral, but maintaining compatibility
with Ariane-S as back-up launcher. The
Russian Space Agency (RSA) will
participate in the Integral programme
by providing the Proton vehicle free of
charge in return for scientific observation
time during the mission A draft document
covering the ESA/RSA Integral Arrangement has been jointly prepared for
submission to the ESA and Russian
approval cycles

The 1994'EMAC flight campaign has
been concluded and the 1995 campaign
is now in preparation The Shuttle
underflight 'Elite campaign was
successfully carried out in September
The final workshop on 'MAC Europe
1991 ' took place in October and the
Proceedings are in preparation,

of eight potential Earth Explorer missions
and the associated set of user

requirements, with three'priority'
missions, lt also identified a first Earth
Watch mission for coastal zones

Meteosat Transition Programme (MTP)
Metop
A large measure of agreement has been
reached with Eumetsat on the lVetop
satellite configuration and its payload
definition, The satellite system Phase-B
industrial study is now going through
its tender action The study itself is
expected to start n the second quarter of
1995, given confirmation of the presently
defined concept by ESA and Eumetsat
delegates,
A programme proposal for the Metop-1
implementation phase (Phase-C/D) has
kraon nrona rerl

The MIMR (Multifrequency lmaging
lVicrowave Radiometer) and ASCAT
(Advanced Scatterometer) industrial
studies are progressing.

Campaigns

ERS-2
The Flight Acceptance Review and the
associated G round Seg ment Readiness
Review were held in the last quarter of
1994, confirming that ERS-2 was ready for
launch. Consequently, the satellite was
shioped to Kourou in French Guiana in
November and the launch campaign
began, The failure of the Ariane V70
launch has, however, resulted in a delay
in the planned end-January 1995 launch
date The satellites will be stored at the
Guiana Soace Centre for the duration of
this delay In the meantime, ERS 1 will
continue to be used as the 'operational
satellite' in order to ensure data
continuity

Envisat -1 lPolar

Platform

Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)
The second check point for Phase-B
system and subsystem design definition
activities has been successfully passed by
industry during the Interim Systems

Systems
The problems identified during the Envisat
Mission and System Preliminary Design
Review (EMS PDR) in July 1994 have
been vigorously investigated, in particular
the ASAR antenna interface to the Polar
Platform As a result, minor changes have
been made to the detailed layout and
configurations of some of the instruments
and the antenna on the spacecraft's

Review,

Farth-nnintinn

Major subsystem I nvitation-to-Tender

Polar Platform
Significant effort has been devoted to
progressing the final negotiations of the
PFF contract at subcontractor and prime
contractor level. Most of the subcontracts
have been cleared, The merger of the
former BAe and Matra Marconi, and the
subsequent reorgan sation in this new
industrial group, have meant that the
negotiations on prime-contractor tasks
have been somewhat delayed Signature
of the contract is now expected in the
first half of 1995 Industrial work is
proceeding, however, under cover of
an extended Authorisation to Proceed.

(lTT) packages have been prepared and
issued to industry in the last months,
in an open competition to select
subcontractors for detailed Phase-B
engineering and design activities. lVany
proposals have already been received
and evaluated One was from an Industrial
Consortium, supported by a Prime
Investigator, for the supply to ESA of a
Geostationary Earth Radiation Budget
(GERB) Instrument for integration within
MSG as an Announcement of Opportunity
Package (AOP).

Further to the approval of MSG-1 the
Eumetsat Council, at its November
session. accepted in principle that ESA
should be their procurement agent for the
MSG-2 and N/SG 3 spacecraft, subject to

feno

Following the integration of structural
models of electronics units, the structural
model Service Module was subjected to a
successful separation shock test with the
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Outre l'approbation de MSG-1 , le Conseil
d'Eumetsat a donn6 son accord de
principe lors de sa session de novembre
sur la fourniture des satellites MSG-2 et
MSG-3 par le truchement de /'ESA, sous
rdserve qu'un accord de coopdration
salrs/arsanf so it conclu

Programme de transition M6teosat

ce nouveau groupe industrid ont entraind
un certain retard dans les ndgociations
relatives aux activitds du maitre d'oeuvre
La signature du contrat est maintenant
attendue pour le premier semeslre de
7995. Les travaux se poursuivent toutefois
dans I'industrie sous couvert d'une
p rolon g ati on de I' autor isatio n
d' e n g ag ement d es travaux.

(MrP)
Metop

L'accord s'est fait dans une large mesure
sur la configuratron du satellite Metop et la
ddfinition de sa charge utile L'etude
industrielle de phase B du satellite au
niveau systdme en est actuellement au
slade de l'appel d'offres L'6tude
elle-m€me devrait commencer au
deuxidme tilmestre de 1995, aprds
confirmation par les delegues de I'ESA
et d'Eumetsat du concept actuellement
defini
Une proposition de programme a ete
€laborde pour la phase de mise en oeuvre
de M6top-1 (phase C/D).

Aprds integration des moddles structurels
des unltds 1lectroniques, le moddle
structurel du module de servitude a 6td
soumls ayec succds d des essars de choc
a la sdparation faisant intervenir
le moddle de ddveloppement de
l'adaptateur lanceur fourni par le
programme Ariane-5
En ce qui concerne le mdcanisme

d'entrainement du rdseau solaire et le
mdcanisme de pointage de I'antenne DRS
qui avaient prdsenfd des defauts de
conception, des remaniements partiels ont
6te 1tudies et mis en oeuvre et font
maintenant I'objet d'essais de validation
sur moddles de ddveloppement

parasite tnterne qui pourrait avoir une
incidence sur le fonctionnement
d'ensemble de I'instrument MERIS est
toulours a I'etude

Secteur sol
Le concept du secteur sol d'Envisat,
recouvrant notamment le segment relatif
aux donndes de charge utile (PDS), a ete
definitivement arrAE en septembre
et approuvd par le Conseil directeur du
programme d'observation de la Terre. Les
activitds relatives au PDS avancent
maintenant dans Ie cadre de deux
contrats paralleles de phase de
consolidation mettant en concurrence
les deux chefs de file Matra et
Thomson-CSF Les reyues a mi-parcours
de I'architecture du PDS ont ete menees d
bien avec les deux consorttums. Pendant
ce temps, I'ESA pr6pare l'appel d'offres
relatif au contrat industriel de rdalisation
(phase C/D) du PDS

Microgravit6

Des dludes industrielles sont en cours sur

(adiomdtre imageur
uences m u ltiban d e) et ASCAT
(diffusiometre de technologie avancee)
les instruments MIMR

hy pe rtreq

Envisat- 1 /P late-forme

polaire

Charge utile Envisat-1

Systdmes
Les problemes releyds en

juillet 1994 lors

de la revue de conception preliminaire
d'Envisa[ sur le double plan de la mission
ef du sysleme (EMS-PDR) ont donne lieu d
une 6tude approfondie, pour ce qui
concerne notamment I'interface de
I'antenne de I'instrument ASAR avec la
plate-forme polaire. A la suite de ce travail,
de l1gdres modifications ont 6td apportdes
au ddtal de l'agencement et de la
configuration de certains instruments et de
l'antenne situ6e sur la face du satellite
tournde vers la Terre
Plate-forme oolaire
Un gros travatl a 6td accompli pour faire
avancer les negociations finales du contrat
relatif d la plate-forme polaire, aux niveaux
sous-traitant et maitre d'oeuvre. Le resultat
est acqurs pour la plupart des
sous-conlrals. La fusion des anciennes
socrdfds BAe et Matra Marconi et la
r1organisation qui en a rdsulte au sein de
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Pour Ia plupart des sous-systdmes du
module de charge utile, le ddveloppement d u moddle d' identification/
qualification entre dans la phase de
l'intdgration et des essals. On a detecte
dans certains cas des anomalies et des
non-conformitds qui demandent d 6tre
analysdes dans Ie ddtail

En ce qui concerne le consortrum Envisat
responsable des instruments a r1aliser par
I'ESA (EDl), des n5gociations
contractuelles ont eu lieu avec les
sous-trailanls directs du maitre d'oeuvre
mrsslon et plusieurs sous-traitants du
GOMOS. Les ndgociations contractuelles
relatives a la plupart des autres
sous-lrailants son[ en preparation. Un
avenant additionnel d I'autorisation
officielle d'engagement des travaux de
phase C1 a pourvu d. la couverture
contractuelle du consortium en 1995

Ious /es instruments, le radiomdtre
hyperfrdquences (MWR) mis d part,
ont subi leur revue de conception
prdliminaire et la fabricatron des moddles
d'identification a commence. Les
modifications recentes du consortium
industriel ont ralenti les travaux mends sur
le MWR Une redistribution des travaux est
egalement devenue ndcessatre pour le
MIPAS Un probldme de rayonnement

Des propositions ont 6te faites au Conseil
directeur du programme au sujet de Ia
poursuite du programme europeen de
recherche fondamentale en microgravitd (EMIR-1), programme en cours
et qui doit actuellement se terminer en
1997, ainsi que d'un programme de
p pem e nt d' i n stall ations a
utilisateurs multiples desflndes a la Station
spatiale (le programme MFC). Ces

develo

propositions qui ont reQu un accueil
favorable seront examindes p/us avant et
elabordes dans le detail.
Lors d'une premidre r6union tenue aprds

la mission Spacelab IML-2, qui s'est
ddroulee avec le plus grand succds du
8 au 24 juillet 1994, les responsables de
recherches dont les expdriences avaient
dtd embarquees surce vol ont passd en
revue les rlsultats pr1lrminaires recueillis,
ddjd porteurs d'une masse de donnees
prometrcuses.

La NASA prevoit d'ores et deja pour juin
1996 une nouvelle mrrssion Spacelab de
jours, Ia mission MLS (Life and
Microgravity Spacelab), qui offrira aux
16

scientifiques de nouvelles occasions de
vol en attendant de disposer de Ia Station
spatiale. La NASA a proposd e I'ESA
d'embarquer sur cette mrSsion,
en coopdration, des installattons d
uti I isate u rs m u lti p les de I' Ag e nce

programmes & operations
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developn ent s entering lhe nlegrsl ep
ar-d test phases In so'ne cases,
anomalies and non-conformances have
been detected which require detalled
anaryses

Envisat-1 payload
As far as the Envisat Consortium

respolsible to' tl'e ESA-Developed
Inslru'renrs (EDls) is colcerned. conlract
negotialions iave ta(er place 'or the

the Industrial consortium had slowed
down work on the MWR For MIPAS also,
a red str bution of work had become
necessary A MERIS interna straylight
problem, which cou d have an mpact on
overali instrument performance, s still
under investigat on

Ground segment

detai

a'i'st post-flig'rt n eet rg of
Investigators who had expe.rmerts or- the
highly success'rl llVL-2 Spacelab nissior^
(8-24 July 1994) rnitia experiment
results. already irclud rg a wealth o+
p'omising data have been 'eviewed
At

The Env sat Ground Segment Concept,

ircluding in particula'tl'e Pay oad Data

A new 16-nav Snacelah mrss on krowr-

Segment (PDS) was finalised in
Sentomhpr 2nd:nnr^\/p^ hir tnp F:rtn

a

Ohsc.vatior Prnnrarrme Board Work
on the PDS is now progressing in the
ramework of the two parallel
consolidation pl^ase conrracts wirh tre
lead contractors lVatra and Thomson-CSF
in competition M dlerm reviews of the
PDS arch teclure rave been successfJrly
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d rect subcontractors to the mission prime
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further discussed and e aborated in

Microgravity
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Bubble Drop ard Particle Un t (BDPU).
the Advanced Gradient Heating Faci ity
(AGHF) two Advanced Protein
Crysta lisation Facility (APCF) Lr ts. ano
the Torque Velocity Dynamometer (TVD)
This contirueo cooperation with NASA
'cf crltc hnth thp nonrl nq1fq1T11ance Of
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Microwave Radiometer (MWR), have
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1997 as wel as for a prog'anrre fo'the
development of Mu ti-User Fac lities for
thp Sn:r-e St:tin- t.eIar.qg tO aS the l\lFC
programrne) were maoe 10 lne
Microgravity Programme Board These
proposals were well received and will be

Tl'e 2Oth ESA paraoo c tlighr campa gn
was conducled with the Carave le a rcraft
n October 1994, w th a total of eleven
evnerimentq
heino ner'nrTled
",.Y"'''''yY"'"
At the end of November, the Texus-33

sounding 'ocket was success'ully
l,ar rrchcd .2rr\/r.rcr lhrec ESA-'tnded
exper ments in the fluid-phys cs domain
The next flight in the EMIR-1 programme
u,ill hp thp :r.ne h n''Rin931
utvl
, 31
exposure facility for brological samp es, on
the Russian retrievable Foton 10 satel te
Launch is foreseen for January/
Feb'uary 1995 and sample 'r^legrsl ep vvl
be caried out in lhe ESA laboralory al Iie
Institute for Biomedica Problems n
Moscow
I
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haute technologie (AGHF), deux
ensemb/es de crtslallisatron de proteine de
technoloEe avancee (APCF) et le
dynamomdtre pour l'6tude du couple
/orce-vllesse (TVD) La cooperalton qui
se poursuit arnsi avec la NASA temoigne a
la fois du bon foncttonnement des
installations d utrhsateurs multiples de
I'ESA et de la satrsfactron des chercheurs
americains qui s en sonl servies pour leurs
expenences
I a 2oeme.amnennc de vols
parabolrques de I ESA s est deroulee en
octobre 1994, tnscrivant a son actrf un
tolal dc 11 exoerrenr:es conduites d bord
de la Caravelle
Fin novembre a eu heu le lancement rdussi
de /a fusde-so nde Texus 33,
avec a son bord lrois expdriences de
physique des f/uides [rnancees par I ESA
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lieu dans le laboratorre de I'ESA, d l'lnstitut
de recherche biomedicale de Moscou.
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cette d€cision immtnente ont eu pour effet
d'acc616rer l'elaboration d'une propositron
de programme relative a la particrpailon

exposilron d echantillons brologiques
au milieu spatral, a bord du satellite
rcr.t tnerahle rt sse Photnn 10 Ce
lancemenl est prdvu pour janvrer-fdvrrer

de I Europe a b S?tton spalrale
internationale, dont un projet
doit )tre envoye aux d6l6gations le
20 ddcembre 1 994 pour examen et
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(cRV/CTV)
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Le prochain vol a executer dans le cadre
du programme EMIR-l sera le lancement
de Biopan, une rnstallatron permettant
I

dlscussion lors d une reunion speciale
du Conseil drrecteur des programmes
spatiaux habites prdvue pour les 18
cr 1Q ianvtcr 7995 Dcs r4UniOnS
bilaterales et trrlaterales ont 69alement 6te
organisdes avec la l/ASA et la RKA en vue
de conclure avant la fin de 1994 lous /es
ar.r'nrrlc. de nnne inc ndnessalfes Suf Un
scenario logistique reposant sur une flotte
mixte et faisant place aux capacites
Ar i ane- 5/ ATV (ve h icu le d e transfe rt
automatique), notamment pour les
misslons de ravitarllement en ergol et de
rehaussement de la Station, ainsi
que sur des lormules de coopdration
nnsqih/pq atpr. lc.q Flatq-lJniS OU avec la
Russie portant essenttellement sur un
veh icule de sauvetage d' 6qu i pages/
vehicule de transport d equipages

The Internationa Space Staton (artist's
imnroccinn hrr l-l

La

l-)r nrnc\

Stafuon spattale tnlernattonale (vue
D Ducros)

conceptuelle par
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Manned Space
Programme
The Council at its session on 19 and
20 October 1994 aooroved the
Executive's aooroach for selection of the
Columbus Orbital Facility reference
configuration and acknowledged the
necessity to consolidate the European
position with respect to its participation in
the International Space Station in early
1995, based on declarations from Heads
of NASA and RKA about freezing
partners' contributions at an Incremental
Design Review (lDR) planned for March
1 995.
Subsequent actions undertaken by the
Executive to meet such an imminent
decision date have accelerated the
elaboration of a programme proposal for
'Europe's Participation in the International
Space Station', and a draft is to be sent to
Delegations by 20 December 1994 for
review and discussion at a special
Manned Space Programme Board
meeting planned for 18 - 19 January
1995. Also, bilateral and trilateral
meetings with NASA and RKA have been
organised in order to conclude all the
necessary principle agreements before
the end of 1994 regarding a mixed{leet
logistic scenario, including the
Ariane-5/Automated Transfer Vehicle
(ATV) capabilities in particular for the
propellant resupply and Station reboost
missions, and possible cooperation
schemes with the US or Russia mainly on
a Crew Return Vehicle/Crew Transoort
Vehicle (CRV/CTV).
A stepped approach has been further
investigated for the CTV, taking into

account both NASA's reouirements for the
availability of a new operational rescue
vehicle in 2OO2, and the expected
European budgetary limitations in the
1996/2002 period
Industry has presented an overall cost
estimate for the Columbus Orbital Facility
(COF), confirming that the target set by
ESA should be achievable. A formally
committing offer for the main development
phase (Phase-C/D) based on
subcontractor proposals will be available
by end February 1 995.
Following approval of development of the
Mission Database (MDB) as an 'Early
Contribution ltem' to NASA, and the

Columbus Ground Software Reference
Facility (GSRF)as a COF Enhancement
Item, the Executive requested industry
to update and finalise their detailed
proposals in line with the approved
Programme Proposals.

Euromir
With the safe landing of the Soyuz TIV-19

capsule on 4 November near Arkalyk in
Kazakhstan, ESA astronaut Ulf Merbold
successfully completed his 31-day
'Euromir-94' mission on board the
Russian Mir space station. Merbold
returned in good health and began his
posfflight medical baseline data collection
programme.
The scientific data and samples from
Eurmir-94 were recovered safely and are
now being evaluated by the scientists
involved in the mission
Work for the Euromir-95 mission is now
concentrated on finalisation of, and
agreement between experimenters, ESA
and RSC-Energia on the basic experiment
and equipment specifications, as well as
on the final development of the actual
experiment facilities and equipment items

the mission, using the Shuttle's robot arm
to deploy CRISTA/SPAS on
4 November, and conducting other
experiments within the Shuttle cabin. He
also tested a soecial seat that will be used
next year when Atlantis docks with the Mir
space station lt will allow astronauts and
cosmonauts to return to Earth in a
reclining position after long-duraton Mir
flights.
The CRISTA/SPAS satellite was retrieved
by the Shuttle's robot arm as planned on
'1
2 November.
European experiments formed an
lmportant part of the ATLAS mission, The
Belgian-led SOLCON and the French-led
SOLSPEC experiments both gathered
data on the Sun's energy and its
variability. These instruments were mainly
operated remotely from the Belgian Space
Remote Operations Centre (BSROC) in
Brussels using a telescience system set
up by ESA
Clervoy is the second ESA astronaut to fly
as a Shuttle Mission Specialist, Claude
Nicollier being the first Maurizio Cheli has
now also completed training at NASA's
Johnson Soace Center as a Mission
Specialist and is awaiting his first flight. G

Launch of another European astronaut to

the Mir station is foreseen for 18 Auoust
1

995.

Space Shuttle Mission 5T5-66
ESA astronaut Jean-Francois Clervoy
participated in this particular mission,
which was a coordinated effort to study
the Earth's environment Space Shuttle
'Atlantis' was carrying the Atmospheric
Laboratory for Applications and Science
(ATLAS) based on the ESA Spacelab
system, and the German-built Shuttle
Pallet Satellite (SPAS), with two major
instruments: the Cryogenic Infrared
Spectrometers and Telescopes for the
Atmosphere (CRlSfA), and the
Middle-Atmosphere High-Resolution
Spectrograph Investigation (MAHRSI).

Atlantis lifted-off on 3 November from the
Kennedy Space Center, Florida, and
.1
landed on 4 November at Edwards Air
Force Base in California. As one of the
STS 66 crew of six, ESA astronaut Clervoy
was having his first experience of space
flight, charged with the tasks of Mision
Specialist He played an important role in
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d'une part des impdratifs de la NASA qui a
besoln de disposer d'un nouveau v1hicule
de sauvetage operationnel en 2002, et de
l'autre, des limitations budgdtaires d
pr6voir du cOte europden au cours de la

periode 1996-2002
L'industrie a pr6sent6 une estimation
chiffrde d'ensemble pour I'Element orbital
Columbus (COF) confirnant qu'il devrait
€tre possible de respecter I'objectif fixe
par I'ESA. On disposerafin fdviler 1995
d'une offre ferme officielle pour Ia phase
principale de rdalisation (phase C/D),
reposant sur /es proposlt/ons des
sous-lrailanfs
A la suite de I'approbation de la crdatron
de la base de donndes misslon (MDB), au
titre des 6l6ments d livrer d court terme d la
NASA, ef du banc de rdfdrence de
ddveloppement au sol de logiciels (GSRF),
au titre des installations complementatres
du COF, I'Exdcutif a demande aux
industriels de mettre d jour et d'arr€ter
d6finitivement leurs propositions ddtaill6es
en accord avec les propositions de
programme approuvdes

Euromir
Le retour d bon port de la capsule Soyouz
TM-19, le 4 novembre prds d'Arkalyk,
dans le Kazakhstan, a clos la mrsslon
Euromir 94 de 31 jours mende d bien par
Ulf Merbold d bord de la station spatiale
russe Mir, Revenu d terre en bonne forme,
Merbold a entrepris le programme prdvu

de recueil de donndes mddicales de
rdfdrence postdrieures au vol
Les scientifiques associds d la mission
procddent maintenant d l'1valuation des
donndes scientifiques et 6chantillons
d'Euromir 94, r1cuperes dans /es
conditions voulues

Les actlvifds relatives d la missron Euromir
95 se concentrent ddsormars sur /a mlse
au point definitive des specifications des
expdriences et des equipements de base
et leur approbatron par les
expeilmentateurs, I ESA et RSC-Energia,
ainsi que sur Ia r1alisation frnale des
i nstallatio n s expdr i me ntales el des
6q

u i

pe ments

e

ux-m €mes.

Le ddpart d'un autre astronaute europden
d destination de la statton Mt est prdvu
pour le 18 ao1t 1995
Mission de la Navette spatiale 5T5-66
L' astro n aute de I' ESA J ean - F rangors
Clervoy a participe d cette mission qui
portait particulidrement sur l'6tude
coo rd on nde d e I' env ro n nem ent te rrestre.
La Navette Atlantis emportait d son bord le
laboratoire de recherche fondamentale et
r

ESA Astronaut Ulf Merbold undergoing medical
tests after the Euromir mission

Examen medrcal de I'astronaute Ulf Merbold d
/ issue de la mission Euromir

ap p I iq ude su r I' atmosphe re (AT LAS)

reposant sur le systdme Spacelab de

I'ESA, ainsi que le satellite porteinstruments SPAS conslruit pour la
Navette par l'Allemagne et qui etait equipd
de deux grands instruments; CR/SIA,
t1lescope cryogenique d spectromdtre
infrarouge pour l'etude de I'atmosphAre,
et MAHRSI, pour l'6tude spectrographique d haute r1solution de la
moyenne atmosphdre.
Partie du Centre spatial Kennedy, en
Floride. le 3 novembre. Atlantis est
revenue au sol le 14 novembre sur /a base

de I'Arm6e de l'air Edwards, en Californie
Membre de l'5quipage de sx personnes
du vol 515-66, l'astronaute de I'ESA a
vdcu sa premidre expdrtence du vol spatial
dans /es fonctions de specialrste 'misslon'
Un role important lui 6tait devolu largage
du satellite C,C/SIAISPAS le 4 novembre
au moyen du bras tdl1manipulateur de la
Navette, conduite d'autres expdriences a
I'interieur de la cabine de la Navette
Clervoy a dgalement mis d /'essal un sidge
sp1cial qui doit 6tre utilise I'an prochain
lorsqu'Atlantis ira s'amarrer e b sbtion
spatiale Mir et qui permettra aux
astronautes et cosmonautes de revenrr sur
Terre en position allongee aprds des
sd/ours de longue duree a bord de Mir.
Le satellite C,C/SIAISPAS a 6t6 recupere
au moyen du bras tdl4manipulateur de la
Navette, comme prdvu, le 12 novembre.
Les expdriences europdennes entraient

pour une part importante dans la mission
ATLAS. Les experiences SOLCOIV, sous
egide belge, et SOLSPEC sous dgide
frangaise, ont toutes deux recuerlli des
donn6es sur l'1nergie solaire et sa
variabilit1, la conduite de ces instruments
etant pour /'essentle/ t1l1commandee du
Centre belge de tel1operations spatiales, a
Bruxelles, au moyen du systdme de
t6l6science mis sur pied par I'ESA

Clervoy est le deuxidme astronaute de
I'ESA, apres Claude Nicollier, d voler en
qualite de spdcr,a/rste mlsslon Maunzio
Cheli vient dgalement de termtner au
Johnson Space Center de la NASA une
formation de spicialiste 'mission'; il attend
G
son premter vol
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ESA & NASDA to Test

Gommunications Links
Between Satellites
ESA and the National Space Development
Agency of Japan (NASDA) have agreed to
test communications at ootical and
S-band frequencies between an ESA
satellite and a Jaoanese satellite

In Brief

Under a Memorandum of Understanding

signed in December, ESA's Artemis
satellite, which will be olaced in
geostationary orbit, will relay experimental
data links to and from NASDA's Optical
Interorbit Communications Engineering
Test Satellite (OICETS), which will be
placed in low-Earth orbit. The links will be
made using a Semi-Conductor Laser
Intersatellite Link Experiment (SILEX)
optical communications terminal carried
aboard Artemis and a similar terminal
aboard OICETS. ESA and NASDA will
then jointly evaluate the results of the
experimental links.
This agreement constitutes the first major
collaboration between ESA and Jaoan in
the field of satellite telecommunications,

J -M Luton (left), Director General of ESA,
and M Yamano (right), President of
NASDA, sign the agreement on the testing
of i nter-o rb it comm

u n

icatrons

li n

ks

The Artemis satellite is currently
scheduled to be launched in 1997 lt is
part of ESA's plan to set up an orbital data
relay service to allow satellites to
communicate with the ground more
quickly and with higher data rates
OICETS is currently scheduled to be
launched in 1998.
G

Finland Becomes Full
ESA Member
On 1 January 1995, Finland became a full
Member State of ESA This brings the
number of full members to 14
Finland, which had been an associate
Member State since 1987, was already
participating in ESA's Earth Observation
and Telecommunications programmes as
well as in the Science programme.
The accession of a new Member State
enables ESA to 'strengthen its position at a
time when space programmes are taking
on a world dimension', stated ESA's
Director General, Jean-Marie Luton, when
the Agreement on Finland's Accession to
G
the ESA Convention was

sioned

Intellectual Property
Rights Addressed
ESA and the European Centre for Space

Law (ECSL) recently organised the

second workshop on intellectual property
rights and space activities, this time with a
worldwide oersoective About 90
participants attended the two-day
workshoo held in Paris in December.
The workshop allowed, for the first time,
representatives of many different nations
and industries to meet to discuss the legal
and policy issues with regard to

intellectual property rights and space

activities In addition, representatives of
several organisations with an interest in
intellectual property rights, such as the

World I ntellectual Property Organisation
(WIPO), the European Patent Office (EPO)
and the European Commission, also
oarticioated in the discussions The
purpose was to raise the importance of
space activitres with those organisations
The workshop proceedings are available
from ESA's Publications Division.
As a result of the workshop, WIPO will
raise the issues during its General
Assembly next autumn in order to request

aoproval to undertake further studies on
the possibility of elaborating a more
harmonised legal environment for space

activities,

92
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in brief

ESA Astronauts to Fly on

Tethered Satellite
System Mission
Two ESA astronauts, Claude Nicollier and
Maurizio Cheli, have been selected by
NASA to fly as mission specialists on
board the Space Shuttle 'Columbia' on

flight STS 75 in early 1996, During that
mission. the Tethered Satellite System
(TSS) will be deployed for the second time
It will also be the third flight of scientific
investigations using the US Microgravity
Payload (USN/P) complement The
mission is scheduled to last 13 days
Claude Nicollier, who is Swiss, is one of
ESA's 'most travelled' astronauts His most
recent mission was in December 1993 on
board 5T5-61 . the Hubble Space Telescope First Servicing mission During that
mission, he fulfilled two roles: he was a
mission specialist as well as the main
operator of the remote arm that was used
in the retrieval and repair of the satellite
He was also a missron specialist on
3T5-46 in July/August 1992 during which
Eureca, ESA s retrievable science
platform, was deployed and the first TSS
test flight was conducted.
The other ESA astronaut, Maurizio Cheli,
an ltalian, will be undertaking his first
mission. He was selected in 1992, along
with five other young candidates, to
expand the corps of ESA astronauts He
has been working in Houston since
mid 1992 and qualified as a mission
specialist in 1993
During the mission, a satellite measuring
1.6 metres in diameter will be deployed on
the end of a 20-km conductive tether to
study the electrodynamic effects of
moving such a tether through the Earth's
magnetic field The system will host 12
different scientifrc experiments ESA will
contribute sensors and control electronics
for the ltalian Research on Electrodynamics Tether Effects (RETE)
instrument Techniques for managing the
tethered spacecraft at great distances will
also be tested
The prolect is a joint effort between NASA
and the ltalian space agency ASI
During the first TSS mission in 1992, the
satellite could not be fully deployed
because of a malfunction in the deployer
mechanism Four of the crew members on

Claude Nicollier

Maurizio Cheli

that mission will also be on the upcoming
mission The crew will include a TSS
payload specialist, Umberto Guidoni from

science investigations using experiments
housed in the Shuttle's payload bay The
USMP is designed to provide the
foundation for scientific investigations
similar to those planned for on-board the
G
International Space Station

ASI

The mission will also allow scientists to
perform microgravity and fundamental

Ariane Flights to
Resume in March
Following the failure of Ariane flight 70 last
December, launches are now expected to
resume in March Flight 71 , carrying two
satellites, Eutelsat's HotBird 1 and
Embratel's Brasilsat 82. is planned to be
launched on 14 March
Flight 70, which took place on the night of
1/2 December 1994. ended in failure. The
American telecommunications satellite
PanAmSat-3, built by Hughes Space &
Telecommunicatlons for PanAmSat LP
was not placed into orbit, The launcher
performed nominally through the frrst and
second stages, The third-stage engine
ignited normally but did not function at full
thrust and therefore could not meet the
conditions reouired to olace the satellite
into orbit The stage and satellite
disinteg rated upon re-enteri ng the
atmosohere and fell into the ocean off the
west coast of Africa

Arianespace, along with ESA and CNES,
immediately set up a technical inquiry
board to investigate the cause of the
failure, Arianespace/CNES and the
industrial partners concerned, namely
SEP and Aerospatiale, also conducted
their own analyses The inquiry board
found that 'a lack of oxygen into the
third-stage gas generator' was the most
probable reason for the malfunction The
exact cause could not be identified,
The inquiry board proposed 21 remedial
actions to the management of Ariane. All
actions were accepted and are now being
implemented as Arianespace prepares for
the March 14 launch date
G
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Staying in Bed for
Science
To understand the adaptation processes to

microgravity conditions that astronauts
must undergo. ESA and the French space
agency CNES have recently completed an
experiment that required sublects to
remain in bed for a long duration while the
changes in their physiological systems
were studied The reduction in physical
activity leads to changes in bones and
muscles similar to those experienced by
astronauts in microgravity In addition,
lying in a head-down position causes
body fluids to shift towards the head and
thorax in the same way as is observed in
microgravity The results will enable
scientists to better define countermeasures to be developed to minimise the
physiological impact of the absence of
gravity for long periods and to improve
readaptation upon return to Earth
Eight young and healthy male volunteers
participated in the project They were
selected based on stringent medical and
psychological tests For the first two weeks
of the experiment. the subjects underwent
an ambulatory phase to stabilise their
physical and emotional state and allow
basic data to be gathered Although they
were mobile, they were confined to the
hospital ward, their diet was controlled,
they could not partake in strenuous
physical exercise nor receive visitors
They were then confined to their beds for
the subsequent six weeks They lay in a
position wilh lheir head al a - 6" angle to
the horizontal At that angle, the organic
fluids flow to the head and thorax in a
manner similar to that observed in
astronauts under microgravity Seven of
the eight subjects completed the bedrest
period, one had to stop after four weeks
because of pain in his vertebrae, which
disappeared after he became mobile
agarn,

After the bedrest period. the sublects had
a two-week ambulatory recovery period
during which their return to'normal'was
monrloreo

medrcal and psychologrcal monrtonng
throughout the experiment They will also
be monitored periodically over the next
few months to enSUre that nn Innner-term
nrnhlomc rloriolnn
This was one experiment in a series of
experiments that ESA has undertaken to

study the human psychological and
physical responses to life in space
Previous experiments have included the

subject measures his energy expenditure
while at rest, before the srx weeks of bedrest begin

A

isolation of a crew of four in a pressure
chamber and laboratory in a deep-diving
facility for 60 days, and the Human
Behaviour Study (Hubes) in which a crew
lived and worked in a module similar to the
lVir complex for 135 days to simulate the
G
EurolVir-95 mission

ERS Monitors Flooding in The Netherlands
When the lower Rhine area was hit by floods at the end of January, ESA's ERS-1
satellite, with its day-and-night imaging rada( was able to monitor the situation
constantly, even through thick cloud. The image on the front cover of this Bulletin

shows three rivers
(bottom)

-

-

the Lower Rhine (top), the Waal (centre) and the

Maas

in a region just west of Nijmegen in The

Netherlands lt covers an area of
approx. 35 km by 45 km, with the town of Den Bosch near the bottom right of the
scene.

This multitemporal image shows the situation between 30 January (green) and
5 February 1995 (red), in comparison with a'normal' situation last autumn (image
Irom21 September 1994, displayed in blue) The considerably swollen rivers are

well delineated in magenta, while the 'normal' river courses can be identified as
dark-blue lines.

The bright-red patches in the flood areas show what had re-emerged from the
water on 5 February, whilst some bright-green patches elsewhere in the image
indicate where flooding occurred between 30 January and 5 February.
Parts of the urban areas appear in yellow due to a change in radar illumjnation
direction, the ascending orbit on 5 February looking east-northeast having been
combined with two descending passes looking west-southwest. This effect is

enhanced by the higher soil humidity on the winter dates
The N/EDES Institute o[ Space lVedicine
and Physiology carried out the experiment
at the Purpan Hospital in Toulouse,
France, with full medical back-up provided
by the Toulouse health authority To ensure
that the sublects' health was never at risk,
thp qr rhicr:ts urprc kcnt rrndef CIOSe

94

The data was acquired at the ESA/ERS-1 Receiving Station in Fucino, ltaly, and
processed by the ESRIN and EURIMAGE/Earth Watch Teams.

J

Lichtenegger & G. Calabresi

ERS Data Utilisation Section, ESAIESF/N, Frascati, ltalv
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16th International Communications Satellite Systems Conference & Exhibit:

Advances in Satellite Systems for Global Communications
and Information Services
February 25-29,1996 Renaissance Hotel Washington, DC
Abstract Deadline: April 15, 1995
Sponsored by the American lnstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics in participation with:

o
o
o
o

The Association A6ronautique et Astronautique de France
The Canadian Aeronautics and Space lnstitute
The Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Luft- und Raumfahrt
The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers of Japan

The 16th International Communications Satellite Systems Conference will celebrate the 30th year of the
ICSSC. lt will be held on February 25-29,1996, in Washington, DC, the site of the first ICSSC. Much work
and planning has already begun to make the 30th anniversary of the International Communications Satellite
Systems Conference a success. Sessrons will be organized around themes of systems designs and
analysis, architectures, operations and hardware technologies of both payload and busses. Morning and
afternoon technical sgssions will consist of oral presentations (with visual aids) of papers accepted for the
conference proceedings. A tutorial colloquium will be held on Sunday, February 25, 1996.
Notification of acceptance or rejection will be mailed to authors by May 1, 1995.
Completed full length papers will be due July 15, 1995 for technical peer review

Photoready manuscripts, as detailed by AIAA instructions, are due at AIAA headquarters by
November 22, 1995.
Only papers that are published in the bound proceedings will be presented at the conference.

Abstracts
Submit abstract, abstract submittal form, and disk to the Technical Program Chair General inquiries about
the conference should be directed to the Conference General Chair.
Abstracts are solicited on the following and related topics.

o
o
o
o

Systems

Orbital Dynamics
Ground Segment

o

Payloads

o

TransmissionTechnologies
Bus Systems for HEO, LEO, and GEO

o

Test and Measurement

Abstracts should be 5OO-1000 words in length in English and should be prepared in accordance with the
abstract submittal form (avaitable from the Technical Program Chai). Indicate one author to receive all
correspondence. Sponsor and/or employer approval of each paper is the responsibility of each author.
Failure to obtain the necessary approvals can result in last minute withdrawal of the paper In order to
reduce the amount of paper required, abstracts should be submitted to the Technical Program Chairman
in hard copy and also on a 3.5' DOS disk preferably in WordPerfect format. lf WordPerfect is not available,
ASCII format will be acceptable.

INTELSAT

Conference General Chair
J. Nicholas LaPrade
Orbital Sctences Corporation

Technical Program Chair
Joseph P Dougherty
Mail Stop 35

Germantown Operations

3400 International Drive, NW
Washington, DC 20008

20301 Century Blvd
Germantown, MD 20874

2021944-8164
FAX. 2021944-8211
E Mail: doughj@access intelsat.inl

TEL : 301 1428 6137
FAX: 301 l428-6142
E Mail: laprade@fsd.com
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ESA Journal
For cost-saving purposes, ESA will no
longer publish the ESA Journal. The final
issue was ESA Journal Vol 18 No 3,
published in September 1994

ESA Special Publications

Publications
The documents listed here have been
issued since the last publications
announcement in the ESA Bulletin.
Requests for copies should be made in
accordance with the Table and Order Form
at the back of this issue.

ESA SP-363 /i 80 DFL
PROCEEDINGS OF THE SECOND
EURO-LATIN AIVERICAN SPACE DAYS
9 - 13 May 1994, Buenos A res, Argentina
(ED J J HUNT)
ESA SP-365 // BO DFL
FIRST WORKSHOP ON ERS-1 PILOT
PROJECTS
22-24 June 1994, Toledo, Spain
(ED T D GUYENNE)
ESA SP-368 // 80 DFL
SIXTH I NTERNATIONAL SYIV POSIUIV ON
I\IATERIALS IN A SPACE ENVIRONMENT
19

-

23 September 1994. Noordwijk,

The Netherlands
(ED T D GUYENNE)
ESA SP-373 // 1OO DFL
SOLAR DYNAIVIC PHENOIVENA AND SOLAR

WIND CONSEQUENCES
Third SOHO Workshop,
26 - 29 Septemoer 1994. Cororado. USA
(ED J J HUNT)
ESA SP-1132 (Vol. a) // 80 DFL
FINAL REPORTS OF SOUNDING ROCKET
EXPERIMENTS IN FLUID SCIENCE AND
IVATERIALS SCIENCES
(EDS O MTNSTER&B KALDETCH)
ESA SP-1170 /i 70 DFL
I NTER NATIONAL LU NAR WOR KSHOP
31 May-3June1994,

Beatenberg, Switzerland
(EDS H BALSIGER,MCE HUBFR,P LENA&

B

OA

BATTRICK)

ESA SP.11 72 /I TODFL
EUROPE IN SPACE 1960_ 1973
J KRIGE&A RUSSO
ESA SP-1173 // 50 DFL
EVALUATION OF CONFORIV]AL COATI NGS
FOR FUTURE SPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS
BD DUNN&P DESPLAT
(ED W R BURKE)
ESA SP-1178 // 35 DFL
OLYIVPUS AND BEYOND
C D HUGHES ET AL

(ED

M

PERRY)

ESA SP-1180 /i 35 DFL
HORIZON 2000 PLUS: EUROPEAN SPACE
SCIENCE lN THE 21 st CENTURY
(ED B, BATTRTCK)

publicatrons

ESA SP.1l81 // 80 DFL
I NTER NATIONAL U LTRAVIOLET EX PLORER
(tuE)
uNrFoRlv Low DISPEFSToN

-

ARCHIVE (ULDA)ACCESS GUIDE NO 5
CHROIVOSPHERICALLY ACTIVE BINAFY

ESA Scientific and Technical Reports
STM-237 // 80 DFL
TABLES OF INTERNAL PAFTITION
FU NCTIONS AND TH ERI\IODYNAIV IC
PROPERTIES OF HIGH-TEIVPEFAIURE AIR
SPECIES FRON/ 50 K TO 1OO OOO K
D GIORDANO, M CAPITELLI, G COLO,V/VA &
C GO,qSE
(ED W R BURKE)

-

STARS
C LA DOUS & A GIMENEZ
(ED W WAMSTEKER)

ESA Brochures
ESA BR-89 // NO CHARGE
ESA'S DATA HANDLING CENTRE IN
ESRIN

Other ESA Publications

ITALY

F-35 // NO CHARGE
NEW VIEWS OF THE EARTH SCIENTIFIC
ACHIEVEIVENTS OF EFS-1

-

rFDS /V LOiVGDO|V & E LOEFFLER)

ED TD

ESA Newsletters

GUYENNE)

G

EARTH OBSERVATION QUAFTERLY
No a5 (ENGLISH & FRENCH). SEPTEMBER:

-

No 46, DECEMBER 1994(NOCHARGE)
(ED

T

D

GUYENNE)

EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR SPACE LAW (ECSL)
NEWS No 14 (NO CHARGE)

(ED

T

D

GUYENNE)

N/ICROGRAVITY NEWS FROIV ESA

VOL 7, No 3, DECEMBEF 1994
(NO CHARGE)
(ED B KALDETCH)
NEWS AND

VIEWS VOL 19, No

2,

NOVEMBER 1 994 (NO CHARGE)

(ED B BATTRTCK)
PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
(Tech nology Prog ramme Quarterly)

VOL 4, No 4, DECEMBER 1994
(NO CHARGE)
(ED

M

.
.

PERRY)

TEXUS32

IEXUS33
canpai9ns

REACHING FOR THE SKIES
(OLa.ler y Newsletter on ESA's Laurchers)
No 13, DECEMBER 1994
(NO CHARGE)

ED T D

19

-

18

and 20
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In occordon.ce with the requirements of the ESA Soecificotion.
PSS-01-748, the following'ESA certified courses cjre ovoiloble

EOI

PsS-Or -708

Hond soldering to

EO2 Inspection to
EO3 Assembly of RF cobles to
EO4 Reooir of PCB ossemblies to
EO5 Surfoce mount ossembly to
EO6 Crimping ond Wire wropping

-708
PSS-Or -7r 8
PSS-Or -728
PSS-or -738
PSS-Or-726
PSS-Or -730
PSS-Or

to

ono

Re-certificotion courses ore provided for oll the

obove subiects.
For further detoils of dotes for courses. on-site
orrongements ond other services pleose contoct the
centre secretory:

ZIttAH

GREEN

Hiohburv Colleoe
ThE Tech'noloqytentre
Portsmouth, l-T<lmpshire, PO6 2SA, Englond

Telephone: aa (O) 7OS
Foxz 44(o) zos

283279 )
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EUROPE IN SPACE 1960 _ 1973
by John Krige & Arturo Russo
This is the first part of a two-volume history covering
Europe's cooperative space efforts, which traces their
beginnings from the late 1950s and the subsequent
developments of a European space programme from
that time up to the early 1970s It recounts the efforts of
the fledgling space community that launched ESRO (the

European Space Research Organisation) and ELDO
(the European Launcher Development Organisation),
with much government support, and shows how those
two organisations gradually evolved, and how the

foundation was laid

for a single European

Space

Agency

Drawing on the ESA documentation in the Historical
Archives of the European Community at the European
University Institute in Florence, and the many interviews

with key players involved in the build-up of

the

European space programme, John Krige and Arturo
Russo provide a lively picture of the complex and at

times dramatic process

of

Europe's slow, but

determined, efforts in establishing a cooperative space
programme,

'This volume provides an important contrrbution to our understanding of the development of science and
technology in postwar Europe lt should thus be of interest not only to those who were directly involved in
Europe's fascinating venture into space, the space scientists, and those concerned with the organisation and
implementation of the space projects in government and industry, but also to the general public who watched,
and simply by virtue of their support became participants in, one of the most remarkable successes of European
integration.

I hope that the reader will get a feel for what drove the pioneers in their efforts to set up a European space
programme and their enthusiasm for that cause, and will read this fascinating story with a similar sense of
attachment and participation as I have read it and look forward to the second volume of the study

'

il'lilI

Reimar List
Chairman of the Advisory Committee to the ESA History Study

Europe in Space 1960-1973, ESA SP-l172
Published by

ESA Publications Division
ESTEC, Postbus 229

2200 AG Noordwijk
The Netherlands
Price

Dft70
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Orbit Determination
Time and Frequency Generation
Time Synchronisation

Roumfohrtsvsieme

ZeitmeBtechnir

Time Dissemination
Space-based Precise Two-Way Ranging
and Range-Rate Equipment
o Orbit-independent:
LEO to GEO
o Ranging:
sub-dm level
o Range-rate:
better 0.1 mm/s
o Mass:
20 kg
o Power:
31 W
o Orbit determination software for two-way range,

SATRE-Geo, G round-based Two-Way
Ranging Equipment

o

Pseudo-noise ranging system with spreading up to
20 MChios/sec

. Operation down to - 30 dB signal-to-noise ratio
a Code-division multiple access
a Simultaneous multi-hop and multi-loop ranging
. Operates through occupied satellite TV and data
transponders without interference to primary user

range-rate and laser data

Frequency and Time Generation
o Very low phase-noise crystal oscillators
o Typical 100 MHz VCXO: - 157 dBc at 1 kHz offset,

Time-Dissemination Equipment
o Time-receiver for reception of pseudo-noise

o
.

a
o

- 168 dBc at 10 kHz offset
Frequency and time distribution amplifier

Compact Active Hydrogen Maser "Sapphire"

SATRE-Time,
signals

from geo-stationa ry satell ites
Time-code generator
Standard frequency and time outputs (20 MHz,
1000pps, 100pps, lpps)

TimeTech GmbH, Nobelstrasse 15, D-70569 Stuttgart, Germany, Tel. xx49-711-O 78 08-0, Fax xx49-711-6 78 08-99
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Publications Available from ESA Publications Division

Publication

Number of
rssues per year

Scope/Contents

Availability

4

ESAs prmary magazrne
ESAs learned lourna
Remote-sensrng newspaper

Free of

Source

Periodicals
ESA Bu let n
ESA Journa
Earth Observat on Ouarterly
(Engl sh or French)

4
4

Feachrng lor the Sk es

4
4
3

(E-gl'sh srth Frenc' sum-atresJ
Preparrng lor lhe Future

Technology Programme newspaper

Monographs
Conference Proceed ngs

Vo

ESA Brochures
ESA Folders

& Techn

ca

Reports

Screntr|c & Techn cal |\ilemoranda

(STM.xxr)

Procedures, Standards & Spec Ircatlons

ESA Pub|catrons Dvsron ESTEC,
2200 AG Noordw tk The Netherlands

Pflces be ow

-Tes ol specr'rc Conf e'enr e oapers
Specrircidetai ed nlormatton on
graduate-level subjects
Summarres of less than 50 pages

Screntrlrc/Technrcal Monographs

Screntrf rc

ESA Pub|catrons D v sron ESTEC,
2200 AG Noordw 1k The Nether ands

Newspaper of the Eurcpean Centre for
Space Law (under the ausprces of ESA)
space T'anspo lalron syslem5 ^ewspaoel
Space StatroniCo umbus newspaper
N,4rcrogravrty Programme newspaper

ECSL News

Co umbus Logbook
ll crograv ty News

charge

on a specnc suolecr
Folders grvrng short descr ptrons ol
sublects for lhe space-nteresled ayman
Graduate evel ref lectrng ESA s
pos t on on a grven sublect
Graduate level atest but nol I na sed
thrnkrng on a grven suolect
Def In tve requ remenls In supporl ol

tr.oa nl rhrrno

Prrces be ow

con tracts

Other Publications
ng lVanuals

Seres lor educatton ol users or potentral
users oi ESA programmes servrces or

Trarn

lacrlrl es

^h^l^^r,nh<

Charges tor printed documents
Numbe. of pages n doc-menl
Prrce (Dutch Gurlders)

ESA Publ

Genera lrterature posters

Public-relations material

Im<

c Relalrons

Servrce

8 10 rue Marlo Nrkrs
75738 Pafls 15, France

alr

EO

cl

E2

1-50

51-100

101

35

50

70

-200

E3

E4

201-400

401

80

100

-600

Note
last three years we have left the prrce of our publrcations unchanged Cosfs have nsen in that tme, particulaily postal charges, and from
1994 new pnces wtll be charged as shown above

ln the
To

1

January

compensate for this tncrease two dtscounts wrll be poss/b/e
a All orders over Dfl 110 - dtscount of 100/o
b All orders lor addresses outstde Europe over Dll 110 - no extra payment for atrmal
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Order Form for ESA Publications
IMPORTANT

1.

Orders must be accompanied by a Cheque orlnternational Banker's Draft, in Dutch Guilders,
made payable to 'ESA Publications Division'. No publications will be sent before receipt of

2.

Within Europe mailing is free-of-charge. Outside Europe airmail is free-of-charge for orders over
Dfl.'110; smaller orders are sent sea mail.

payment.

RETURN TO: FINANCE DIVISION (EFA/P)
ESTEC, POSTBUS 299
22OO AG NOORDWIJK
THE NETHERLANDS
No. of
copres

ESA

Price per
copy, Dfl.

Title

reference

Total:

Discount for orders over Dfl. 110: 100/o of total:
Total amount enclosed: Dfl

MAILING ADDRESS (Print carefully)
Name
Function

Organisation . .

.

Mailing Address
Town & Postal Code

.

Country'

Date.

....

signature.

METHOD OF PAYMENT (Please tick box)
Cheque

International Banker,s Draft
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enclosed, made payable to ESA Publications Division'.

Total

Dft.

Mechanical requirements
Prnting material
Usable material:

Copy date:
(in Noordwijk)

Type area:

Copy dates

1 posrtive offset film (right reading, emulsion
side down)
Negative. artwork ready for reproductron
All production charges are invoiced separately
Ready for printing: 30 days before publication
Any difficulty in observing these deadlines after
reservation should be notified tmmediately
fax (31) (0)1719 85433
tel (31) (0)1719 83794
1/1 page
112 page horizontal
114 page vertrcal
114 page horizontal

Screen:

60/cm

P:no qizp

297mm

Bleed amount

-

-

185/265 mm high
185/131 mm high
91/131 mm high
185/ 65 mm high

150/rnch

x

21Omm

3mm

lssue dates
ESA Bulletin:

February, May, August and November

Circulation
Albanra
Algeria
Andorra
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belgium

Honduras

lran

Slovakia

lraq
lreland

Slovenia

tsrael

Spatn

Belize

Italy

Sri Lanka

Benin

lvory Coast

Bhutan
Bolivia
Bosnia and
Herzegovlna

Jamarca
Japan

Botswana

KOrea

Sudan
Surinam
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria

Brazl

Kuwait

Tahiti

Bulgaria

LAIVIA

Taiwan

Burkina Faso
(Upper Volta)

LeDanon
L echtenstern

fanzania

Burma
Burundi
Cameroon
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Commonwealth of

LrDya

Costa Rica

4x

Bx

2 000

1 600

1

200

page BIW

1 200

1 000

800

1/4 page B/W

800

700

600
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Extra charge for 4 colour processing: 1 500

Dutch Gu lders
Loose inserts (by applicaton only) 1/A4 Dfl 3 000
- plus
Dfl 129 per thousand bookbinder's handling charge

-
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lceland
lndia
Inoonesra

Congo
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Sao Tome
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
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Singapore
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Zimbabwe
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Denmark
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Independent States Mauritius
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